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*’An imaginary »Temple of 8ooperation» may be built by using the
liochdale Principles as building stones. In such a temple the principles
of liberty and unity would v/ell serve as foundation stones. The sup_
porting pillars of the structure could be made up by the principles of
economy* democracy, equity, and publicity. The top of the temple, its
superstructure, would then be made up by the principle of universality.
*»It has been fittingly said that education in cooperation is the
cement or mortar needed to solidly bind together the v/hole structure of
the Temple of Cooperation. This is undoubtedly very true. In the last
analysis the success, the growth, the strength and the permanency of the
cooperative movement depend on the amount of cooperative education that
has penetrated the masses of people and remolded their economic and so-
cial thinking.” (t)
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The Workingmen’s Protective Union whicn opened its first store
in Boston in t 345 was the beginning of the HocMale cooperative move-
ment in Boston. Progress was slow up to 1916 there was no central
source of informivtion in the United States as was the case in Europe-
an countries. To meet this need the Cooperative Lestgue of the United
States was organized in I't collects information concerning co-
operation in the United States and is considered as the education'll
source of all cooperatives in this country.
No complete statistics for the United States are available, but
as far as can be learned there are about n ,000 cooperative consumers’
associations in this country. The total membership in consumers* so-
cieties is around 3,000,000. The business turnover of consumer dis-
tributive societies amounts to about $400,000,000 a year.
The work of The League has given a knowledge of cooperation to
every state and failures are fewer. Already the best and strongest of
the societies are its members. It is steadily growing and at present
has 1,500 member societies with approximately 750,000 members. Dis-
cussion of cooperatives in colleges and universities has helped in the
field of education and been influential in the spread of the coopera-
tive movement in the United States. This movement has seen its great-
est advancement since I 929 . (1)
(1) James P. Warbasse. Cooperative Democracy (1936)» PP. 56-62.
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As I originally thotight through for myself the things I v/ant-
ed to know about consumers* and producers* cooperatives in the Unit-
ed States, they resolved themselves into three questions.-
t , V/here are the cooperatives located in the United States
2. What laws govern cooperatives in the various States?
3. What factors make for the successful working of coolers
tives?
Method of Approach
To ajiswer the three questions I had in mind, I contacted the
Consumers Cooperating Council of Greater Boston, From this orgeiniza-
tion I found that the government had under way the making of a list of
cooperatives in the United States, This, to the best of ray knov/ledge,
has not as yet been published. However, for the New Ehgland States,
with the exception of Maine, the Consumers Council had a very complete
list. At the council*s suggestion I v/rote to The Cooperative League
in New York for further help in this matter. They were only able to
state that I could get a list of cooperatives affiliated with their or-
ganization from their 1 93 6 yearbook.
This yearbook I obtained, and, on the basis of this list and the
list which the Consumers Council of Boston had let me copy, I sent out
372 form letters early in November asking for the following inf ormation:
1, A brief history of the organization
2, Any outstanding achievements or set-backs in the course
of operations
3, An evaluation of the causes of such successes or failures
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4In reply to these 372 letters, I received 41 replies. In reply
some of these simply stated that they had no sucn data, and it would
be so expensive to collect and involve such an expenditure of time, thet
the organization was unable to fxirnish the information.
These replies trickled in all the way from November 13^ >937 to
March 3, t 938 » or during a period of sixteen weeks. The information con-
tained in the pamphlets and letters received will be found stunmarieed
as case studies in another section of this work, and will form the basis
for ity answer to ray third q.uestion relative to the factors which make
for the successf\il working of a cooperative.
As to the laws which govern cooperatives, I was fortunate in lo-
cating a pamphlet which contained the results of a Consumers* Project
carried out under the direction of the United States Department of La-
bor. This gave the laws for the various States which had such laws un
to January l, I937. On the basis of these State laws, I have suanar-
ized in another section the laws of the various States according to the
type of things with which the various States deal in their statutes.
Originally it was my intention to write the material up on the
basis of individual States and sections of the country. State botind-
ary lines are ignored in many cases and several States have joined to-
gether in enterprises especially in the case of Farmers* Unions. A gen-
eral scarcity of data in some States also was a deciding factor in n^»-
decision not to hold strictly to States, or even to sections.
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'Most simply defined, a cooperative enterprise is one which "be-
longs to the people who use its services, the control of which rests
equally with all members, and the gains of which are distributed >^mong
the members in proportion to the use which each makes of those services.”
(U
Distinction between Consumers* and Producers t Cooperatives
**To determine in each instance whether an existing cooperative
organization is a consumer cooperative or a producer cooperative, one
should ask himself and answer the following question*-
”Have its members organized as consumers with a view of
furthering, through the cooperative, their interests as consumers* or
have they organized as producers for the purpose of furthering their
interests as producers?” ( 2 )
”A Comparative Analysis
I. Consumer Cooperation




mostly wsige earners in the cit-
ies and tov/ns; also farmers and
some of the professional (mid-
dle) class, (Cooperative re-
tail and wholesale societies*
II. Producer Cooperation





and cheese factories; farmers* co.
operative marketing associations,
etc,); also, industrial workers.
(Cooperative work shops, glove
cooperative credit unions and banks; workers* cooperatives, coonera-
cooperative insurance societies; tive cigar companies, cooper«=-
(I ) Jacob Baker; Cooperative Enterprise, p. 48 ,
( 2 ) "V.S.Alanne; Fundamentals of Consumers* Cooperation , p. 1 01
.
dTl;>4>i»cooO
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eJrQ-f lo Ioi#/ioo ,8Soi7i«8 8J1 sag o.-lW ciqoacj sri^ «snoI
e*s>» rtflrfw lo jjn^ £1m dSl* xlLmr^e
•'.••nlvTsa scor^^ lo as^taa xlcss jaciiiw s^ s<(;^ o: no2^*5oqotq ci aistfctai
(I)
gevi;f*i?qcoP » a?gogi?oT*?' Jbrt» ^aisauysnoS ns»J^etf aoiioattgld
svlJ-Aiisq-oco :£ftljelxs .Ta isrlJsxlt* scn»;fBnl ri^ss nl snicrrs^Hb oT*
sno ttfvl^^tieqcoo :ssagJt>o'xc £ 'lo svifx.^oqocs •serx'eaoo '• al
.;aoi^e<Mii> &jis ^awa/ie uaiX lXoc^.lx[ jCaa ^Ic/Oila
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ilsrf^ lo SRoq-unj ed^ lol aisogJboT'q sc issiaec*20 ©erf
( s) "TaTtsogJioiq ac e^as'xejnl
alef^ffA »v 2 ^#T.. Qg»oC A«*
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Bovitfjrt'isqoco »8ie2iTow ;C2lfxd J>os BzoioxT Jll^STO eYl^dsqooo
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.ipi .0 j «cl i^VsW’ ev i tfos^X, f f
)
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6cooperative service societies, etc.) tive shoe factories, etc.
2. Control of the organization is in 2 . Control is in the hands of
tne hands of the consumers (even if producers (even if consumers
producers, i.e. employees of the co- are admitted into membership
operatives, are admitted into member- which is seldom the case.)
ship.
)
Tendency, as the organization Tendency, as the organization
grows stronger, to control and re- grows, stronger, to control nnd
duce the prices of commodities, and raise the prices of products ?;nd
graaually approach the ’'cost plus” commodities
.
level.
4, Movement developing through terri- 4. Movement developing mainly
torial centralization (Federations through occupational or commod-
with local units formed). ity centralization (Federations
with occupational or comraoditv
units formed).
Tendency to have one local or- Tendency to have one occupa-
ganization to serve several differ- tional or commodity organization
ent purposes. (For instance, a con- for each particular production func-
sumer cooperative, starting as a tion. (This general tendency p_
grocery store, soon adds on a meat mong producer cooperatives may be-
market and a dry-goods department; come modified. In Minnesota, for
erects a gasoline filling station; instance, some farmers* coopera-
starts handling milk and coal; opens tive creameries have started to
a restaurant, establishes an insur- distribute petrolexim products "nd
ance agency, etc. ). even groceries among their mem-
ber patrons).
.oJ» efcln t&ir':ot> tvl^H-xtqcoo
Ic ei>iu*/f fli r.i iotJn C «l »’ oolJAslr ^,io eda XoiancD
n-v»; tX & 9V 0 ) t*r« uenco odi lo eJkud
t
aiilS'X&cc&r, ojfri L)«»? Jinjjba •XK -xt fiirij c toexolcft* .•.! «
{.eejfic eriJ c.oiJise el ~7<^do}e«: c>aal l>waji«iJb£ Ola «cevl7«7#(}c
<>v-< (
.rl*i«
nci#*«inJ8io 9di zm floia^iloft.xc ®da 8s r.»b'i«7
6af XotSiIoo ,*t9i>ao*il8 ,ewoia »87 bne toiiaoo >'•) iaoz,.
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vjiJbomoo 70 Ii»noia«qgcoo daiw
,{i)8C'7ol etfxru;
.'bepT^ol eaim; XaooX dtflw
-»nrrooo «no ev:4 oJ '^onobnol -70 I*ooI oao ev*ri oa xoaoonaT .?
nr fes}w*^to \4lhcajesca ic i£i''Oia -79lllb X.si7ev®« 8T768 ol nclaaxloJies
onx/' noiaoxfi307q ^elooiai^q rfo«e 7ol -aco « ^docfiasRl To'i) .BoeoqTxn: ana
-a ^onaJbnoa xisior.ss eixfi) .noia a ea ^diTs^s ,3via87oqcoo 78fluae
_9tX vf.flT •oi'Xa^ieqooc 7f>oi/bor . icm a«dff a no el>b« nooe «t»7cae ^70007^
.•aoeenolMfll ,bdllii>oir. ^.loo
;
anor:a7«q®l) * br.s 3vArt,ia
«
-loriooc »eie*rr74l ocx>b ;noiaiat jjfliXXll sniXoeg^ a eaoo^e
oa baf’tJBio *v«ri e»i7a«»i«io »Tia gne^o ;l£oo i)iL3 iXliQ ^IXiMii^d eaiaav
bn'' ^acgJboxq rx'eXoTtec aagdiirffli) -tg&nl luB eoxifildaaeo ,i’nji7xrxae87 ^
«t Sic il^gta ^^cr.'i aiiixspoT^i nev® .(.oao ,\0n9a« 8008
.'snoiJ-sci led
6, Relatively strong realization
of the necessity of educational
work. Fxmds usually appropria-
ted for this purpose. (Broader
idealism and "broader social vis-
ion).
_2 . A distinct and anti-capital-
6, ^eak of no realization of the
necessity of educational work.
V/hen such wor.-c is carried on, it
usually is pureay technical. (Narrow
idealism and via ion),
_2 , Non ant i-capitaiistic tendencies
istic tendency is manifested soon- manifested, as a rule. (Movement
er or later, (Movement progressive), much less progressive).
8, No such willingness manifested,
as a rule
,
** ( ] )
6, V/illingness to cooperate with
other workers* and farmers* or-




’Farmers* Cooperative Marketing Societies
These societies are primarily organized among farmers for
the purpose of marketing their products, such as dairy and poultry pro-
ducts, grain, fruits, vegetables, etc.
’General Purpose Societies
These societies pursue two main lines of activities. They
receive and market the products of their members and they also purchose
for their members a general line of goods for farm and home use.
’Consumer Distributing Societies
These societies often start as buying clubs or small store?
dealing in groceries, clothing, ana household articles, and gradually
expand their trade to include many other products used by their member?. **
( 2 )
(1 ) Ibid. pp. IDO and loi
(2 ) . Report of the Inq.uiry on Cooperative Enterprise in Furope
p. t05.
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Beginnings of th<5 Cooperative i^ovement
V/henever mention is made of the Cooperative Movement there comep
to one’s attention the Hochdale iixperiment. This was "by no means a lone
ana isolated experiment, ”l’irst, there were the many societies that nre_
ceded them and whose mistakes and success taught them much. Dr. V/illinm
King, a physician of Brighton (England), from 1828 to 183O pnhlished^a
little magazine. The Cooperator
,
in which he set forth and formulated a
philosophy of cooperation and the mechods necessary for success. He Is
often designated as ’the father of British cooperation. ’ He said: ’Co-
operation is a voluntary act, and ail the power in the world cannot m^ke
it compulsory; nor is it desirable that it should depend upon any nower
hut its own.’ Kohert Owen and a small group of religious men, the Christ-
ian Socialists, contributed much to the idealism of the movement. Among
them were men of wealth ana influence who promoted education and favor-
able legislation. Cahrles Kingsley, a clergyraan, and John Stuart Mill,
an eminent economist, were among these. Later came E, Vansittart Nea'e,
a lawyer, who rendered gre^vt practical service. Most of the influential
men who were active in discussion and organization affecting cooperation
in the nineteenth century thought in terms of labor rather than of con-
sumption. Dr. King was the outstanding exception. He was aoparently the
first to comprehend consumers’ cooperation. Later, J.T.iV.Mitchell am-
plified this conception of the consumer and gave it its larger and prac-
tical application Adam Smith and Sichard Cobden clarified
much that had to do with cooperation before it developed a philosophy
of consumers’ economy.” (1)
( 1 )
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r. b$;- 5ci<n o«oi<',7
. Jbftiic ilJJx/c. r’^CI oJ 3S.W ,^hiJtLin2.} r.ost^Hf: lo i.AlolB\*ilc
£
^ le^pUr- tw' i-n< riirol 3es erf rloiriv nl ,io^A70<^aoO _ jit ,6ni*«^^*3i
0IUU
e> ,pe^:’''^;c ^ox ^ii*ee'?r‘9i| *x>ort. ;»iii *>n/i rolSniMcco ^0 x^<;c6CAixlT
-oO’ ;tiXR » .noiJiV'rarcoo nel^i-iti lo f^rX»
«*» 2>#3AXi^l«afc tsJio
^oflii-o 0X10 V. vdt r.l i&vor &d3 l±£ Dt£ , 3c.^ X * tl noi-aiaqo
rovrc- ^ft' noQXT vneo«M 3i 3*a3 olrf^iXaeD ji «X acc
:\ioBiXfriPCO 7i
isiir.C t '-ffi BX/ol^X/oT lo QXioia A ‘Jdt: )mXi fiodoil
».nwc
VicrA .^nomsvom sa:* lo rrei£f^el>i ena oi rioxrrr Lovxrtfi 1 jfo& ,c3aXx«iiOCo
iui
,-ov#l Ji«*. aolJ-.ox'iiG Ijoacniciq om oonoialr.i inf 1< D<^^ 0 ie\^ . ana
.
.ixit iZMV^ic. nuo\. i3xiJ> ,/tiii..>t,,'ioio « .-.sXe^iX aaltai!^ .x-oxa^ieisol
oi4»
a^xaaienx'V ,Vi am«0 tedHa .©eeda ^oxi. ,a«i«rococ8 Sx-Oiiiaie nu
fr^UasSfl'^ni -rfa 'lo ;fscy. .©oxv't&c ieoiaoair, boioon*>*i o iw
,tco(w*.X *•
ncia ^teqooo rsoiaosirr^i^io iiu aci^tvcBlt) ni 8vi3or 9*i»« c.iw
nam
_noo lo o-na i;,raA'i .lorfdi lo aici&a xtl axigato.ii vuxarao rif::e';?9oin ©a?
ni
9 : 2 -^Xacoi ;"cfi aew ha .npiaqooxs ^di'fi^deaoo &ii3 *^'W 5^^i,v
.ooiaciKi/B
_jn« ilo-iOJi-. ....' ,*isaaj .noi?xii9<;coo • eiocoxrenco . oa asiXl
-aAic BdX ax &vi5g hi- -cocarsnoc or’a lo Aoiao&o»’'oo sXiia boXlXXs;
bol'^Xi’^io ntjixfoO b'lfSiioi'T biiJa rfaiitiB c^JSjA toxaaoiXqcjA I^soXa
’^icoaoiXilq e i®<joiov^o ai ©atvlf.a ijol aAtaqooo rUiw oi oa S>£:i ataxia aoins
(l' »‘ .nt/ioffooe » aist'^x/ccoc lo
&v Xat,THGOQC teeatuft .';. eofrAl. (!)
9 .
"Cooperation and experiments in cooperative organizations are old
The pages of history are rich with the records of man»s search for nr^c-
tical means of working together for service and in the spirit of mutual
aid.
"The Eochdale Society of Equitable Pioneers in England was the be
ginning of the standardized cooperative movement. No long and expand’ ng
series of success had ever follov/ed any efforts at cooperation before
them. They did not originate each of the Eochdale principles. They
looked about them and saw many plans in operation. They took several of
these and combined them. This combination is their great contribution.
The principles which they made use of have proved, when combined, to
constitute the essentials of cooperation. The Pioneers formulated the
technic for applying these principles together. After painstaking de-
velopment of their ideas, they put them into operation. They opened
their store. They carried out their plans. They succeeded. And from
that day on there has been no recession in the progress of the methods
they inaugurated." (i)
( 1 ) Ibid. p. 26.
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. fc - « t mXjB > 1
The Rochdale Experiment
1 0
Almost every pamphlet published by a cooperative organization
emphasizes the importance of the Rochdale principles, but practically
none of them give the background for the development of those princip‘'es.
In some instances they casually state that twenty-eig'ht weavers in Roch-
dale started the first successful experiment along the lines of coopera-
tion and let it go at that. Because of this, I feel that a recital of
the beginnings of the cooperative movement will bear repetition,
I fina a very excellent description given by Warbasse in his earl-
ier edition of Cooperative Democracy
.
**These Rochdale Pioneers may be
looked upon as the beginning of the standardized Co-operative Movement...
Before these men organized their society, the state of the weav-
ers in the mills at Rochdale was pathetic, but typical of working condi-
tions in capitalistic industry. By t 6j 0 » by the utmost exertion, a v;ecv_
er could not hope to make his earnings total more than the equivalent of
$t ,00 to $1.50 P©r week. After a life of toil, the poor-house was the
aestiny to which he looked forward.
”'j'/e are indebted to George Jacob Holyoake for the best informa-
tion on this significant organization. According to Holyoake, it was on
a dismal, cold, damp day of an English November, in ] 843 . that these
poor men out of work, out of money, with scarcely food to feed them,
and heart-sick from the distressful conditions with which they were or*-
pressed— met to consider means to secure relief. There "ere
but tv/o known waya out; the poor-house and emigration. The first mepnt
confession of defeat, and was inevitable if they survived. The second
was difficult because it required some money, and was equivalent to de-




0500® ‘‘ *v<f iidrlsl i 'f-» ' irt<^'JVF<T Jto®lA
vX ' ' oi^O-f'^Q ^trrf , ceXcji ofi i T^' *X*iX>fjc*oP -it#
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• tct* J^ocri orf# toiiBixts:#
'ql-'-iilic oaoil# ?- wb t»r(# 'i®*> »v2., cud# le i>uoc
•a»^o^. ni ei*vA£^ 5 ‘-.a# o#eje cl* '»iAt ve/t# aeoru <i*cl •ff»o* ci
^.-•a'-ooo >0 Borii. -wl# rsXi' JcapX-xarx* co'ip obi/': -i;# eUJ>
•0 X 4 #i 3o*r /•- i *it' -«»to/»ot>a .J‘/t# Jfc o^ il #©i •ifi-. noi#:-
ft Xxiw Snwijvcx w7-# lUTOo*: e^lrj:£2j*<f
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.
»#no»u«vc:( is»'o-oD i>« .i-*7'*on--'?s 10 >*nin/'t^O(i ad4 «a no^o ^tuiooi
?*r:r ^o ^ 3 - #e o/t# ,\Jeioo8 710x1# La-ir^^io star’ oeo-.-f# Molot
-!'jrcc ,yil:<7CY/ *0 laoicpi# ,ol -^i#er e«n oi*jxr:30i ^ alXiit fd# ni ei«
_>;.» ,n- i 37fy ,8c:*#tr rX \4i. .x^JEJUtb/ti oUaiiA^lr’ o nl ecoi#
'r #ne- v-.-^'o ad? r d? S70«n ^-sio# a^Tlxii- v eiit »>-• o: w;of? 5on liix'oo -70
Ari# OSJXC.'L.icOO rVt# ,1x0# 'io fell X 45 T*#*!! ,>.9©V 78:' C*^.t5
.oxamiol JbiidooX 9d do Lii'^ ci \niAopsi
-Br^olni jeeKf tat 7o^ ©:»8DXi.cH cfcoab a^^ToeO o# b«#debrTl 97 ^ oV'
BO it ,7d.^.o'’iXoE 0# -^IJb'ioosA .£tC‘i< AJtina^To Jn.Bcili.niie eidJ cc. aoi#
aaa/f# ?jaxiJ , . f ni ,*»<Kfir*«»vcH daiX^^n.: tus lo ijafi qai^ ,lXoo ,X«KR8ib «
b©®!: 0# ^00^ ^I807xi38 dzlv ,* »noto''lo tuo , to» *;o #/rc—-—nen 700<i
_«-c 078* dcir:-* il#l* f;iol#lXn-'co Xf/le"®##®!* odZ troll id*
87« 67 ^dT .Ic-Xioi e«UTr«»e o4 "nA«r. lebisnoo o# tosa —i>888 s7q
#rt/*8*i* otTT .tcliMTairo job onvctU-iooc, x’4 ; let cu/< a> owi iifd
i>roo»» oiiT .fcoTXTTwe *:i slrfsJiiooi *j8w br« lo noifieolxtoo
«oi) 0 # #c»X ivixrpe c£A' f>na ,x*noir omot xjoilxri-oi Ji ocjaood #Xxrcillir saw
,
'.wrtX '•C' *?7o4eXoiT no^xr JbadXaiv titw iloiA'w Koi^6#t8<i
"They decided upon a new plan. All their lives they had been ex-
ploited hy traders. Forsooth, they would hecome themselves traders, end,
indeed capitalists: They would add to their already burdensome v/ork the
duties of merchant, hanker, and mill-owner. They would take over the
functions of the captains of industry:
"These ragged, hungry weavers: Kow they would have been laughed
to scorn by the owners of the mills had their ambitious talk been heard
beyond the four walls of their little meeting room:
"Accordingly, twelve of the most opulent, with the utmost finan-
cial abandon, subscribed four cents a week. liVhen the twenty-eight of
them, by the greatest privations, after more than a year of saving, h®d
accumulated the sum of $140» they began their experiment.
"The ground floor of an old warehouse on Toad Lane was rented for
three years. They had about $70 to invest in a small stock of flour, oet
meal, butter and sugar. Samuel Ashworth was elected 'salesman’, and the
store was voted to be kept open two evenings a week. With trepidation,
and to the hoots of urchins, the »ov/d weyven opened their doors for
business on a cold night the longest in the year, the 2lst-of De
cember, 1844.
"They felt like a band of conspirators. This precisely is 4?hat
they were. They were conspiring against poverty and the forces which
created and subsisted upon poverty; and these forces were the mightiest
powers in the British Smpire.
,
"Well might these poor weavers tremble as they took dov/n the
shutters from the window of their shop. So poor, so uninviting, so
marked with the outward signs of failure; and yet so rich in hopes, so
alluring with possibilities, and tinder its plain exterior so indelibly
ic
- J
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r'
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marked with the pigments of success
j
"V/illiam Cooper, the first treasurer, took care of the money. He
carried it from the store to the ban/c v/hen it was so xight that he mupt
put his hand into his pocket to assure himself that it was not lost; pnd
faithfully and proudly he continued to carry it v/hen it was so heavy
that the burden caused a strain which injured hi.m for life. Never was
a treasurer more jealotis of his money. No minister of the exchequer .ev-
er found more pride in his treasure,
*»These weavers did a thing which no group of British workmen hsd
done before; they not only acted together from the beginning, but the--
held togetner even when adversity came upon them. They received no aid
outside of their own poor efforts; and precisely here was one of the
reasons for their success. To accept financial aid has ever been a
caiise of failure in co-operative undertakings; to sacrifice, suffer, en-
dure, and develop self-reliance have ever been potent facto-s in secur-
ing success,
"These men were staunch and the women were true. The allurements
of the private tradesman failed to divert the women from their shop or
to dissuade them from their ideals. They realized that loyalty was the
keystone. They v/alked long distances to carry home their meagre pur-
chases from *t» old weavers* shop». Often they were told that they v;e-^e
»just out of sugar* or that they ‘expected a sack of flour in a day or
two*. Reports were constantly circulated about the tovm that the store
was about to fail. The timid often rushed in and withdrew their savings
which had been left v/ith the store. Sometimes, having found that they
could get their money, they handed it back again. It is told of one mpn
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it in a stockinet for two years, sacrificed his 4 per cent interest, -nd
then put it hack with the society again.
"By the end of the year 1845» the Rochdale Society of Equitable
Pioneers had SO members and a paid-up capital of $900 * They formulated
the ’Rochdale Principles*
"The original provision v/as for a capital of $5,009. This w=?
to be raised by $5 shares. Each member was to be required to hold four
shares. At the beginning, any member v/as allowed to have any n\imber of
snares \inder fifty-one. There was little prospect of any members tak-
ing full advantage of this opportimity. But *the officers v/ere orde^-ed
and empov/ered and commanded to but down all fifcy-po\ind shares with all
convenient speed;* and any member who held more than four shares was
compelled to sell the surplus at the par value of one pound when called
upon to do so by the officers of the Society. Each applicant for mem-
bership, on his admission night, was required to appear in the meeting-
room and declare his willingness to take four shares at $5 each and pay
a deposit of not less than six cents per share, to pay not less than
six cents per week thereafter, and to allow all interest and surplus-
savings that might be due him to remain in the funds of the Society uu_
til an amount had accuiuuiated to his credit equal to the four shares
of the capital stock. Thus witn the payment of a shilling, a member
entered upon a very simple agreement to make himself v/orth $20 ma’^--
ing his purchases at the society’s store.
’’The provisions were surrounded by every safeguard. Any mem-
ber not making his payment was liable to a fine, except in case of sick-
ness, distress, or unemployment, .then overtaken oy distress a member
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'’These men set forth their intentions in teraas y/hich challenge
admiration. There was no doubt about their aims. Their language and
purpose were unmistakable. They declared that, »The objects and clan?
of this Society are to form arrangements for the pecuniary benefit
improvement of the social and domestic condition of its members.'
"They worked out plans in the mosu minute detail for the follow-
ing ends:-
*The establishment of a Store for the sale of provisions, cloth-
ing, etc.
»The building*, purchasing, or erecting of a number of houses in
which those members desiring to assist each other in improving their do-
mestic and social condition may reside.
'To commence the manufacture of such articles as tne Society m^-y
determine upon, for the employment of such members as may be out of em-
ployment, or who may be suffering in consequence of repeated reductions
in their wages.
'As a further benefit and security to the members of this So-
ciety, the Society shall purchase or rent an estate or estates of land,
y/hich shall be cultivated by the members who shall be out of employment,
or whose labour may be badly remunerated,
'
"They went so far as to project a reorganization of the State and
society within their own community bf interests. They declared that, »a
soon as practicable, this Society shall proceed to arrange the powers of
nroduction, distribution, education, and government; or, in other words,
to establish a self-supporting home-colony of united interests, or as-
sist other societies in establisning such colonies.' And what is more
remarkable, they did the things they set out to do.
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"Progress went slowly. In lc47» when times became hard and pric-
es went higher, there was great distress. The loemhership in the society
increased rapidly. More distress next year resulted in greater increase
of membership and capital. During the »hxingry forties* it was demon-
strated that Co-operation is the enemy of poverty. Hard times proved
its power to help. The »respectable and influential* threw obstacles in
the way; but, undaunted, the Society went on. The poor-house ceased to
be the destiny of Rochdale weavers. They wore better clothes. They
looked better. They began to have the little luxuries which had ever
before been denied them.
"In |854» they had saved enough money to establish a spinning
mill in v/hich they placed two engines, one named *Co-operation* and the
otirier *Perseverance
* ,
They gave a new meaning to the word *capit'>l*;
for they removed it from the domain of capitalism, and from the power
to exploit others. They assisted other societies in establishing such
colonies. They became the educational centre from v/hich Co-operation
radiated through the world
"The Pioneers aimed to do, and they did, the following unusual
things: *Supplying the pvirest provisions they could get; giving full
v/eight and measure.*
"They took no credit nor gave any, and thus discouraged debt
among working people. They applied the plan of giving the surplus
-
savings to the people who had made the p\irchases,
"They announced, *The intention of extending- co-ooperative com-
merce and manufacture by the establishment of an Industrial City, in
which crime and competition should cease,*
"All members of this Society had the democratic privilege of one
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vote for each person, three-quarters of a century before the State ec_
cepted this principle. Y/omen had the ri5ht to receive their savings-
return as their own long before the State permitted married women to
have property, From the beginning women enjoyed the privilege of vot_
ing with men. The Society devoted 2>g percent of its savings to educa-
tion; added commodity after commodity to things it distributed; a read-
ing room and then a library soon developed; the old basement was out-
grov/n; recreation, banking, and insurance were added; workingmen from
far away were sent to study their methods; similar societies sprang um
with equal success; and the Rochdale Pioneers expanded into the move-
ment which has swept over the world.
•’Fifty years later, in 1894» at the Jubilee celebration of this
single society, the membership was 12,000* the funds $2,000,000, the
amount of yearly business was more than $1,500,000* and the yearly ^^rof_
its* $500,000. In 1922* the Pioneers* Society had 26,000 members and
was doing a business of $4,000,000 a year; while the town of Rochdale
has another co-operative society, an offshoot from the Pioneers, near-
ly as large as the parent society.
’’Such were the impulses behind the modern Co-operative Movement.
The Rochdale Pioneers may be regarded as the beginning because from them
the movement has progressed with ever-increasing vigour. There has been
no abatement nor period of reaction since i844 down to the present day.
Tneir methods and ideals remain largely and essentially the methods and
ideals of the modern movement. Experience has only added a larger con-
sideration for the huraiin being as a consumer,
’’These poor men might have acknowledged defeat, as the poor have
usually done. They might have yielded to fate and resigned themselves
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to the hardness of life. But instead, they did the great thing—they
e,rappled with life, and they won.
•’This experiment will he looked hack upon as an epoch in hura'^n
history. Vihen the Magna Charta, the Declaration of Independence
,
and
constitutions of governments which now claim the plaudits of the world
are forgotten, the simple principles of the Weavers of Rochdale may he
inscribed in history for all to read. For while political eraancioation
was important in the days of kings and autocracies, a day came when the
machine and its o'/mers were more potent than kings; and then Co-oper^-
tion wrote the declaration of independence which made it possible for men
to he free. The day, perhaps, approaches when it will not he the legis-
lators, politicians, diplomats, and ministers of State whose names chil-
dren shall he taught to speak; hut the men who served society best, it
will he realized, were such as lived in humble places, spoke a siraole
language, and loved their fellowraen. The day will come, perhaps, when
the men of Toad Lane shall he exalted above those who, in the e-.rly
years of the last century, trod in stately grandeur the halls of West-
minster,
”At Rochdale began a new economic era, A different method of
industry was devised. A way was found to guarantee that meastires should
be fair and the scales of human justice should balance true,” (| )
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Almost any pamphlet on the Cooperative Movement gives the fol-
lowing list of principles whicn grew out of the Rochdale Experiment
1 .’’Voltintary Open i^iemhership.
2. Democratic control. One member, one vote; regardless
of the number of shares of stock held by the member, Uo
voting by proxy.
Capital to receive interest at not more than the legp.l
rate in the territory in which the co-ooerative is or-
ganized,
4, Goods to be sold at current market prices not cost.
All savings to be returned to the consumer as a patron-
age refund after a fixed percentage is set aside for
education and expansion.” (l
)
”The practice of selling at or near the market price and return-
ing- the gain, rather than selling at cost price, appears to have been
adopted by consumers* cooperatives for two reasons: it protected the pq-
sieties from operating at a loss because of the difficulty of accurate
cost account in^i in advance; and it protected them from the charge of
price cutting,*' (2)
Other principles which consumer cooperators generally agree as
being essential to the success of a cooperative society are:
5, »*Regnilar provision of funds for promotional and educa-
tional work.
6, Cash Trading,** (5)
(l ) Bertram B. Fowler: Consiimer Cooperation in America , p. 295 .
(2)
. Report of the Inquiry on Cooperative Enterprise in Europe ,p. 4“^
.
(3) Ibid. p. 19.
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A still further principle which, many societies are including
in their bylaws is;
7. "Regular provision for the building up of substantial
reserves." {\)
(1 ) Ibid. p. 19.
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Status of Cooperatives in Other Countries
Form these humhie beginnings of the twenty-eight weavers of Roch-
dale there have been y/idespread results for the idea of cooperation, es-
pecially for consumers, has spread over a vast portion of the world. It
is interesting, to note the present conditions in some of these countries
in comparison with the conditions which prevailed at the time the Rochdale
Society began. Although it would seem natural to mention the countries
which have cooperatives in an alphabetical order, it becomes, as one reads
the literature, more logical to mention the countries more or less in a
geographical order or as they influence one another. In consequence I
shall start with Gret Britain.
Great Britain
A federation of societies was soon felt to be needed in Great Brit-
ain, and a congress of cooperative societies was held in London, in I 869 .
This grew to be the Cooperative Union ana was created as a federation of
societies for education, propaganda, and protection, and may well be re-
garded as the soul of the British Movement, (t
)
The British Consumer Movement had 7,484,000 members in 1935 . It
is claimed that consumer cooperatives serve about one-half of the nonnla-
tion and accounts for about 12 per cent of the national retail trade, A_
bout 275,000 persons are employed by cooperatives and their wages annual-
ly are about $180,000,000. Agricultural cooperation is comparative l:r less
developed in Great Britain, but is more developed in the Irish Free St'^te.(2
)
The English Cooperative '<Vholesale Society, formed in 1863 , and
the Scottish «<holesile carry on the largest tea business in the world,
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They own 35,000 acres of tea plantations in Ceylon and India, employ
over JO







"The British movement progresses slowly and carefully; but from
the beginnings it has been the outstanding example of the world.” (2)
Belgium
Belgium became interested in the <X) operative movement about j 88O.
Cooperatives in Belgium are closely allied with the Socialist Party.
The movement, which began with consumers* bread bakeries, rather than
with stores, has given special attention to social development and to
political propaganda rather than to the paying of savings -returns
.
Surplus savings have largely been used in -oelgiura for old-age
pensions, life insurance, insurance against sickness and unemployraent
,
maternity benefits, and medical and nursing care.
The cooperative movement continued to progress during the World
War and the latest statistics (date not given by Warbasse) show 82
consumers* societies with 300,000 members in the Office Cooperatif
Beige, v/hich is distinctly a political socialist-labor organization. (3 )
”The failure of the Labor Bank in 1934# was a serious blow to
the movement. The non-observance of neutrality by much of the move-
ment is surely responsible for diviaion and possibxy for some retard-
ation of development.” (4)
France
It may be said that cooperation started in Niraes in J885» when
a small group started a consumers* cooperative. Professor Charles Gide
Tl ) James P. Y/arbasse; Cooperative Democracy (1956), p. 32 .
(2) Ibid. p. 32.
(3 ) Ibid. pp. 32 and 33.
(4) Ibid. p. 33.
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did mucii to ciarii'y the principles of cooperation and imoress u’-)on his
fellow countrymen the meaning of cooperation. It v/as he who prevented
the movement from becoming allied with a political party, (t )
Membership in France in 1934 was 2,540,290» there being 2,908
societies. Production of constimer enterprises amounted in 1935 to
$ 3 , 185,378 and the trade of central wholesales for t935 was $50,265 ,4 '^2.
Annual retail sales amounted to $233,000,000 for 1935. (2)
"The French cooperatives deal principally in foods. They distrib-
ute 6 per cent of the perishable food (milk, meat, bread), and do 12 T»er
cent of the national retail business in groceries.” ( 3 )
"Cooperatives do not seem to have the same importance in the n'*-
tional economy as in the other councries visited by the Inquiry. This
is acuributed by French cooperative leders to the individualistic at-
titude of the people.” ( 4 )
Algeria, Tunis, and Morocco
”The French Federation has carried its educational work into North
Africa since I9l6» with the result that a steadily grov/ing movement is
now established. The largest retail grocery in Algeria is cooperative.”
(5)
Germany
A store at FilenouTo, started in 1849» was one of the earliest
cooperative ventures in Germany. It resulted from a correspondence
with the store in Boston, Massachusetts, which had opened in 1845 . At
first the consumers’ movement was retaraed by the socialist teaching
that any reduction in the rate of wages accompanies a corresponding








( 3 ) James P. Warbasse: Cooperative democracy ( 1936 ). p. 34.
( 4
)
. Report or the Inquiry on Cooperative Fnterorise in Furo-se .nn.
( 5 ) Ja,aes 5- V/arbasse* Cooperative Democracy (1936)» P. 34.
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reduction in tiie cost of living and is caused by such reduction in the
cost of living. Tnis doctrine inrluenced the thought of the German peo-
ple for about fifty years and it is only since the last decade of the
nineteenth century that the movement has made progress there.
The consumers* society in Hamburg is a good example of one of
the best German societies. It started v/ith 700 members in I899 and had
80,000 members by I 9 t 4 . This number was increased to over t 50,000 by
1933. It supplied nearly half of the population of Hamburg and carried
on a large banking and insurance business for its members.
Unlike many countries, such as was noted in the case of Belgium,
cooperative congresses passed resolutions favoring political neutrality,
which meant nonparticipation in politics.
Since the Nazi regime which started in 1933, the urge has been
to destroy the cooperatives. They were put under the control of a gov-
ernment appointee, restricted, and harassed, oftentimes as the result of
the activities of the Nazi merchant class. The members of the coopera-
tives have not been as well served as when they controlled their ovm
business, (t)
**The destruction of the cooperatives thus far has been impossi-
ble. They have proved their value. They are close to the hearts of
the people. No government has yet succeeded in doing away v/ith these
agencies of service. As in Russia and Italy, the cooperatives in Ger-
many look toward their ultimate ermergence from the thralldom of the
state,*’ (2 )
Austria
Before I933, over one-third of the population of Austria v;as
(1 ) Ibid, pp, 34-38.
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served "by the cooperative societies, Tnere v/ere over 170,000 members in
the Cooperative Society in Yienna; 144 distributive stores; and 1,700 em-
ployees. Hov/ever, the Cooperative Movement in Austria was not politics^!-
ly neutral. Consequently a neutral or antisocialistic union arose in
that country.
The fascist ic regime, instigated by the profit traders, was im-
posed upon the cooperatives in I954. All surplus savings had to pay the
full profit tax; managers had to be appointed from the stores of private
traders; and no cooperatives were permitted to supply goods to any depart-
ment of the government. The protest became so strong that the govern-
ment restored to the cooperatives their autonomy in December, I935. The
membership is increasing and societies are functioning. (1 )
Hungary
The cooperative movement of Hungary developed along with that of
Austria, First agrictiltural and credit societies were organized, and
later came the organization of industrial workers. The total member-




000 . The movement is strictly neu-
tral, and has no relation to the political parties. (2)
Czechoslovakia
There are about 17,000 cooperative societies of all types in
Czechoslovakia, with a membership of 817,731 in the 903 consuner coox>pr-
atives, according to the figures for I934. The annual trade of consumer
cooperatives is nearly $1 00,000,000» or not quite 3 per cent of the to-
tal national retail trade. (3)
Recent Nazi developments in Germany have caused the German-Czech
(1 ) Ibid. pp. 38 and 39.
(2 ) Ibid. pp. 39 and 40 .
(3 ) . Report of the Inquiry on Cooperative Enterprise in Europe,
pp. 7 and 8.
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and Ceech movements to be drawn more closely together, so that they are
tending to work more in harmony and collaboration. There is continuing
expansion throughout the whole national movement. (|
)
Switzerland
The 585 consumer societies (1934) with a membership of 4 02
, 535
serve about one-fourth of the population and handle between to and \2
per cent of the national retail trade, (2)
’’The Swiss government has not shov/n hostility toward the cooper-
ative movement, but has on the whole been friendly, Swiss societies are
neutral in politics.” (3)
Denmark
1939 societies with a membership of 354,000 were to be found in
Denmark in 1935. The retail trade of the consumer cooperatives amounts
to about $63,000,000 annually.
In 1935 the producer cooperatives controlled 65 per cent of the
export of bacon, 49 per cent of the export of butter, 83 per cent of the
import of fodder, and 39 per cent of the import of fertilizer. The to-
tal turnover of agricultural societies amounted to $278,000,000 in I935.
( 4 )
Iceland
Iceland has 40 societies with a membership of as mr-ny as 2,000 or
3,000 in each in some cases and serves more than half of the population.
Three-fourths of the business of Iceland is done by the cooperatives. Ice-
land is the most cooperative country in the world. (5)
(t ) James p. Warbasse* Cooperative Democracy (1936 U PP. 40 arid 41 .
(2) — Report of the Inquiry on Cooperative Enterprise in Suropg. on.
7 and 14 .
(3) James P, iVarbasse: Cooperative Democracy ( 1936 )» p. 42 .
(4)
, Report of the Iniuiry on Cooperative Enterprise in Europe
, o-*.
7 and 8.
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F inland
Since 1917 the growth of cooperation has been rapid in Finland.
Cooperators have not only done much for Finland, but those who migrated
to the United States have become leaders in the movement there. Con-
s-umers* societies supply one-third of the goods distributed in Finland. (1 )
In 1955 there -were 532 societies v/ith a membership of 517,763 in
the consumer cooperatives. Consumer cooperation is strongly orggjiized
in both town and country. The total retail trade of the consumer soci-
eties amo\mts to about $73,000,000 ^ year. (2)
Norway
"The statistics of the Norway Cooperative Union (Norges Kooper-
ative Landesforening) show 502 societies v/ith 139,000 members, 500 dis-
tributive stores, 3,800 employees, bakeries, butcheries, boot repairing
shops, a flour mill, and several other factories," (3)
Sweden
Sweden has a cooperative union with a wholesale which was formed
in 1899 and, since 1926* lisis more than doubled its membership in its so-
cieties. The wholesale has defeatea the Swedish flour, rubber, and e-
lectric lamp trusts. These have been economic events in Sweden. (4)
The 719 societies with a membership of 568,161 in the consumer
cooperatives transacted about 10 psr cent of the nation»s retail trade
in 1935. This membership represents about 30 per cent of the popula-
tion of Sweden. (5)
Holland
The movemen,t in Holland is split by political and social fac-
(1 ) Ibid. p. 43.
(2)
Report of the Inquiry on Cooperative Enterprise in £uro->e
.
7 and 8.
(3) James P. Warbasse; Cooperative Democracy (1936 )» P. 43 *
(4) Ibid. p. 44.
(5)
,
Report of the Inquiry on Cooperative ilnterprise in Eurone
.
7, 13 and 14 .
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tionalism. The memhership of the 290 societies in the Holland Y/hole-
sale in Rotterdam, is 260,000. The strongest local societies are at
The Hague and Rotterdam, (l)
Italy
Before tha fascist regime, the Cooperative League of Italy had
over 4,000 consumers* societies with a collective memhership of over
500,000. Many of these cooperative societies were distinctly politi-
cal in character and were ruthlessly destroyed and plundered when the
fascist regime went into effect.
Fascist control of the societies then proceeded to function,
and the business and membership of these cooperatives expanded. Mem-
bership is steadily growing, being over 750,000. However, v/hile fas-
cism cannot be said to have destroyed Italian cooperation, it has only
succeeded in making it wholly fascist ic~— or nationalistic® iiy
Italian. ( 2 )
Russia
Before the World War Russian consumer societies were v/eak, being
discriminated against by the government. Because of the weakening of
the government during the war, cooperatives spread to such an extent
that the Russian cooperative movement became the largest in the world,
having 26,000 consumer societies in 1918 * and distributing 65 P©r cent
of the food of Central Russia,
The bolsheviki gradually, by various decrees, forced individua
ais to become members of their local consumers* society, thus making
these societies cease functioning as voltintary associations. From that
(t ) James p. Y/arbasse; Cooperative x/emocracy (1936)» P. 45.
(2) Ibid. pp. 45 and 46.
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it was but a step to taking control of these societies by the govern-
ment, Although the cooperatives have continued to expand in Russia,
they are really a means for the government to promote its policies and
programs, V/hat is called cooperative education is dominated by polit'-
cal propaganda.
A government decree in 1935 abolished cooperative stores in the
tov/ns and confiscated their assets without compensation to the 9,881 ,000
members. Rural societies of 41
,
000,000 members still remain, (1)
Estonia
The Republic of Estonia has a steadily grov/ing cooperative move-
ment of 300 societies with 150,000 members, supplying 90 per cent of
the agricuittiral requirements of the country. The government is sym-
pathetic toward the cooperative movement. (2)
Latvia
Latvia has 500 consumers* societies with 150,000 members, about
half of whom belong to the central union, which has a wholesale with
several productive plants. Between 5 and 25 per cent Df the net sur-
plus- savings are used for educational and social purposes. (3)
Lithuania
"The Lithuanian Cooperative Union has 400 retail affiliated so-
cieties with 100,000 members. The wholesale has several warehouses,
slaughterhouse, and meat-packing plant," (4)
Bulgaria
Constant progress has been made since 1907 in Bulgaria, when
state control was relinquished. In the National Cooperative Union there
are 58 societies, with 70,000 members and 9,000 employees. The total
(1) Ibid. pp. 46-48 .
(2 ) Ibid. pp. 48 and 49.
(3 ) loid. p. 49.
(4) Ibid. p. 49.
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1955 turnover of the retail societies affiliated with the Nationgl
Cooperative Union was over $550,000,000. The wholesale department did
a business of over $575 , 000 , 000 .
Originally the Bulgarian movement was connected v/ith the so-
cialist party, feutt has gradually become indepenaent and is now strict-
ly neutral and nonpolitical. Much attention is given to education in
connection with the movement in Bulgaria, v/ith the viev/ tov/ard prevent-
ing either coraiounism or fascism from becoming dominant there, (i )
Greece
By law special consideration is given to cooperative societies
in Greece, This takes the form of exemption from state and local tax-
es, Rewards are given by the government to persons who organize suc-
cessful and enduring coooerative societies, and to those who devote
themselves to v/orking in the cooperative movement.
There are 5,450 consumers* organizations whose membership has
doubled in the past ten years. (2)
Poland
Over 1,600 consumers* societies are found in Poland, The sales
of the retail societies for 1954 amounted to $20 , 000 , 000 * while the
wholesale»s sales were $15,000,000. More than to per cent of the food
sold in Poland is distributed by the cooperatives and the business is
steadily increasing. The government continues to do much to encourage
the cooperatives, ( 3 )
Rumania
Considerable progress has been rmde by the consumers* distrib-
(t ) Ibid. pp. 49 and 50.
(2 ) Ibid, p, 50.
(3) Ibid. p. 50.
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utive societies in Rumania during the past fifteen years. There are
1,700 consumers* societies, with 250,000 memhers, organized into the
National Union and V/holesale. This is steadily growing as is also Co-
operative insurance in Rumania. ,(i^
Jugoslavia
•’There is a variety of societies "based on nationalities. The
Union of State Employees* Societies of Belgrade comprises 88 consumers*
societies with 22,000 memhers. The Union of Serbian Agricultural Soci-
eties of Belgrade comprises 705 consumers* societies. Former Camiola
has three unions. Former Croatia has a federation containing ^24 con-
sumers* societies. Slavonia has a union of 177 societies. There are
many consumers* health societies.
’’The largest society is the Workingmen* s Society of Laibach, es-
tablished in 1895. It has 12 ,000 members. Jiucn educational work is be-
ing done.” (2)
Spain
A National Federation of societies formed in Spain in 1921 showed
progress up to 1935. At that time there were in the federation 482 so-
cieties with 157,000 members. Of this number, ijt societies were other
than consumers* distributive societies.
The reaction in Spain in 1934 has led to discrimination against
the cooperatives in Spain, but the movement still goes on. (3
)
Port\igal
”There was little of a cooperative movement in Portugal before
1920. In that year, a National Union of Cooperative Societies was or-
ganized at Lisbon. The wholesale purchase of goods was entered into by
(1 ) Ibid. p. 51
.
(2) Ibid. p. 51.
(3) Ibid. pp. 5I and 52.
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the Union, The federation now corapriaes over 2OO societies,” (t )
Argentina
Argentina has about 35 distributive societies with a total naeni-
bership of 30
,
000 . A national wholesale is developing after the pattern
of the British iVholesale. (2)
Mexico
”The cooperative movement in Mexico has experienced many advers-
ities, but it goes on. It has suffered especially from being complic'^-
ted with the politics of the government. In Yucatan, the government hps
undertaken the promotion of cooperation without a realization of the
difficulties in attempting the mixing of incompatible elements.” (j
)
Australia
The consumers* cooperative in this country is growing out of
well-developed and extensive agricultural marketing organizations. Scat-
tered over Australia is a growing movement which is now united in the
Australian Cooperative Union. (4)
New Zealand
”The Ne'w Zealand movement is similar to that of Australia. The
Cooperative Union and Y/holesale Society has been recently formed. It
publishes The New Zealand Cooperator .” (5)
India
A British government official in the | 880 *s organized the first
cooperative society in India. This was a credit society. The movement
has developed slowly here and continued mainly in the credit field, be-
ing promoted and guided largely by the British official class. There
are knovm to be 115,000 societies of all kinds in India, with 4 , 500,000
(1 ) Ibid. p. 52.
(2 ) Ibid. p. 52.
(3) Ibid. pp. 52 and 53.
(4) Ibid. p. 53.
(5) Ibid. p. 53.
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members and L 65
,
000,000 working capital. The total number of socie-
ties is probably soroewhat larger. Consumers* distributive societies
have largely been developed during the past fifteen years, (t )
Japan
Credit cooperatives predominate in Japan, there being 15,000
societies of this kind in that country. Consumers* societies consist
chiefly of agricultural purchasing organizations. These societies are
regulated by fairly satisfactory state laws.
Eighty per cent of the farmers are members of cooperative so-
cieties, which have over 5,000,000 members.
There are a National Union, a wholesale, and a central bank.
The wholesale is a federation of over 1,000 societies. (2)
China
Although the Chinese are naturally a cooperative people, the
modern cooperative has only recently penetrated the country, but has
been steadily expanding in North China since 1919, largely under the
auspices of the China International Relief Commission. The societies
have about 5,000,000 members.
There are 15,000 societies, of which 82 P®r cent are credit so-
cieties, for the most part located in the rural districts. The number
of purchasing and consumers* societies is steadily increasing, there
being 38 consumers* societies in Tinghsien in 1933. Stores are often
in the farmhouses of the members so that no costs shall be incurred.
It is interesting to note that sales run from one to four dollars a
day, many being for only one cent. An egg may be brought to be exchanged
for needed items, if the members are without money.
(1 ) Ibid. p. 53.
( 2 ) Ibid. pp. 53 and 54.
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The University of Shanghai and that of Nanking have given niach
help in the v/ay of giving courses incoooperation. Canton and Nanking
have large and flourishing societies, (t )
Palestine
The Jews are responsible for the introduction of cooperation
into Palestine, Among the Jews there are about t 50 retail consumers
t
societies. The movement is growing steadily and making a great impres-
sion on the people. For the last five years the government, recogniz-
ing the advantages which the Jews have obtained for themselves, has en-
couraged the Arabs to organize cooperatives. Although this has been
going on slowly, the Arabs have now about one-tenth of the societies
which are organized in Palestine, (2)
Canada
The establishment of the Cooperative Union of Canada in 1909 wns
the beginning of the Canadian movement. Since this is an agricultural
country, it is-only natural that the farmers* marketing organizations
should predominate. However, consumers* societies are gradually being
formed and are scattered across the country. Nova Scotia, under the
direction of the Department of Economics of the Extension Department
of the Catholic University of St, Francis Xavier, is gradually having
brought before the people the actual working out of cooperation, for
the economics department of that institution is actually going out ^nd
forming cooperative societies and standing by until they succeed.
The British Canadian Cooperative Society at Sydney Mines, with
3,500 members and doing a $ 1 ,000,000 annual business in its five br>'natu
es, is one of the most flourishing societies in the Western Hemisphere. (3
)
(1 ) Ibid, pp, 54 and 55,
( 2 ) Ibid. p. 55,
(3 ) Ibid. pp. 55 and 56.
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Cooperatives Contacted
Early in November I sent a form letter to 572 organizations.
This list is given on the follov/ing pages. If a number follows the
name of the organization, it indicates the number of individual mem-
bers in that society. If the number of members is in round numbers,
it represents an approximate number, A second number in parentheses
( )
indicates the number of societies affiliated with the organization.
All numbers have been quoted from The Cooperative League Yearbook. ( 1 )
Societies and Individuals Contacted on Advice of
Consumers Cooperating Cotmcil of Greater Boston
Maine
Farming-ton Farmers Union, Farraiugton
National Cooperative Store, Incorporated, V/est Paris
Farmers Union, West Paris
Camden Farmers* Union, Camden
Thomaston Farmers Union, Thomnston
Union Farmers Cooperative Tracing Club, Warren
State of Inlaine Blueberry Growers, West Rockport
Pleasant River Canning Company, Columbia Falls
Chandler River Cooperative Canning Association, Jonesboro
Maine Poultry Cooperative, Incorporated, Hallowell
Leon 0. Crockett, Camden (Considered as the most informed man on sit-
(uation on Cooperatives in the State of Maine.
Hancock Cooperative Milk Association, Ells’worth
New Hampshire
Wakefield Farmers* Union East Wakefield
Troy Faimers Society, East Jaffrey
National Grange Mutual Liability Insurance Company, Keene
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Dartmouth Cooperative Society, Incorporated, Hanover
Hanover Consumers Cooperative Society, Hanover
Lebanon Farmers Association, Lebanon
Cooperative Society, Milford
Polish Cooperative Company, Incorporated, Nashua
Lithuanian Cooperative Store, Nashua
Farmers Cooperative Trading Association, New Ipswich
Pelham Telephone Company, Pelham
Merrimaci Farmers Exchange, Incorporated, Concord
Sandovm Telephone Company, Sandown
Barrington and Strafford Telephone Company, Strafford Center
Sullivan County Farmers Cooperative Exchange, Claremont
Vermont
Randolph Center Cooperative Potato Exchange, Randolph Center
Adamant Cooperative, Incorporated, Adamant
Consumers Cooperative, Incorporated, Plainfield
Adamant Cooperative, Incorporated, East Montpelier
Brattleboro Consumers Cooperative, Brattleboro
Green Mountain Farmers Cooperative Exchange, Limited, South Londonderry
Windsor Farmers Exchange, Incorporated, White River Junction
Massacnixsetts
Falmouth Farmers Cooperative Association, Falmouth
Hardwick Farmers Cooperative Exchange, Hardwick
Workers Cooperative Union, Sagamore
Sagamore Cooperative Store, Sagamore
Italian Cooperative, Sandwich
Adams Cooperative Association, Adams
Cooperative General Store, Incorporated, Adams
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Polish Cooperative Nalcery Association^ Adams
Dalton Cooperative Coal Company, Dalton
Williams Cooperative Society, Incorporated, Williamstown
United Consumers Cooperative Society, Fall River
Portueuese-American Grocery and Provision Cooperative of Nev/ Bedford
Cooperative Society of New Bedford
North Dighton Cooperative Association, North Dighton
American Lithuanian Cooperative Baking Corporation, Lawrence
Workiiigrnents Cooperative Bakery, Incorporated, Lynn
Essex County Cooperative Farming Association, Topsfield
Connecticut Valley Polish Cooperative, Deerfield
Greenfield Farmers Cooperative Exchange, Greenfield
Heath Farmers Cooperative Exchange, Heath
Millers Falls Cooperative Store, Incorporated, Millers Fails
Polish Cooperative Store, Incorporated, Ihirners Falls
Indian Orchard and Ludlow Cooperative Association, Indian Orchard
Springfield Consumers Cooperative, Sprin^^field
Springfielu Consumers Association, Springfield
Mundale Farmers Cooperative Exchange, Westfield
Amherst Consumers Cooperative, Amherst
Dalton Cooperative Creamery Association, Cunningham
Italiaji Cooperative Association, Northampton
Students* Cooperative Dormitory, Smith College, Northampton
Northampton Consumers Cooperative, Northampton
Students* Cooperative Dormitory, Mt. Holyoke, Soutii Hadley
Aassaohusetts League of Cooperative Clubs, Milford
Farmers Cooperative Union, Incorporated, Ashby
Ashland Cooperative Society, Incorporated, Ashland
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Belmont-’/^at ertown Cooperative, Belmont
Central Consumers Coopera'cive of CamBridge, Incorporated, Cambridge
harvard Cooperative Society, Cambridge
Luso-American Cooperative Society, Cambridge
Grodno Cooperative Company, Forge Village
Farmers Cooperative Exchange, Incorporated, Framingh&n Center
First National Cooperative Association, Maynard
United Cooperative Society of Maynard 950
Medford Cooperative Society, Medford
Needham Cooperative Buying Club, Needham
Stoneham Cooperative Society, Stoneham
Templeton Cooperative Association, Ten5>leton
Tovmsend Farmers Cooperative Association, Townsend
Middlesex County Farm Bureau, Incorporated, Waltham
'Waltham Cooperative Society, 'Waltham
Newton Cooperative Buying Club, Newtonville
Peabody Cooperative Club, Peabody
United Cooperative Society of Norwood, Norwood
United Cooperative Society of Quincy, Quincy 238
Qunicy Point Cooperative Society, Quincy
Weymouth-Braintree Cooperative, Weymouth
Bridgevmter V/orkers Cooperative Association, Incorporated, Bridgewater
Brockton Cooperative Bakery, Incorporated, Brockton
Brockton Postal Employees Cooperative Association, Brockton
Societa Cooperative di Consume Ciristoforo Columbo, Incorporated, Ply-
mouth
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Dorchester Cooperative Society, Inccarporated, Boston
Greater Boston Cooperative Society, Boston (75)
Jamaica Plain Cooperative Society, Jamaica Plain
Farmers Cooperative Trading Association, Ashburnhara
Athol Cooperative Store, Athol
Fitchhiorg Farmers Cooperative Union, Incorporated, Fitchburg
German Cooperative Grocery Company, Fitchburg
United Cooperative Farmers, Fitchburg ^00
United Cooperative Society of Fitchburg 603
Polish and Kussian Cooperative Grocery, Gardner
Farmers Cooperative Trading Associat ion,of Hubbardston
Italian Colonial Cooperative Company, Leominster
Mutual Cooperative Store Corporation, Leominster
Lunenburg Farmers Cooperative Society, Lunenburg
Westminster Farmers Cooperative Association, Westminster
United Cooperative Society of Winchendon 58
Worcester Consumers Club, Worcester
Rhode Island
Cooperative Union Store, Bristol
Foster Farmers Cooperative Club, Foster Center
Harrisville Cooperative Store, Harrisville
Rhode Island Consuners Cooperative, Pawtucket
Cooperative Coal Company, Providence
Rhode Island State Credit Union League, Providence
Saylesville Cooperative Association, Incorporated, Saylesville
Connecticut
Cooperative Society of Consumers, Bridgeport
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Stamford Cooperative Consumers, Stamford




Bloomfield Farmers Exchange, Incorporated, Bloomfield
Farmers Cooperative Purchasing Association, Bristol
Farmers Cooperative Service Association of East Y/indsor, Incorporated,
Broad Brrok
Canton Creamery Association, Incorporated, Canton
Hartford, Consumers Cooperative, Hartford
Polish Cooperative Association, Thompsonville
Newington Grain Cluh, New Britain
Wethersfield Cooperative Exchange, Incorporated, Wethersfield
Farmers Cooperative Association of West Morris, Laheside
Litchfield Cooperative Association, Terryville
Thomaston Supply Company, Incorporated, Thomaston
Litchfield County Cooperative Association, Torrington
Watertown Cooperative Association, Incorporated, 'Watertown
Middletown Consumers Cooperative, iiiiddletown
Nev/ Haven County Fariaers Cooperative Association, Guixford
Meriden Farmers Exchange, Incorporated, Meriden
Milford Consumers Cooperative, Mlford
Cooperative Consumers of New Haven, Incorporated, New Haven
New Haven Bizsiness Council (Colored Group), New Haven
Yale Cooperative Corporation, New Haven
The Lebanon Cooperative Exchange, Incorporated, Le"banon
North Stonington Cooperative Exchange, Incorporated, Pawcaterck
Preston Cooperative Exchange, Norwich
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mHebron Farmers Exchange, Andover
Columbia Cooperative Association, Columbia
Eliington-Vernon Farmers Exchange, Incorporated, Rockville
Rockville Consumers Cooperative, Rockville
Workers Cooperative Union, Incorporated, Stafford Springs i80
iiflansfieid Cooperative, Storrs
Mansfield Four Corners Association, Storrs
Interstate Farmers Cooperative Exchange, 2i4oosup
Ashford Cooperative Association, Warrenville
Farmers Cooperative Association of Woodstock, Incorporated, Woodstock
Additional Societies Mentioned in Cooperative League Yearbook
The Cooperative League-M-^»Affiliated Societies
V/holesales
Central Cooperative Wholesale, Superior, Wisconsin 55,000 (tOO)
Consumerst Cooperative Associated, Amarillo, Texas 12,000 (6o)
Consumers Cooperative Association, North Kansas City, Missouri 100,000 (313)
Eastern Cooperative Y/holesale, New York City 13 ,700 (33 )
Farm Bureau Services, Lansing, Iilichigan
Farmers* Union Central Exchange, St. Paul, Minnesota 112,000 (227)
Grange Cooperative Wholesale, Seattle, Washington 12,000 (73)
Indiana Farm Bureau Cooperative Association, Indianapolis, Indiana
50,000 (92 )
Mdland Cooperative Wholesale, Minneapolis, Minnesotago,000 (137 )
Ohio Farm Bureau Cooperative Association, Columbus, Ohio 100,000 (j6)
Pacific Supply Cooperative, Walla Walla, Washington 16,000 (54)
The Pennsylvania Farm Bureau Cooperative Association, Harrisburg, Pennsyl-
vania 5,000 (6)
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Farm Bureau Iv&it\iai Auto Insurance Company, Columbus, Ohio
Workmen » 3 Mutual Fire Insurance Society, New York City
Others
Consumers* Cooperative Services, New York City 4,674
Cooperative Distributors, New York City
Franklin Cooperative Creamery Association, Minneapolis, Minnesota 3,900
Recreation Cooperative, Incorporated, Delaware, Ohio 26O
District Lea^^ues
Central States Cooperative Lea^:,ue, Chicago, Illinois
Eastern States Cooperative Lesigue, New York City
Northern States Cooperative League, Minneapolis, i.'Iinnesota
flalifornia Cooperative Council, Los Angeles, California
National Cooperative Women* s Guild, Superior, Wisconsin
Northern States Cooperative League-^.—-Jlffiliated Societies
iVhclesaies
Minnesota
C-A-P Co-op. Oil Association, Kettle River
Cloquet Cooperative Society, Cloquet 2,300
Farmers Cooperative Company, V/right 147
Farmers* Cooperative Produce Association, Moose Lake i 8t
Trico Cooperative Oil Association, Cloquet 14
Wisconsin
Central Cooperative ’Wholesale, Superior ( 100 )
Cooperative Services, Maple 5
Prentice Cooperative Supply Company, Prentice 219
Spooner Cooperative Association, Spooner 76




clif<> »«rrdru..vU .v^^tJ'oO ecrraitu^il ^itfk mmuiOI utio-wr nia**
^10 f.'tcY w«fc' ,\,i*>!:>cL •aaAiim/il i»n»ca<io\l
\ilt) iLic')i vreri , rjolx/rfliJelQ. •T2J^*r»<;oo0
eJosaroiiU
,
aiioqaanrflK ,jio2^4iooEaA v'^^BBiio-rO t^iasjooO nilaLcui?
( ;)s oi*iC , ')v4ji>'ioq‘i0343l ,e7l^Jfi©'^o»0 no2iv*4»iooH
tloi:tXSX ,ofy\s>L(tO ,»js^od ovljsTeocoO t#ii«»JS lAiic^O
•\ji-2v i^oY w'^VI «*ducr^«J dvi^A'iftcoOw
*j-o«0£Uii* jBlIooJsenniil ,exr^»a o7«n^7oH
,89X©:iAii «oU. ,Iicxix/cO •vi^*ie<;ocO almoliXaB
wXenooeiW ^’ioti9cu<^ 8»n«no\j( »vi3^*i9(joo0 Xaaoii^^iTI
eeiJ-afoo o :»a>.^2XIllfu^-
^
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i®7 Xi-i- sii’Jej'. ,poiiaioc6a/i XXO ,ro-o0 ?-«A-0
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. »
,\^c«qaio0 97 lJ^7oaooO i^ecnai
(8 1 9»ooi; .api^fiXGoesA ®oifi>o7<i dvliH«SLOoD teisc-x^'i
7axrpoX0 .woiiieiooatA XiO ®vx7*!7*qoo0 c&liT
Y nignooelW
(OOf) ‘iOx7sqffii ,9XtB9ioi£W »y Li AZdqocXi Xj!i?n»0
^
eX<{aK ,Beol779o »vl^**i9qoo0
i^lS soXiaeYi ,\£t«ca:oO \Xqgxr£ £»7ij4*l»qcOv) 9oi#nei^
7 ;ncoqG ,aoXJjalc>of»x ®7iJ«78qooO isiyoa^B
XSJ 4lfW(flioO 07 i JJ^tO^OOO • B79fl:Ul'X 4i7707'Jn»W
Affiliated Cooperative Societies
Lfontana
Farmers* Union Oil Company, Froid 2 50
Farmers* Union Oil Company, Joplin \ 2 ^
North. Dakota
Farmers* Union Oil Company, Beach
Farmers* Union Oil Company, Bov/man 195
Farmers* Union Oil Company, Devils Lake 399
Farmers* Union Oil Company, Sdmore 146
Farmers* Union Oil Company, Kindred
Farmers* Union Oil Company, Haddock 341
Farmers* Union Oil Company, Minot
Farmers* Union Oil Company, Portland
Farmers* Union Oil Company, Valley City 500
Wisconsin
Farmers* Union Cooperative Oil Company, Au^st
Ellsworth Farmers* Union Cooperative Oil Company, Ellsworth 296
Indirectly Affiliated Societies
&Iichie,an
Amasa Cooperative Society, Amasa
Settler*s Trading Company, Bruce Crossing 433
Farmers* Cooperative Trading Company, Hancock 960
Farmers* Cooperative Association, Herman 224
Ontonagon Cooperative Society, Ontonagon 95
Farmers* Cooperative Trading Company, Pelkie 216
Republic Farmers* Cooperative Association, Republic t 5 t
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Trenary Cooperative Store, Trenary 250
Wakefield Cooperative Store, Wakefield to?
43.
V/atton Cooperative Store, V/atton 150
Workers » Cooperative Society, Marq-uette 290
Rock Cooperative Company, Rock 68 t
itlinnesota
Northern Farmers* Cooperative Society, Angora 524
Aurora Cooperative Merchandising Association, Aurora 192
Palo Cooperative Association, Aurora 217
Biwahik Cooperative Merchandising Association, Biwabik 43
Toimi Cooperative Company, Brimson 44
Brookston Farmers* Cooperative Trading Company, Brookston t 20
Farmers* Cooperative Company, Cromwell 309
Crosby Workers * Cooperative Association, Crosby
Denham Cooperative Association, Denham no
Farmers* jiixchange, Dulutn 444
Farmers* Cooperative Trading Company, Jiast Lake 149
Sly Cooperative Association, Sly ]57
Smbarrass Cooperative Association, Embarrass 496
Finland Cooperative Company, Finland |i8
Floodwood Cooperative Association, Floodv/ood 426
Pike-yandy Cooperative Association, Florenton tl 2
Consumers* Cooperative Company, Ribbing 303
Cherry Farmers* Cooperative Association, Iron 264
Farmers* Cooperative Merchsindising Association, Kettle River 300
Lawler Farmers* Cooperative Association, Lawler 344
Farmers* Cooperative Society, Little Swan 99
Toivola Cooperative Society, adov/lands tio
,
.f'l'k. i
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Farmers* Cooperative Sampo, Menaliga ^17
Flanto Cooperative Company, Naslr//auk ^74
River Valley Cooperative Association, Oklee 95
Orr Farmers* Cooperative Trading Company, Orr 494
Sebeka Cooperative Company, Sebeka 428
Fai-faers * Cooperative Company of Mac, Squaw Lake io4
Workers* and Farmers * Cooperative Companjr, Tv/o Harbors t 8l
Range Cooperative Oil Association, Virginia 15
•Virginia Work Peopl8*s Trading Company, Virginia 1066
'Wawina Cooperative Society, Wawina 286
Carlton-V/renshall Cooperative Oil Association, Carlton-V/renaball
Zira Farmers* Merchandising Association, Zira 87
Wisconsin
Equity Farmers * Cooperative Produce Association, Ashland 153
Brantwood Cooperative Supply Company, Brantwood 26}
Farmers* and Consumers* Cooperative Association, Brule 305
Iron Belt Cooperative Association, Iron Belt 67
Farmers* Cooperative Merchandising Association, Iron River 449
North Hurley Cooperative Association, Hurley 107
Maple Farmers* Cooperative Association, Jdaple 219
Marengo Cooperative Society, :»Iarengo 305
People *s Cooperative Society, Superior 589
Workers* Mutual Savings Bank, Superior 63
Van Buskirk Cooperative Company, Van Buskirk 99
Other Distributive Societies
Ivlichigan
H-O-B Cooperative Oil Association, Bruce Crossing 7
Soo Cooperative Association, Sault Ste, Marie 468
Llinnesota
Union Cooperative Merchandising Company, Isanti 85
' ,OQir~ftt. •?iAti©v OoC iZ’uxs^B’i
atxr«'f/xlc. K ovl JAi'.qooC oJosiSi
§ • C'^XalO ,no2 JaioceiJ' avlj tw^^oO ^alX^iV z^ntiZ
^r itO rroCi »8Tn»r*i«^ tiO
3£( i«^cd«o evIfx’.-iaqcoO 03i<»(Si»Z
^0< v3^*ij. WABT* C ,0,’.<i£ io X£UM;fO0 t v l ti«190.00v ’BietC'tilU
ta f a'ictfW. o*:: ,i5fu:c?x:.oO eviJjaiecooO ’enwra'i itw »«iaai:ioW
51 XiO ayitfc'sacoQS
I alxiiaaiV ,^*‘diBoO yiXjuaiT utaXqoel iioR -
XX -ilQr>o‘xV^;odXi<^0 ,nold«iooe«A 120 <bii^A''ioqooO XXarfeae'ilrt-novXiAO
ZlZtiCOtiY
^3 1 iJxwXdcA ,ncilJsXoob«A &oifbo-A <iTi}i.ieqooO ’errtttTijl
tcrow^oKZt ,%iMqff oO »>ltJai»qcoO i;oc. aruEia
sXifffi ti’oid^iootaA eviwieqooO * errcjniarr’oO X>£-« laybffitjs^
levlH xioil ,r^oxWieoeaA grXsxiiii/^Co'xdK •TX^.:*r»qooO »eneot«?
3e^^e^coZ eYiSydlztalC tbxIIO
f ytisEciO ooxrzS. ,nqi j^iootjaA XIO »vl;2J8y©rccO
3^^ ©itMlI ,»ja ;^^ItA86 ,Kol^^ict t'tA ©vi^ATsqcoO ooEi
: tiMl^
58 itfxxAsI ^yi^jabX) acIcXXOActot-il 3Vi;J«‘5eqooO ooii^
Jtx^i .Xv^iioot t<ridi»i««qooO A£Li«8W
^8 ffiS ,noi?ait>o«eA ;ioieii5nw;oaai* *«*iBr.‘i« i xciS
jXt^ jucil seA tf^tiPzeqocZ i£sS ilOzI
J
,noiJaico89A evidj»T©cooO %8Xt£irH xiffioil
^fS eXq«Jii ,noid£loogeA e7i?t'i8qooO ^bzemzM’i eXqaK
«
50c o-Qfitiitia ^'^telooZ orXJaieqooO o'^ozMu
^8? zotz9c,tfZ t>Tltfx7»qocO B*9Xqo«€
/.
’T3iieqxf8 Xxxcdxar. ’siaotioW
iTtiiCire. iicV 8vi ja'xaqcoO iiXiBjc.'S. rwY
u
45 *
Cooperative Oil Association, Llinneapolis 400
Cooperative Consumers, Incorporated, Minneapolis wq
Crystal Cooperative Cleaning Association, Mnneapolis 42
Franklin Cooperative Creamery Association, Minneapolis J 92 t
Lakewood Oil Association, Duluth j 8
North Dakota
Ivlinot Cooperative Company, Minot
Wisconsin
Farmers* Cooperative Oil Company, Merrill 486
Insurance
New Era Life Association, Grand Hapids 15,788
Cooperators I Life Association, Minneapolis 851
Credit Unions
Franklin Cooperative Credit Union, Minneapolis 498
Cooperative Credit Union, Superior 96
Banks
Commonwealth Mxtual Savings Bank, Milwaukee 50
Guilds
Woments Cooperative Guild, Iiilinneapolis 300
Northern States Woraen»s Cooperative Guild, Superior 1,600
Youth Leagues
Cooperative Youth League, Superior 8OO
Farmers* Union State Organizations




Delta Milk Producers Association, Ascanaha 525
' 00^ *lIo«i!^nlA! ,xxoital8otU 110 •Tfw«Kot»
^jl elicqfutfalM ,E*x«wrtUicO evlJAMqooO
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American Trade Exchange, Cross Lake about 135
Arrowhead Cooperative Creamery Association, Dulutn 776
Federated Trades and Labor Assembly, Duluth
St. Louis County Building and Loan Association, Duluth
Toverila Company, Duluth
Kettle River Cooperative Creamery Association, Kettle River
Land 0» Lakes Creameries, Incorporated, Mora 32
Central Labor Union, Minneapolis 15,000
Cooperative Glove Manufacturing Association, ?^Iinneapolis
Finnish V/orkers* Society, Minneapolis I,t00
Stenographers* Union, Minneapolis
Farmers » Auto Inter-Insurance Exchange, St. Paul
Farmers* Union Live Stock Commission, St, Paul 40,000
Ivlinnesota State Federation of Labor, St. Paul
Y/i sconsin
Medford Cooperative Creamery Association, Medford
Cooperative YVorkers* Union, Superior
Superior Trades and Labor Assembly, Superior
T_rmo Company, Superior
Twin Ports Cooperative Dairy Association, Superior t ^032
Central States Cooperative League
Illinois
Alton District Consumers* Cooperative, Alton 85
Aurora Consumers* Cooperative Clyb, Aurora
^57
The Cooperative iVholesale, Chicago
Central States Cooperative Youth League, Chicago 200
Christian Workers* Cooperative Club, Chicago 25




..Jixiird ,ijoiJ-«l6c*2l. xieskS^iO «»vli«7agooO rtrfV'ontA
/Ili/Ixrtl ,vI(fia#««A *tcrfAj ijfu»
. Jiiiitl ^floitoi&oeeA ru*od Jb-> jtrlbSis/^ ^JxufoO ticrc>^ ,^E
fit'rrljyU ^ynatjinoO AlliavoT
yVC lev/;: eitf?a-i ,nol?i^ iooecA "ijrasruiaitO evilaiacooO ii»vlJT tfJittS
ArtoSI ,2»fi«A*xo<;[*iodflI , 8«?2T»er'a^O *0
000
^
8lIo7«e«fliM .ricin’J zciS^d Iai&isoO
9i£oqt'0tintU ^nol^z-itosnA. aoin/^ DcTuixaSI erolO ©vlfaiagooO
OC i, alXc^rafif'jtJjf ,x*«X6<. o eieoIioV xl«!anil
,floinU tBTedq'^TSortsrE
Ixr**! .^3 jcn«*a:;tx:I- ^e^cl oiSfA
CCO.r ^ ,noiettitt«ioO SootB ©rid itoioO »«i«nu*?
Xx/*q .IS ,io<i#d rfcii-aief)©^ ©j©y2 atcsecnllX
gxsrto&si^
hic'tb^ ,noi t*ioo£«A <^*ri*i£wi8nv ©vi3>m©<ioo0 hto\b^
toiitwjgS ,aoinU eaaoiicV- eviJaiaqooO
lOXiaV/S ,^iD[ia86©f. ’ZCUiE«I *>'0 ©©i-^^T lCi‘2©<£gC.
loiraqga .v'l^aqfJoO o#*i»'T
S^, I lOiiuarS ,goi J -iooe«A ©vi4©i:©qooO srioSL cxwT
eai^©d evi?©i©qooO P©;2g3'6 lai?fl»5
aioniXli !
:
^3 no^xk ,©rt4J8*r©qcoD *ci£xr.Xf©go'j tsl*sJai<I gotXA
©10‘siri'* ©riJ«^i6qooC tareoujanoO ©‘icu/A
Oijfioid'D .©XaeeXodV. ©rl^aieqcoO exiT
OCS .©Wjj^eJ. a7iroY ©Tl3‘«'ieqooO e©tfjai£ Xai^neO
o^BolxiO ,rfrXO ©ri^jjxoccco fisd^cV asl^tlua
o^ciiiO ,eoA«iIXA «?vii.*i©qooO »a*i*uj8coO
?S
47 .
Constuners* Cooperative Cafe *»Idrott”, Chicago 162
Consumers* Cooperative Services, Chicago 274
Kenwood Consumers * Cooperative, Chicago 1
6
People »s Consumers* Cooperative Club, Chicago 21
South Shore Consaxmers* Cooperative Club, Chicago 21
»i/orkmen*s Cooperative Merchandising Association, Chicago 565
Downers Grove Cooperative Club, Do-wners Grove 15
Evanston Consumers* Cooperative, Evanston t25
Hinsdale Consumers* Cooperative, Hinsdale to
Kincaid Cooperative Association, Kincaid 40
Maywood Cooperative Club 9
V/aukegan-North Chicago Consumers* Cooperative Association, North Chica-
go 465
Oak Park Consumers* Cooperative, Oak Park 54
Cooperative Trading- Company, Waukegan 2,062
Indi ana
Consumers* Cooperative Trading Company, Gary t^5
DePauw Cooperative Association, Greencastle 23
Michigan
Detroit Consumers* Cooperative Association, Detroit
United Cooperative Society, Detroit tl
Cooperative Consumers of Farmington, Farmington n
Flint Cooperative Association, Flint 127
Grand Rapids Cooperative Society, Grand Rapids 50
Ashland Folk School, Grant
Grant Consumers* Cooperative Club, Grant 5
Port Huron Cooperative Club, Port Huron 19
Saginaw Cooperative Association, Saginaw jo
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Cooperative Consumers of St. Louis, St. Louis
Ohio
Slovenian Cooperative Stores Company, Cleveland ^25
V/orkingraen»s Cooperative Company, Cleveland 1,100
Toimi Cooperative Grocery Company, Brimson 4^2
Delaware Consumers t Cooperative Cluh, Delaware 38
The New Cooperative Club, Dillonvale 695
Tuscarawas County Cooperative Cluh, New Philadelphia 33
Consumers » Cooperative Society, Warren loo
Eastern States Cooperative League
New ffersey
Tri-Boro Cooperative Cluh, Bound Brook 10
New Jersey Consumers 1 Cooperative, Incorporated, Chatham 64
Fairlawn Cooperative Society, Radhurn 25
New York
Employees Cooperative Cafeteria of J.B. Lyons Company, Albany 57
Auhurn Consumers* Cooperative Cluh, Auburn 20
Farband Housing Cooperative Association, New York City 128
Brooklyn Heights Consumers* Club, Brooklyn 30
Cooperative Trading Association, Brooklyn 2,400
Independent Consumers* Association, Incorporated, Brooklyn 40
Amalgamated Dwellings, Incorporated, New York City 255
Amalgamated Housing Corporation, Incorporated, New York City 65 0
Beekman Hill Cooperative Association, Incorporated, New York City 33
Consumers* Cooperative Housing Association, New York City 30
Constiraers* Cooperative Services, Incorporated, New York City 4,551
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Federal Cooperative Society, Incorporaoed, New York City 23
Harlem *
3
Ovra Cooperative, New York City t7
Knickerbocker Cooperative, New York City 120
Our Cooperative House, New York City 40
Sunnyside Consumers* Cooperative, Incorporated, Nev/ York City too
Woods ide Cooperative Club, Woodside 9
W :
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Statutes Dealing with Conamnsr Cooperatives
The best source whicn I have found to get information relative
to the statutes which govern consumer cooperatives in the United States
is a bulletin published by the United States Government Printing Office.
(O
This bulletin gives the laws up to January 1937 for each of
the states which had such laws, Alaska and thirty-four states (Alabama,
Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Idaho, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, North Caro-
lina, North Dakota, Ohio, OklcJioraa, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Caro-
lina, South Dakota, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, Wisconsin, and Wy-
oming) are included in the list.
That means that up to January l, 1937 there were fourteen states
(Arizona, Delaware, Geocgi^, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Mississip-^i,
New Hampshire, New Mexico, Khode Island, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, and
West Virginia) which had no statutes relative to consumers* coopera-
tives. It is quite noticeable that the states which do not have such
statutes lie pretty well along the Atlantic coast.
I have taken the statutes listed in the government bulletin and
analyzed them according to the various types of laws. The ten phases
which seem to be given attention by the greatest number of states are:
General Powers and Purposes of Cooperatives (30 States
and Alaska)
2. Number and Qualifications of Organizers (28 States amd
Alaska
)
(t) - . Consumers* Cooperative Statutes and Decisions
.
T#ouOw igR«4iM:roO
fic * J.^intc iiii 0* ^c^tfol •VjuI X xjclxJw e*!;ifTO« ^awf «iT
a*? J2 p»*iirU Bdt nl aeyi?/*i$<iooo i'»ovfi{oa a-*rc^ AsXflw K€*#ir#4-» (fdt oif
,»nfHO tdts^ciI'Fi >nM»unp»%oO tBticO 9H^ yi l/itdtlSdsK ntt^lUsd m ei
(r)
To tol ,f <w aw'^I oi3 ci3»XXu<f ^i^^T
,-ryKf^XA) a»3«i3e ^nt^IA .tvraJL xion* bj»d xioio'w *r. i*3«
.florlXn lOiUtl ^iJW'ioXl ,3jyoi3oJ£urcO ,oiaTcIeC .^icno'^ilaO , eA-auM-AxA
,rtoeaimlM ,«l#eajxrl©*t5*M ,84iii:A)i ,*wX
«.ci“0 n3ioH «atio7 i^aK ,H-'»»rnJ#K ,jBxie3noi' .liccroet^H
«oi* 0 x;3xrot ,no;,ijn[0 ,.;«oxU.iaiO ,ol.iO ,*3wiXAC ;13ioil «x:0jtX
tim.’ ,rti8noo*Xl^ , '!o3ijnir£»>*W ,£>lal^,tIV ,tros’:9Y ,f*3o>»C xi«xrcS ,aciX
.3 six £i iitJiSJionl nt4!a^lito
na&i-o/ol a-raw a:cc;l3 o* qis 3«t3 cssAna Jan'I
,lrqlBeicsi2i ,»ni*31 ^naateLsiod ,fi^jc9(3 ,©tM«»aIcCr ,£fro«itA)
i>r» ^iln3U ,3£Z»T ,©eaeepitt'T ,i>a«X8l •i/oifa ,coixaX! weH , we^l
^i^»qooo »et©rjrexioo o3 »vl?j»i9i ct3xr3<atQ cft xsoiriw (©iaijjiiv jeaHl
tioif^ &y*A ton at iiOlnr e©3«3« »x*^ 3aa' 3 •X(f^©ol3cn a?i2;i> ! 31 ,to©vl3
,3e<co ol3a«J.3A oxiJ y:oX« I lew \H»ta eli ce3xr3ase
/t(Ui iil3*IXxrcf ^aosi'Tfeyo'i^ t»xi3 al £63811 S9 Ji;38J8 &f(3 fxen<j»j ,«v-4a I
• c«3 exlT .awl 1© b©ox3 iu;ol--v «xi3 o3 aflii>‘iooo*- i:»<13 ii^Jt^Xvixa
• ©•** »«i36tf8 Ic T&distrxi tee3«6T^ «*rf3 v<f iX0l3fl933’ nerls ©d o3 n#©8 xLcULv
SDZ^.^b OC) a**"»l3*>t85oo0 to An* etawo*! i^iancO ,i
(«x 6«IA An*
:jm* ^£-vi3S 8s) c?eslxi9S*rO to sn»>l«JsollilBirp Ace TodsurK ,S
' siasIA
~
.aTTo UlosU, biu e ©viien^oO » sisrjcrano^ . ( l)
#3 • Voting One Vote per meniber (27 States and Alaska)
^4, Patronage Dividends or liefimds to Members (27 States
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and Alaska)
Bylaws Contents (26 States and Alaska)
Articles——Hegistration and Filing; Hecording Amend-
ments (26 States and Alaska)
7, Articles Contents (26 Staces)
8 , Officers Nninber and Qualifications (24 States ^nd
9,
Dividends on Stock—Limitation of Amount (23 States
and Alaska)
to. IJxisting Corporations I\ilay Come Under Statute (23 States)
There is wide variation in the statutes as set up by the various
states, I have not tried to calculate it on a basis of per cents, so
cannot state that the percentage of agreement is as low as the fol levy-
ing would indicate; **A nation-wide survey of retailer-ovmed coopera_
tives during I936 brought out the startling fact that there was not
more than 5 per cent uniformity in the bylaws or corporated structure
of already existing organizations, A drive to make these structures
more nearly uniform resulted in widespread changes in bylaws and cer-
tificates of incorporation to get; between 30 a.nd 40 per cent of the
organizat ions on a comparable basis. •» (1)
Alas ka
)
f Tied for third and foxirth places.
Tied for fifth and sixth places,
(t) Hector Lazo; Retailer Cooperatives , p, 23O.
(Pi3J9iA iutt ’ledBXfitn zoq utoY ^uO ij.iXjoV
,
•oJai^C ^c) ot ahncrY^ 'lo elwtaiiTid
(«i(«i>XA iiCA
{mLmjiZA iiC* .^ew&I'^C
-xib'.ooeK ;^5ciIi^ hnf noi*«ti8i3»'S~~-e«loXt'iA
(£itxXA ^n» zcitiZ eitnarr
( 89jii 3 C B^^COaDOO — 6«XoillA
ir.i Ba^ 4^E AS) ficold«oi'iXI-^iJp i»Uii ,8
[miifuik ,A,^<v..
^S) ’tr.vomA :c noi ^Jd^iir.iwL—.it‘0^8 cc- BJoaefiXTifl
(«JeciA J&ru
[t&tA^b ^S) a^xTmA^u laliflU uioO y.tiy. &xio14A''-oq7o9 ^ni^sixil .Of
BfrollAv \<f QW ^«B BJB 9Z 7 Ct Pci^MiZ-tr 9i>iyr 8 i 9Z9aT
o« .B^oea T9q tisAtf « nc yl »tf.»irrox*c ot belrt Jon eiTAil 1 .ebJ^jb
-••oXIOi •XlS’ 8-J *cl B£ ai JCOl'SSlijfi ‘lo 3^3n»OliSv, »ilJ
s/0 0 tonwu-teX t*'Jd‘S Ic x«Tin« O!5iv.-r.oi5 '.n A” :«VAoiJtmi i>lJuo« jjni
Jon oie/iJ Jo*l ji-niiJXeJt oi;j fvo Jd^ntt'wf 3fvf snliffi) ewriJ
9Tr;jefr*TJe bsJflioq^ioa ro cv.aX^cf aaJ oI eiom
EorxTjaxnrB asoiiS o:£^; oJ sriUb A ,8cciJ#;xia.ti»‘xo lo
.100 Lae bwmI\o t>I &e;grMi{o iAOoiqBoMw nZ mzo'tlitsr xix»»a oiofa
wiJ lo Jnoa loq CA 0^ ffeettJetf js'^ oj noXaaioqioani lo ««J«oillJ
(t^ «,cicacf olxf^’t^'/'isoo -t cc 8ncX?asirt«aio
.SttoaXq dJxie mSUj riJTll “ol ielT





Articles of Association or Incorporation
Amendments
Sixteen states (Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Ivlissouri,
Nevada, New Jersey, North Carolina, New York, North Dakota, Oklahomn
,
Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Washington, and V/isconsin) have
statutes dealing with ’’Amendments to Articles of Association or Incor-
poration,” All sixteen of these states permit amendments to he made.
Four states (Illinois, Nevada, New Jersey, and Oklahoma) allov/ amend-
ments to be made on a 2/3 vote of the shareholders; one state (Iowa)
requires
^
of all votes cast before amendment can be made; ten state?
(Michigan, liinnesota, Wisconsin, Missouri, North Carolina, North Dakota,
Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, and Washington) require a major-
ity vote to pass amendments; one state (New Jersey) does not specify
any requirements,
Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Mnnesota, Nevada, North Carolina,
Oregon, and South Dakota (8 states) require that a to days* notice be
given before atnendments can be voted upon; New York and Washing-ton (2
states) require a 20 days* notice; North Dakota requires 30 d-^ys * no-
tice; Missouri requires go days* notice; New Jersey, Oklahoma, Pennsyl-
vania, and Wisconsin do not snecify any requirement.
Power to increase or diminish tlie amount of capital stock and the
number and par value of shares is given in ten stages (Illinois, Michi-
gan, Minnesota, Nevada, North Carolina, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wash-
ington, and Wisconsin), The other six states do not state such pov/er?.
Along with the power to increase or diminish the amount of ca’ai-
tal stock goes the provision that such capital stock shall not be dimin-
ished below the amount of paid up capital at the time the amendment i?
adopted. This provision is made in all of the ten states which nave the
above power, except in Minnesota, (i)
(1) Ibid. pp. 22,35,55,54,56,59,60,62,68,77.61,101,103,108,132,134,14^
154,167,177.167,194,202.




4 .»oe^nnil. .cw^icoiM ,erol ,b1og1XII) ee?~^8 irW^xtE
,Ajror.''i3{0 .^^rja d rittoK ,2j*reY W9ij ,*clloi 0 ilff-roK w«®
•T'fG (ciarreociW UiA ,«70iU.a rfiGOE ,rila8Yl\aaix»^ ,no>ji»aO
-'toof.l "o GGjti4i008«/% oJ »*nor ;>rt>tr HJ-lw ^il*cb ninui»39
,8ii<i<« eo' otf k . ««edt lo n«»?iie ilA •*.GOf yuioq
3uar!4 .voXi*‘ (GTOji^fJLJiO iJR>* ,xeenel» w«i'j ,&lonlXXI)
(jpvxl) sJeJB erto ; »i4X)Xcdoafcd 8 vdJ lo ©Jov ^\S b ao ei>^ ®d o3 e^wwi
09i •©£<» 6<f ;f;iarJbc«rie ©':ol©tf jbjro ae^oT XX© lo ^ «©ilGf©i
C dJ-ioK ,©Gi£oi/.0 /latoM ,iTr/oa«.if .aXesoasXjf .©Josexmiil .fW^idoXM)
-rxt^ « ©aXGpsr: ( GcJ^^XilaPlS X>nc ,£lo^©a dtsroc ^alnaTi^amiei ,noj©aC
'^^ioe.8 Jog eeoi) (>:©6iel» well) &J©J8 j©Jn«^i>G9c«4 •8iKi oJ ©Jov
.
BjE*c.eHGpit xc*
,.<’nlAOt >1^ ,47o©^£utXii' ^©wol ,8XcniXlI
9c »!*8 Jog CJ * eiiGpvi (aeJaJe C) ndoc8 i>ca ,flos*i0
rl roS'Ji^irfs-n i>i 4 3iiOY wsH ;noqG ieJoT erf ryic sjnacf'ixif'' * aioled natia
-oG t B%f<b C'a 8*»'tXGjp*i .pJoiAflC ilJloH ;©oiJ'CK cS © ©tlapai (8«?©3e
, '=>£!orial:t0 ;Ooitox: »C'jjpi) rd ssiXirpM i'XGoaeXa jeoU
,
jGoaoiixrpei v,ia5 ^xloofjs Jog oX> nt»nOo«l^ hoB ,4iaav
eftrf ^•'‘^ iocJe X*Jlq©a lo Jrwoot© ec’J HBlahnib 70 eo-aiocl c3 iwo^
-.XdoiAi ,«icuiiXI) B«raJ8 naJ nl cavia ®X so'rade lo ©gX^v %ao i«ia Tciiatm
-rftair ilJx.-c2 ,4?03a>Ci gJ^o'! \£ai£0’UO ifttcJi ,«Jo«emiiM ,08^
.•>tovyo( i’ofce JCfl on xio 79dJ0 ©ri’f ,(Ci8GOOBi«’ 0X^< .flOtaflX
“io \!£WQrA enJ dai/tirii) to osaatcni 03 towoq edJ dJitr ^oLk
«fTlrli) o<J JOB IlEda afooja Xarlr-KO coXalvotq og# eeoa atooJe
f".
• i jKaTJ)G3ir*£ fe>ii3 e«i4 tdi ta Ixiiqjjo qG otim lo jex'cibb aaJ rioxod dadeX
odJ ©v''" geja^a naJ acJ “io Xxa nX aJbao si /toXsXvoKj fiX/iT ,!>©Jqo^
(() .©joaannik: ci J^ooxs ,i9wo<; evorf«
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Approval
Seven states (Connecticut, Illinois, Iowa, ICansas, Massachus-
etts, Minnesota, and Kev/ Jersey) require approval of the articles of
association or incorporation. Approval "by the Secretary of State is
required in Connecticut, Illinois, and Iowa. Kansas requires that ap-
proval be given hy the Charter Board, The Commissioner of Corpora-
tions must give approval in Ifessachusetts, Minnesota requires approv-
al "by the attorney general and New Jersey requires that the Chief of




Twenty-six states (Alabama, Arkansas, Connecticut, Illinois, I-
owa, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska,
Nevada, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, OklaJioraa,
Oregon, x'ennsylvania. South Carolina, South Dakota, Vermont, Virginia,
Washington, and Wisconsin) make specifications as to what shall be con-
tained in the articles of incorporation.
The follov/ing items appear in the requirements •-
] , Name of Proposed Corporation —Required by twenty-one
states (Alabama, Arkansas, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Ken-
tucky, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Neved^i,
Nev/ *^ersey. New York, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Oregoq,
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, V/ashington,
and Wisconsin).
2 , Names and Residences of persons forming the corcornt ion;-
Required by eleven states (Alabama, Arkan?rs, Illinois,
Kansas, Kentucky, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, North
(!) Ibid, pp. 12,21,36,42,51,67,103
L J.-
.ifwflOAHe/ft: ,«iwoI ,&x:«2iIX ,Jxrol^O‘?Mno0) #&?-vyA !:•?«&
ic ceAnx#*?^ »d:t 1o X*'^701q<i*’ veu ix»«' ,9779
*.l 97 . 7 a tc Jil7 \<S l*y<>vi^ .ooi^AiccjTCoxii lo ncX.^i&oss^
a*n;v<3 .j«.oI Uia ,«2oniIXI
,
»<4'^ijt5occc0 ri b9‘iUipo%
^'rcr'TcO lo lexi&itsiBacoO erfi a8?i/*xr0 x<T omrL'^ od icrotq^
.'OTC7'* -^^ce^wuiXil ,8^*o9wrfi>is8«*4l nl li'jozfiq.A »rj[5 ^wm tcoi^
;o lei-'iO 8/1^ 4A.ii t«iJLr/p8*x w»M /»« lATAXie^ ';«n*io»78 v,rf
«.! .eiocl fd , itfoMoftcxioi ,e««/v>'*TA 99^''7n
^jVBc-rrleK ,l-xifo«sJL7. .x^toBwrXK ,M8aAA ,z^o
,amort*? i:rfQ ,8ioji^CL .aniXn^C dtzoR ,)I*tox w«H weV: ,ol>aYfi%
,
,^»JojUu. iltxfoii .iiniiooiiO rf^xroti ,«i£MirX’;eRflo‘i ,fl©a«TO
•ftc» »tf IXaxla J<?ixiw nt »« anol^-uill&occ aat/im (aitcooeii




,*rw^rro^ ,2ix;ocailt .aJoee.TXtii? ,xi^aui
t^o.iorO ,«cori#^XiO ,witiIox%t) rl^ioK ,3iioY wV<I
,
nc TiTirfsaVf xlixxoS ,«niXovO ct;^x/oS ,/-.iaeTXx®^8'^
- ;gp* ?gnc<Tioo art a ?»KictoY erwaaeg apoggMcpH bn» eras*! .S
,«roft*l:n ,1c’in3iTA .xir^cTaXA) ao^a?a a»?9X» i>eiXJ^X>»>5
niroff .5f'toT all ,i“irroeairi ^fc^oaoanXM ,x^Wf7st*^ ,s«8isia
( I) .coiJaiod«B* lo
e^no^coO
,
.noA-^^toqtooi;! Ig eeXoi^-sa 9d7 nl beaijti
-: Btoona'rXii'Pe'i a<12 nl awaJl ^ulwoiXoY axXT
.( (ilenooelTf • 1
1 •
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Carolina, Pennsylvania, and South Dakota ),
3, Purposes of Corporation ——Req.uired hy nineteen Ptetes
(Alabama, Arkansas, Connecticut, Illinois, lov/a, Kansas,
Kentucky, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, Ne'/- Jer-
sey, New York, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Pennsylvenie
,
Oregon, South Dakota, and Washington).
4, Principal Place of Business Required by twenty states
(Arkansas, Connecticut, Illinois, lov/a, Kansas, Kentucky,
Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, Nevr Jersey, New York,
North Carolina, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Caro-
lina, Soutn Dakota, V»'ashington,and V/isconsin).
5, Amount of Capital Stock——Required by eighteen states
(Arkansas, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Minnesota, Missouri,
Montana, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, North C-^rolina, Ok-
lahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota,
Washington, and Wisconsin).
6, Number of Shares and the Par Value of Shares Required
by seventeen states (Arkansas, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky,
Minnesota, Misso\iri, Nevada, New Jersey, Nev/ York, North Car-
olina, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South
Dakota, Washington, and Wisconsin).
7, Number of Directors Required by ten states (Arkansas,
Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Minnesota, Nevada, New York,
Oklahoma, and Wisconsin).
8.
Names of Directors Selected for the first term- Required
by five states (Arkansas, Kansas, Nevadr., Nev/ York, «>nd Ok-
lahoma),
9, Time for which Corporation is to Continue
rf^woE in-'* ^ r.l
»»rA-9 x^ is'xir.'faS tioli:ito(rio^ -c <c£o<;TX<q .5
,B« •<>*.:> , wol ,aiOilUn ,J:iol'J5.«iXfOO ,r<nMiMLA)
-toT* .«r.JS^flcii ^Ivrtttiai , JctBtutXii ,Tp{afiJxitiS
.MflXiowO xfatori .sIioY w»it
, r,*«
,
( cc bn» , • ri Jtrc i, , aosnO
iDBiitfc>it~—^8S 5tgl 8**i’S. lo 8&fiX^ X^^lX>>cX_^ , V
, ? r ^ ,i*voI ,<?Xf>f'iXXI I .taoA ^ioBoaoO ,
,ynoT '•eT! n-S'' ,£i7V!»i .row^fioiX »iix«> 8eild , 'JoeeRrlU
-ctjO ,«XnaYX\;8ana^ .scao-r'J .^niXoi O jiJio)!
,(nl 8 .'TC»ei\Y l)fX£,no?iiCi.ila5W ,aJ-o3U0l .i^/rc 8 ,-r:lX
X<^ £»ciii/pB>I iioo;t£ LsH<i&0 ImicytA ,?
,J^oealil ,aaeaAi ,aXofliiXI ^M^tucliX)
^0 ^ofllioT'^O , 2itcy ireK ,Y^e-£«X.
./Tfoi-'sCI AtsToC ,wjDJio'i*o <ilixioS ,«ia£fXxBnn»'i ,iioi;*4*'x0 .
,{niaflooB/Tv
bB-rJt«t)»g BpT^'rig ^tfl*v ua^ailfc Yo tgifgag
.sioailll ,jfce 306^tiA) ooBvAbtcis v,cf
»i«C fine 2 *itioY wtrti ,ai«»v 0W ,iixro«eiU ,fttcfceacXi:
rfi-juor. ,«oUo7rC , mgriaXalO ,*nlXo
,( itiBflOOBil/ iHJ-« ,
.a« 5ar;;'iA) e©Jr;;re aaJ Y«» boiiaf-eH eio^coiX^i “ic ’xadrufK .V
yroT VfeK ,*JbtT3X ,i?oaa:siiliit ,*woI ,eloaiIII
,( jii exsco*iW boA , i««TOj(XA XjfO
.beii I’p*M 4TM J ;?giXY ail^ tcoI f)s?c9X©S tTa)tc>ert<l to XSEiS.*
^





9xrs.X;ynoO oJ ei goX?^ogioO litlA'fi lol oteXT .?
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a. Not to exceed 50 years—-^%quired "by four states
(Arkansas, Kansas, Nevada, and V/ashington ),
l>. May "be perpetual in two states (Illinois and lowa^,
c. Not to exceed years
Without renev/al in Minnesota
Without any restriction on renewal specified in
Pennsylvania,
d. No time limit specified in five states (^“^ntucky, Mon-
tana, New York, Oklahoma, and Oregon).
to. Eligibility for Memhership Req.uired in six states





Citizenship is required of at least two-thirds of
the subscribers in New York.
n. Dates of I<jeetings required in Pennsylvania.
12, Indebtedness which Corporation may incur required in
three states (Kentucky, Minnesota, and Nevada),
15. Bach shareholder shall have only one vote-—Required in
Vermont
.
14. Limitation of Stock Ownership—— Required in seven st-«.tes
(‘•'Nebraska, Nevada, New York, North Dakota, Vermont, Vir-
ginia, and ’Wisconsin).
15. Fixed Dividenas—
Not to exceed 8 per cent in Nebraska and Virginia
Not to exceed 6 per cent in Vermont
1 6. Company shall set aside* in a Surplus Fund not less than
5 per cent of earnings above expenses and dividends in
Nebraska; to per cent in Vermont and Virginia.
life* c? bt90X9 ct ioZ. .jc
.( jo^^inu4 ti» ,ai!xr«a ,3jjafl4T
.^jBwrcI ina' tlofliXH) aeiatfa o»»d ni l/*x»t»c'-r»q etf .<f
e7«e^ cr X>e»9x« o;^ ^il .0
£«ocG£in.tll i\i Xav^enai itrK}d3lH
nl i>®nio«;a XAv-atr^i ac nof*oiiJ«*»T txfoxli^iv,
-jrtcM aai-a^B 9Til ai 6exllo«r« Jlcll wlJ oil ,t
,(nc-,9a0 txts .JWncfiaXafO ,atioY we% ,JBo«j
t^irtz zl;.. cX LeiXapai— glnai6<&rei* loY vtXXXcfX:%lXa .Of
J>DA
,
Xfl4^vXx9*uf«^ ,veatbo ,iitK»v»R ,n«;ftXrfoiM »4WoI)
.(nXenooaX®
lo teiiriJ-owJ JefleX sx lo Jaeiij^pai cX qirfanaiiJiO
,XioT weH ri ui^rfiiO' oae diii
.AiniivXxRiin®^ «X bei/rpoi »yiX3'saa lo ee;taG ,n
ai >eiii*P97—
^
~iffOgj ^:^aei gclt^ToqrroO .loXxt*.^ SEec&eicfeJbnl ,£f
,(«X«T9ll ixw ,fl^0E9aaX25 atfidJ
ni 6<»'rXxfPon sj’ov ono y;r tio «y4t|dl XX^na i9bXoj3(ia.ga e ioaiii
. raoffisV
«=' ©8 al b©liifp©JI w.»~«/ria8T9gv<) ioo^S *0 UOjj'^^jXciJ .^f
-.il'? .arrociev ,Ji^02[c.a ,iioy weH ,©i>4vftK ,jK!wttf9*i)
.(niencosi* i>Xi3 ,«iaia
~*.e9fl>i)XTlC bextZ ,^f
rlnfs'^iV Pas /»iejBij;95I ai Jiieo laq 8 X>s©ox© otf Joa
iacoriwV iji Xnwo leq 3 ieeox© ot JoH
norit eeeX 3’oa Pnxf'i sjylguyt Jt al’ooim Jee XX^xfa tn^aonioO
n! etcaPIvXP Xioa soanscxa ©voif^ Baaiirt*'© Ito tc©o aag g
t
Piv* /iKwrioV ni ^fi©o idQ of •a3i8£ltf«H
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\q. Surplus Fund to be "built up utitil it equals 20 per cent
of the Capital Stock paid in Nebraska; 50 per cent in Vir-
ginia* 50 per cent in Vermont.
t8. Net Sarnings distributed on basis of patrona^.e Reqpaired
in Nebraska,
t9. I/fethod of Distribution of earnings or sayings Required
in Nebraska and New Jersey,
20 . Mode of Altering and Amending igert if i cate of Association
and Bylaws of the Society—Required in New Jersey. (l )
Publications
Minnesota requires that the articles of incorporation or amend-
ments to such articles *»shall be published in a legal nev/spaper in the
county of the principal place of business of such cooperative association
for two successive issues.” (2)
Registration and Filing. Recording Amendments
Alabama requires that registration and filing be done with the
probate judge ; Alaska provides for filing in the office of the auditor
of the territory; Illinois and Minnesota require filing with the re_
corder of deeds of the county ; New York and Nebraska do not specify
where the filing shall be done; New Jersey provides for filing in the
office of the clerk of the county ; Oregon requires filing with the
Corporation Comraissioner
.
Nineteen of the twenty-seven states having requirements in their
statutes relative to filing, require that the filing be done with the
secretary of state
.
The states which make this stipulation are Ark^sn-
sas, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Massechus-
(1) Ibid. pp. 1,5,12,19.30,51.54,42,45,55,55,59.64,67,68,80,92.96,103,
108, 11 6, 128, 156, 142 , 149, 161 ,172,176,182,185,186,191 ,192, and 197.





lie f <• atAgj d ^-t Ltt::a qr jH ot i>tw^ eglgocg .^f
-biiV fit Jo'jo Ta<t ' ;JiEAivfi'H ni X^iio*D *‘0
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etts, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, North Carolina, North Dakota, Okla-
homa, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Washington, and ’Wis-
consin, (1 )
Audit ing
This specification is made in only four states (Missouri, Ne'”
Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania),
Yearly audit in Missouri and New York; quarterly in Pennsylvan -
ia; not specified ha.v often such an audit is required in New Jersey.
It is required that the audit he made hy competent auditors in
Missouri ana Nev/ York.
The auditor must not he a raemher or stockholder in Missouri,
In Nev«r York he may he a member, hut not a director, officer, or emp' o’---
ee of the association.
New York requires that the auditor *s report he submitted at the
annual meeting'. Missouri, on the other hand, requires that this rer^ort
he filed with the secretary of the hoard and also with the president of
the hoard of directors of the association. (2)
Bylaws
Adoption
Of the twenty-three states which have statutes concerning the p-
doption of bylaws only one (Iowa) states that the directors may adout
the bylaws. The other twenty-two states (Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado,
Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, and Washington
)
state that the shareholders of an association shall have the power to
(1) Ibid. pp. 1,3,5.11,12,16,21,22,55,56,42,46,51,58,59,61 ,62,68,80,81
,
86, 94, 97, 102, 1 0^,1 09, 120, 125, )29. 132,153.154,142,143,150,154,160,167,172,
173.177,186,187,192,194,202.
(2) Ibid. pp. 83 ,104,113 ,164.
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make and adopt bylaws for the management of its affairs. lylissoiiri and
New Jersey f-urther state that this shall be by a majority vote. (i )
rLmendments
Iowa, North Dakota, and Pennsylvania permit amendments to the by-
laws if passed by a majority of the members, Nevada and South Dakota
provide for amendments to the bylaws on passage by two-thirds of the
stock or tv/o-thirds of tue members, Michigan and Minnesota do not s-^ec-
ify more definitely than to state that such bylaws may be amended. M’ch-
igan does, however, state that such amendments to the bylaws shall be
proposed by one-tenth of the members. ( 2 )
Approval
ilinnesota’s statutes state that articles of incorporation, bylaws,
and amendments shall not be binding upon the association unless they
have been examined and approved by xhe attorney general. ( 5 )
Contents
Alaska and twenty-six states (Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut,
Florida, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minne-
sota, Missouri, Itontana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, Nev/ York, North
Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Dakota,
Virginia, Washington, and V/isconsin) have stated provisions to be made
in the bylaws of cooperative associations.
Terms and Limitation of Stock Ownership;- In the statutes of A-
laska and nine states (Colorado, Florida, liissouri, Nev; Jersey,
North Carolina, Oklahoma, Oregon, Virginia, and Wisconsin),
Distribution of its earnings - In the sta.tutes of Alaska ^^nd four-
teen states (Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Xf’nsps,
0) Ibid. pp. 4, 6 , 7 . 10, 12, 15 , 25 . 56 .44 , 55. 59, 6],81,85,86, 87, 95 , 98 , 99, 1047'
116,129,04,143 ,158,4 64,181 ,190.
(2) Ibid. pp. 36,53,54 ,68,99,134,167,181 .
( 3 ) Ibid. p. 68 .
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Massachusetts, Mdchigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Jersey, New
York, North Carolina, Virginia, and Washington),
Regulations not inconsistent with the provisions of this act ;-
59 .
In the statutes of eleven states (Arkansas, Idaho, Iowa, K-nsas,
iilinnesota, Missouri, New York, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
and South Dakota),
Jilligihility of Members ;-. In the bylaws of six states (Idaho, Kan-
sas, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, and North Carolina),
Assignment and transfer of interest of members ;- laiust be in the
bylaws of Idaho, Nevada, and Nev/ Jersey,
Fees for admission, assessments, and dues ;- In the statutes of I-
daho, Nevada, and New York.
Limiting Indebtedness of Corporation:- In the statutes of Idaho,
and New York,
Prescribe duties of the directors and officers* compensat ion;-
In the statutes of seven states (Kansas, Missouri, Nev?,dr>, New
Jersey, New York, North Carolina, and Pennsylvania),
Number and selection of directors and officers;- In the statutes
of eight sj?ates (Minnesota, ilissouri, Montana, New York, North
Carolina, North Dakota, Oregon, and Wisconsin),
Time of meetings; notice of same ;- In the statutes of Minnesota,
New York, and North Carolina,
Number of shareholders constituting a quorum ;- In the statutes
of Missouri and Nev/ Jersey,
Ii/Ianner of Voting by Shareholders :- In the statutes of six states
(Missouri, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and
Wisconsin)
.
Penalties for violation of bylaws; - In Missouri statutes.
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Bonds to be ^^iven ~by the treasurer or otlxer fiduciary offic-
ers or agents ;- In He’.v Jersey statutes.
Audit of Accounts ;- In Hew Jersey Statutes,
Name of the Corporation ;^ In North Carolina statutes.
Purpose for whicn forraed ;-. In North Carolina statutes.
Par Value of the Shares of the Capital Stock ;- In North Caro-
lina statutes.
Investment of Reserves, up to 25 per cent of its capital stock,
in the stock of any other corporation; - In North Dakota Statutes.
Capital Stock
-tnnount Authorized
Seven states (Connecticut, Illinois, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Mis-
souri, Pennsylvania, and South Carolina) have statutes dealing with this
item,
Connecticut specifies that the amount of capital stock shall not
exceed $200 , 000 . Massachusetts has the same specification hut adds to it
the stipulation that the capital stock shall not he less than $t00. South
Carolina has the same lower limit tha-c Massachusetts has, hut does not
specify any upper limit.
I^linnesota requires that the amount of capital stock shall not ex-
ceed $t 00,000. In the case of a creamery association this amount sh^ll
not he greater than $25,000.
Illinois and Pennsylvania simply indicate tliat the amount is to
he stated, hut do not specify any limits. Missouri requires that the
mount shall he stated and that the amount shall he the same as that for
other corporations. (2)
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Attachment
61 .
Three states (Michigan, Montana, and Pennsylvania) deal with this
phase of capital stock. Michigan specifies that no assignment of mem-
bership rights shall he valid unless made in accordance with its articles
or bylaws, Montana states that the share, not exceeding the par value of
$ 500 # of each member shall be exempt from seizure or attachment. Penn-
sylvania says that no attempted assignment, transfer or pledge of menber-
ship interest shall pass by right or interest to the person or persons to
wnora it is attempted to be made, (t
)
Contents of Certificates
Five states (Iowa, Michigan, Oregon, Vermont, and ifi^isconsin) men-
tion this item in their statutes, lov/a and Oregon provide that certifi-
cates shall state the fixed dividends
.
Restriction or limitation unon its
ownership is given in Iowa, Micnigan, Oregon, and Wisconsin. lov^a, Mich-
igan, Oregon, and Vermont also contain specifications as to voting
, lowe,
Michigan, and Wisconsin have statutes governing the transfer of capitel
stock; Iowa and Oregon state the conaitions of redemption ; and Iowa «nd
Wisconsin make provisions for cancelation
. (2)
Issuance of Certificates
Sixteen states (Connecticut, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota,
New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Norph Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Penn-
sylvania, South Dakota, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin) have stf^tutes
governing the issuemce of certificates.
All sixteen of these states stipulate that no certificate shall be
issued until paid in cash. Of these, eleven states (Illinois, Iowa, MiJch-
igan. New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, Virgin-
ia, Washington, and Wisconsin) further state that subscribers who have not
(1 ) Ibid, pp. 55,88,171.
( 2 ) Ibid. pp. 50.52,151,182,197.
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paid their subscriptions miy "bw permitted, if their bylaws so state, to
vote as shareholders
.
Illinois and Minnesota limit the amount of stock which can be issued
to an individual to $500; Michigan and Mnnesota have a similar provision,
but the limit is $l ,000. (t)
Payment for Certificates
jSight states (Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Montana, Uevada, North Cwr-
olina, Pennsylvania, and South Carolina) set up laws specifying require-
ments for payment of certificates.
There seems to be wide variation in the requirements of these eight
states, Illinois provides that payment shall be made within one year; octh-
erwise the stock is forfeited with the payments made to the association.
Iowa states that payment shall be callable at any time in the order of pri-
ority, Kentucky, Nevada, and North Carolina indicate that payments may' be
made when it is to the interest of the corporation to have them paid. Mon-
tana simply states that stock shall be forfeited for non-payment of in-
stalments. South Carolina permits payment of stock in money, labor, or
property. Pennsylvania states that stock is payable in one sum, or by per-
iodical instalments, or by occasional subscriptions, or by the interest
thereon, or by profit dividends. (2)
Commission and Promotion Expense Limited
This provision is made in the statutes of six states (Illinois, I-
owa, Minnesota, Missouri, North Dakota, ana Wisconsin),
Illinois states that no commission, directly or indirectly, is to
be charged for selling stock, and further adds that a penalty of not less
than $5 nor more than $100 shall be imposed on anyone guilty of so ch^rg-





(2) Ibid. pp. 24,53,46,85,98,150,161,172,173.
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The other five states stipulate that no funds of the association
are to he used, nor any stock or ineraherships issued for any promotion ex-
pense, Minnesota further states that tO P@r cent of the par value of
stock may he used hy officers or committees elected hy the stockholders
to sell or solicit the sale of stock or to hire responsible solicitors
for that purpose. Wisconsin has a similar statute, hut places the oer-
centaige at 5 rather than 10 . North Dakotats statute is similar to thnt
of Minnesota, hut adds that this to per cent is to he added to the sell-
ing price of the stock, (t)
Increase and Decrease
Ten states (Connecticut, Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
North Carolina, North Dakota, South Dakota, Washington, and Wisconsin)
permit the increase or decrease of the amount of capital stock. I.iinne_
sota provides that this increase shall never make the amount of capital
stock exceed $100,000 or $25,000 in the case of creamery associations,
iiiissouri. North Carolina, Nortn Dakota, South Dakota, Washington, and
Wisconsin add to their statutes the provision tha-c this decrease shall
never he helow the amount of paid-up capital stock at the time of the p-
doption of the amendment. (2)
Issuance at Par Required
Six states (Connecticut, Iowa, Minnesota, Nev/ Jersey, Oklahoma,
and Wisconsin) require issuance of capital stock at par. New Jersey fur-
ther states that the par value of a share shall not he more than $50. (5)
Limisavion of Shares per Member
Twenty-two states (Arkansas, Colorado, Illinois, lov/a, Kansas, Mass-
achusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey,
(1) Ibid. pp. 20,39,75,35,136,203.
(2) Ibid. pp. 15 , 22 , 56 , 60 , 62 , 68 , 81 ,132,134,135,177,187,194,202.
( 5 ) Ibid. pp. 13,31,60,62,69,105,143,191.
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North Carolina, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South
Dakota, Verraonc, Virginia, Washington, and Wiscons in) have statutes de?l_
ing with the limitation of shares per member,
Arkansas, Missouri, and Vermont stipulate that no shareholder sh^ll
own more than to P®r cent of the capital stock; Kansas and Nebraska stste
that such ownership shall not be more than 5 per cent of the capital stock;
Oklahoma adds further re^iuireraent saying that sucn ovmership shall not
be more than 5 per cent or $500 “tbe capital stock. North Carolina,
South Carolina, ana Washington provide for larger ownership, permitting
such ownership up to 20 cent of the capital stock.
Pennsylvania specifies that each shareholder shall own at le<"st
one share of the permanent stock. It does not state any upper limit to
ownership,
Iowa and Montana provide that no shareholder shall be permitted
to own more than one share of common stock, Illinois permits ownership
of not more than five shares which are not to be of a greater par value
than $500.
Shares not to exceed $t ,000 tneir par value are permitted to
eanh shareholder in Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, South Dakota, rnd
Virginia,
The power to limit stock ownership is left in the hands of the
corporation in Colorado, New Jersey, and V/isconsin. Oregon leaves this
power in the hands of corporations in the ca^e of comaon stock, but per-
mits ownership of any amount of preferred stock, (i)
Par Value or Shares
Six states (Illinois, Montana, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvan-
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ia, and South Carolina) state a par value for shares of stock, llach of ™,
iH.
these six states has a different sec of limitations. j'
Illinois states that the consideration for shares of eaich class ^
I
is to he given separately. '
Montana ruxes that a share of stock shall not he less than o
nor more than $5 ,000.
l?ev; Jersey stipulates that a share of stock shall not he more than
$50.
Nev/ York laws decide that a share of stock shall not he less than
$5 nor more than $t00.
Pennsylvania orders that one share of stock shall he not less than '
$5 nor more than $25.
South Carolina specifies that a share of stock shall he not less
than $5. (I )
i
Transfer
Alaska and nineteen states (Colorado, Florida, Idaho, Illinois, I«
I
i
owa, Michigan, iflinnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersev, *
I
New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylv^nis
,
and Wisconsin) have statutes dealing with the transfer of capital stock. I
Alaska and twelve states (Colorado, Florida, Idaho, Illinois, Mch- |
igan, Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, New York, North Carolina, North Dako-
ta, and Oklahoma) vest the power of transfer of capital stock in the cor- *
poration itself. Missouri, Nevada, and New Jersey vest such power in the
hoard of directors. '
Iowa does not permit the transfer of common stock unless the art-
|
icles provide expressly for such transfer,
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Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin specify that the conditions
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of transfer are to be stated in the articles of association, (t
)
Types Authorized
Ten states (Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, IJevacp,
New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin) authorize various type? of
capital stock, Illinois and ilissouri specify that the designation of e«>ich
class of stock shall be stated with the preference, qualifications, 11 m..
itations, restrictions, and special or relative rights of each. New Yotrk
also hs.s tnis rej^ulation, but further on its law states that there sh-^ll
be comraon and preferred sCock.
Preferred stock is permitted in Iowa, Minnesota, Montana (non_voct_
ing), Nevada, Oregon, and Wisconsin),
Comnon stock is allowed in Montana, Nevada, Oregon, and V/isconsin.
Minnesota states that common stock shall be voting stock. lov/a allov/s
the common stock to be of two kinds, voting and non-voting.
Pennsylvania permits two types of stock, permanent and ordinarj’', (2 )
Consolidations
Montana and •^'•evada provide in their statutes for the consolidation
of two or more cooperative associations. Montana requires that they be In
the same county. In Montana si?nh a consolidation can take place upon the
written consent of a majority of the stockholders; Nevada law require? the
consent of two-thirds of the stockholders. (3)
^Cooperative **
Definition
Alaska sind twelve state give definitions of the word **cooperati ve**
0 ) Ibid. pp. 3,10,15,17,24,50,51,52,53,65.70,85,88,95,96,98,99.104,106,
116,121 ,130,151 ,1^6.145,149,151 ,161 ,171 ,197.
( 2 ) Ibid. pp. 19,51.67,80,87,97.125.151.161.191.
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in their statutes. Since this is such an important word in the under-
standing of 6,11 matters pertaining to such a corporation, I ^ quoting
verbatim from the statutes in each case,
Alaska ; *»For the purpose of this article the words ’company*,
’corporation*, ’association*, ’society*, or ’union*, are defined to mern
a company, corporation, or association, which authorizes the distribution
of its earnings in part, or v/holly on the basis of, or in proportion to,
the amount of property brought from or sold to members or other custom-
ers or of labor performed, ot other services rendered to the association.”
(t)
Arkansas ; ”For the purpose of this act the ’cooperative plan* shall
be construed to mean a business concern, that distributes the net profits
of its business by; First, the payment of a fixed dividend; second,, the re-
mainder of its profits are prorated to its several stockholders upon their
purchases from or sales to said concern or both such purchases and sales.”
( 2 )
Colorado ; ”For the purpose of this act, the words ’cooperative
company, corporation, or association* are defined to mean a company, cor-
poration, or association which authorizes the distribution of its earn-
ings in part or wholly, on the basis of, or in proportion to, the smount
of property bought from or sold to members, or to members and other cus-
tomers, or of labor performed or other service rendered to the corporp«
tions.” ( 5 )
Florida
; ”For the purpose of this subchapter, the words ’coopera-
tive company, corporation, or association’, are defined to mean a company,
corporation, or association which authorizes the distribution of part or
wholly, on the basis of, or in proportion to, the amount of property
(1 ) Ibid. p. 3 .
(2) Ibid. p. 5.
(3 ) Ibid. p. to.
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bOTight from or sold to members, and other custon«rs, or of labor performed,
or other service rendered to the corporation.*’ (l )
Iowa ; ”A tcooperative association* is one which, in serving, some
purpose enumerated, deals with or functions for its members
and which distributes its net earnin£;s among its members in
proportion to their dealings with it, except for limited dividends or oth-
er items permitted in this chapter; and in which each voting meimber hes
one vote and no more.” (2)
Kansas * ”For the purpose of this act the *cooperative plan* shpll
be construed to mean a business concern that distributes the net profits
of its business by; First, the payment of a fixed dividend upon its stock;
second, the remainder of its profits are prorated to its severa.. stock-
holders upon their purchase from or sales to said concern or both such
purchases and sales.” (5)
Kentucky * ”For the purpose of this act the *cooperative plan* shall
be construed to mean a business concern that distributes the net profit
of its business by; First, the payment of a fixed dividend upon its stock;
second, the remainder of ios profits are prorated to its several stock-
holders, or customers, or both, as provided in the bylaws, upon their
purchases from or sale to said concern, or both such purchases and sales.”
U)
Michigan ; ”For the purpose of this act the term *6ooperative plan*
shall be deemed to mean a mode of operation whereby the earnings of the
corporation are distributed, in v/hole or in part, on the basis of, or in
proportion to, the value of property bought from or sold to shareholders
or members or other persons, or labor performed for, or services rendered
to,the corporation; Provided, Taht the foregoing definition shall not be
(t ) Ibid. p. 15.
(2 ) Ibid. p. 27.
(3) Ibid. p. 41.
(4) Ibid. p. 45.
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construed as prohibiting, any such corporation from paying limited div-
idends to shareholders based mpon stock investment, or from reserving p
certain proportion of earnings for future operations or for future dis-
tribution, before general distribution of net earnings shall have been
authorized and made,” (|)
luinnesota ; ’’For the purpose of this act a cooperaoive association
shall be defined as any corporation or association of \iltiraate producers
and/or consumers organized under this act or any other statute of the
State of i^innesota nov/ existing- or hereafter enacted providing for the
incorpor^-tion of cooperative associations; also any central organization
composed wholly or in part of such associations.” (2)
Nev/ York; ’’Definitions
A cooperative nonstock agricultural, dairy or horticultur-
al corporation is a corporation formed under article 4, or heretofore in-
corporated under or subject to article 13-a of the membership corporations
law.
”2, Consumers* cooperative nonstock corporation is a corporation
formed under article 5 , or heretofore incorporated under or subject to
article 21 of the membership corporations law.
”5. A proaucerst and consumers* cooperative stock corporation
is a corporation formed under article 7, or heretofor incorporated under
or subject to article 3 of the bussiness corporation law of article 12 of
the stock corporation law,
”4, A cooperative marketing corporation is a corportition formed
under article 8» or heretofore incorporated under or subject to *the co-
operative marketing act.*
”5, A cooperative agency corporation is a corporation formed
(1 ) Ibid. p. 52.
(2) Ibid, p, 64.
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under article 8-a of this chapter.
”6. The term tperson* as used in this chapter includes pn in-
dividual, partnership, two or more individuals having joint or common in-
terest, corporations, and associations v/hether organized under the laws
of this or any other State,” (] )
North Dakota * »»For the purpose of this act, the words, ’comoan’-*,
’corporation*, or ’association’, shall he construed to me&n the same, '^nd
a cooperative company, corporation, or association is defined to mean a
company, corporation or association which authorized the distribution of
its earnings in part or wholxy, on the basis of, or in proportion to the
amount of property bought from or sold to members, or to members and to
other customers or of labor performed, or other services rendered to the
association." (2)
Ohio ; "an association incorporated for the purpose of purchasing,
inquantity, grain,goods
,
groceries, fruits, vegetables, provisions, or
any other articles of merchandise, ana distributing them to consumers «>t
the actual cost and expense of purchasing, holding, and distribution, may
employ its capital and okans in the purchase of sucn articles of merchon-
dise as it deems best for itself, and in the purchase or lease of such
real and personal estate, subject alv;ays to the control of the stockhold-
ers, as are necessary or convenient for purposes connected with and
-«er-
tainin^, to its business.
"Such associations ma.y adopt such plan of distribution of its
purchases among the stockholders and others as is most convenient, and
best adapted to secure the ends proposed by the organization. iTofits ?-
rising from the business may be divided amon^, the stockholders from time
(1 ) Ibid. p. 107.
(2) Ibid. p. 135.
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to time, as it deems expedient, in proportion to the several araounts
01 their respective purchases (l)
Wisconsin ; *» fCooperative basis*, as applied to a corporation ne^^ns
that; (a) ilach memher has one vote and only one vote, (h ) the rate of diiv-
idends upon stock is limited to 8 per cent, (c) the net proceeds from the
business of corporations are distributed to the patrons in proportion to
the volume of business transacted by said patrons with the corporation;
Provided
,
That deductions may be made, as required or authorized 'by the
law of this State, or, in the case of a foreigpi corporation, by the lew
of the State of such corporat ion»s creation,” (2)
Use of 'Word in Name of Qr^.anization Permitted
Oregon states that an a,ssociation organized under its act relative
to cooperative associations may adopt the term "cooperative” as part of
its title, (j )
Protected A^^ainst Use by Other Qragnizat ions
Twenty states (Illionis, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Ilassachusetts
,
Liinnesota, Missouri, Taontana, Neoraska, New York, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota, Vermont, Virgin-
ia, Washington, and Wisconsin) have statutes which prohibit the use of the
word "cooperative” unless the association conforms to the specifications
of a cooperative association.
Twelve states (Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Keniiucky, Massachusetts,
Missouri, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oregon, South Carolina, Virgin-
ia, and vYashington) state that any business using the word "cooperative”
in violation of the law may be enjoined from doing business under such
name at any instance of any shareholder of any association or corporation
organized under the cooperative act of the state.
(1 ) Ibia. p. I4t
.
(2) Ibid. p. I9t.
(3) Ibid. p. 148.
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Massachusetts provides tliat unlawful use of the word '’coocer -ti ve”
by an association shall be punishable by forfeiture to the Corarnomvealth
of not more than $lo for every day or part thereof durint^ which sucn n?me
or title is used.
Minnesota, Nebraska, and New York state that unlawful use of the
term shall constitute a misdemeanor, Nebraska further provides that p
fine shall be paid which shall not exceed $| 00 . Oklahoma also so pro-
vides. New York places the fine at not more th .n $500* while South Da-
kota places the fine at not more than $1
,
000 . (1 )
heq.uired
Ten states (lov/a, Kansas, Massachusetts, Nebraska, Nev/ Jersey, New
York, i:'enn3ylvania. South Carolina, Virginia, and Wisconsin) req.uire thpt
the word ^cooperative” form a part of the title of all cooperatives. Penn-
sylvania further stipulates that the last two words of the title of such
an organization must be '’cooperative association,” (2)
Forfeitiire of Corporate Rights
Iowa provides that the attorney general shall cause affairs to be
wound up in case an association fails to file a report or pay its fee to
the secretary of state before July 1,
Mnnesota make the same provision if the association causes its
income to be apportioned or distributed in a different ra^inner from that
provided in the act.
Oklahoma causes the charter to be recalled for failure to comply
with all the provisions of the act.
Wiscons in states that the charter may be vacated because of discrim-
ination against any cooperative association transacting business within
its borders. (3)
(1 ) Ibid. pp. 24 ,27 ,44 ,48 , 5
1
,




















( 2 ) Ibid. pp. 34,44,49,92,103,108,160,172,183,204.
(3) Ibid. pp. 38,74,147.197.
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ApplioaTjility of Corporation Law
Alaska and sixteen states (California, Connecticut, Idaho, low?.,
Kentucky, IJAssachusetts
,
Minnesota, !»iontana, Nebraska, Nevada, New York,
North Carolina, North Dakota, Oregon, Yirginia, and V/i scons in ) all con-
sider that cooperative associations are organized and exist under pnd by
virtue of the general corporation law, except as limited or enlarged by




Tv/enty-one states (Arkansas, Connecticut, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas,
Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, New Jersey, New York,
North Carolina, Nortn Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Caro-
lina, South Dakota, Washington, and Wisconsin) make provision in their
statutes for the election of directors. All twenty-one of these states
stipulate that the directors shall be elected by the stoclcholders , Four
of the states (Connecticut, Minnesota, New Jersey, and Oklahoma) state
that election shall take place annually. Pennsylvania rules for a semi-
annual election. Iowa states that the election shall take place at such
time and for such terras as the articles prescribe. The other fifteen
states all indicate that the election shall take place at such times pnd
for such terms as the bylaws prescribe. (2)
Nximber and Qualifications
Alaska and twenty-two states (Arkansas, Connecticut, Illinois,
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nevade,
New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Washington, ana Wisconsin^
include in their statutes some statement relative to the number or qu?l-
(1) Ibid. pp. 3,8,12,17,26,51 ,45,46,49, 64, 57,92 ,96, 99,109, no, 150,133,148,
159.183,203.
(2) Ibid. pp. 6,12,21,34,35,43,47,53.54,56,59,61,71,72,81,83,86,103,104,
116,116,121 ,125,129,131 ,134,144,145,152,164,165,173,176,186,192,193.
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ifications (or both) of directors.
Six states (Kentucky, Montaaaa, Nevada, Oregon, Washington, «nd
Wisconsin) set the number of directors at not less than three ; South
Carolina sets the number at not less than 5 nor more than 9 ; Pennsyl-
vania requires six, eight, or ten directors ; Alaska and the other four-
teen states (Arkansas, Connecticut, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan’.#
Minnesota, Missouri, Ne-w Jersey, New York, North Carolina, North Dako-
ta, Oklahoma, and South Dakota) require not less than five directors
.
Seventeen states (Arkansas, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan,
ivlinnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota,
Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, and V/ash-
ington) specify that the directors shall be stockholders of the associa-
tion
.
This is the only qualification mentioned in the statutes of these
states, (t )
Quorum
Michigan and Missouri specify that the bylaws shall indicate how
many constitute a quorum. New York and Pennsylvania require that a ma-
jority of the directors shall be present to exercise their pov/ers. (2)
Hemoval
Tv/enty states (Alabama, Arkansas, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, ^ntuc]^,
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nevaha, New York, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Oklanoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota
,
vVashington, and Wisconsin) all permit removal of directors,
Alabama states neither how nor why; Iowa rules that this shall be
cared for in the articles of incorporation ; Michigan and Nevada specify
that it shall be stated in the bylaws
.
Fifteen states (Arkansas, Illi-
nois, Kansas, Kentucky, Minnesota, Missouri, Nev/ York, North Carolina?,
















, 173 , 176 , 186 , 192,193 .
( 2 ) Ibid. pp. 53 , 83.1 16,1 18 , 165 .
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in^ton, and Wisconsin) declare that removal shall he for cause
.
A majority vote of the stockholders is necessary for removal in
fifteen states (Arkansas, Illinois, lov/a, Kansas, Kentucky, New York,
North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Car-
olina, South Dakota, ’Washington, and ‘Wisconsin. (|)
Vacancies Filled
Of the ei£,hteen states (Arkansas, Illinois, lov/a, Kansas, Ken-
tucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Mssouri, Nevada, Nev/ York, North Carolina,
North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota, Washing-
ton, and Wisconsin) all hut Iowa and Nevada permit the stockholders to
fill the vacancy caused hy the removal of a director, Iowa specifies
that a vacancy shall he filled hy the remaining- directors^ Oklahoma ni_
so permits this as well as hy the s uocldiolders
,
Nevada says that all




Twelve states (Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, NevTxLa,
Nev/ Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin)
have statements in their statutes relative to the dissolution of coop-
erative associations.
In each case it is stated that the affairs of the association
shall he wound up hy a committee of three appointed hy the s uockholderg
.
Michigan, IiHinnesota, ana Montana provide that an association ip
to dissolve upon failure for five consecutive years to pay a dividend
on the paid-up capital,
Iowa and Michigan, Montana and Pennjsylvania state that dissolu-
( 1 ) Ibid. pp. 1 , 6.21 ,34.35,43.47.55,56,72.81 , 98 , 116 , 118,121 , 126 ,
145.153. 165
.
175 . 176. 187. 194 .
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tion may take place on the petition of a majority of the shareholders
.
Minnesota deems the petition of five or more stockholders to he sxifficient
to cause dissolution. Nevada, Nev/ York, and Oregon require the vote of
two-thirds of the memhers before dissolution can take place, Nebrasks
rules that whenever the number of members of a cooperative company is less
than twenty
,
the company shall be dissolved. New Jersey and Wisconsin
state that a cooperative association may be dissolved in the same manner
as any otner corporation
.
Failure to make an annual report to the sec-
retary of state ana pay $2.50 for filing it within thirty days of the
close of the fiscal year means, in North Dakota, that the corporation
is out of business ana the charter is to be canceled, (t )
By the State
Iowa provides that the attorney general shall cause affairs to be
wound up in case an association fails to file a report or pay its fee to
the secretary of state before July t
.
..dnnesota makes the same provision if the association causes its
income to be apportioned or distributed in a different manner from that
provided in the act.
Nevada states that the right of a corporation to continue to do
business may be inquired into by quo warranto proceeding at the suit of
the attorney general,
Wisconsin rules that any association which violates anj'- of the
provisions of the general corporation law applicable to it shall have tts
right to do business revoked in a proceeding brought in any circuit court
by the attorney general. ( 2 )
(t) Ibid. pp. 57,55,60,76,89,95,100,101,106,111,112,159.159,168,195,200.
(2) Ibid. op. 58 , 74 , 102 ,204 .
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©f tiie seven states (Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, hew York, Oregon,
V/ashington, and Wisconsin ) whicn have statutes dealing with the dividends
on stock, thxee of them (i/iichigan, Oregon, and Washington) state that the
distribution shall be according to the bylaws
.
Minnesota rules that in-
terest shall be noncumulative
.
Iowa and Wisconsin specify that dividends
shall be noncumulative in the case of common stock. Iowa and hev/ York




Alaska and twenty-three states (Arkansas, lov/a, Kansas, Kentucky,
luLiSsachusetts
,
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, hev da.
New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Penns ylvan i s
,
South Carolina, South Dakota, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, and Wiscon-
sin) have statutes dealing with this phase of dividends,
Alaska indicates that this item is to be contained in the by^ws.
Arkansas, Kansas, and lientucky state that fixed dividends shall be oaid on
paid-up capital stock. Pennsylvania rules that 6 per cent per annum shpll
be paid on pernMnent stock and s per cent per annxtm on ordinary stock .
Massachxisetts specifies that dividends not in excess of s per cent oer en-
num shall be paid on paid-up capital stock; in five states (Wlinnesota,
Montana, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Vermont) the dividends mry
not be in excess of 6 per cent per annum ; Micbiigan permits dividends not
in excess of 7^ per annum ; the other ten states allov/ dividends not in ex-
cess of ^ per annum ; Mss our i and South Dakota, up to ] ,3:, per anntun
. (2 )
0 ) Ibid. pp. 31.54,74,125,156,189,199.
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Alasica and fifteen states (Alabama, Arkansas, Illinois, Iowa,
Kansas, -Kentucky, Minnesota, Montana, Nevada, Nev/ York, Oklahoma, Ore-
gon, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, and V/ashington) set up periods of time
for the corporate existence.
Kentucky, Nev/ York, Oklanoraa, Oregon, and South Dakota provide
for the period of existence to be included in the articles of incorpora-
tion
.
South Daicota further provides that this period may be extended
on petition for another 25 years.
Alabama states that the period shall be per petual
.
Illinois and Iowa provide that the period may be perpetual.
Alaska and Minnesota specify that the period shall not exceed 20
years, without renewal
.
Pennsylvania indicates that the period shall not exceed 30 years .
Montana does not permit the duration to exceed 40 years .
Arkansas, Kansas, Nevada, and vi^ashing1;on allow the period of ex-





Alaska and thirteen states (Iowa, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Ivlon-
tana. New YorkL^i North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,
South Carolina, South Dakota, Virginia, and Wisconsin) orovide for ed-
ucational funds.
In Alaska, Montana, New York, Oklahoma, South Carolina, and
ginia 5 per cent of the earnings go into the educational fund. lows, rnd
South Dakota state that not less than \ per cent nor more than 5 per cent
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of the earnirii^s siiall go into such a fund. Massachusetts, Minnesotfl,
North Dakota, and Wisconsin stipulate that not more than s per cent of the
earnings are to go into an educational fund. North Carolina specifies th*^t
not less than 2 per cent of the earnings shall go into an educational fund.
Pennsylvania rules ths.t not less than 2 '-'^ per cent of the earnings shall go
into an educational fund. (1 )
£mployee s « Bonus e
s
Alaska and fifteen states (Colorado, Florida, Massachusetts, Mich-
igan, Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, North Da-
kota, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin)
mention this phase of earnings in their statutes.
Massachusetts provides that such a bonus may be made, if so vote d
the directors
.
Colorado and Florida permit as a power of the corpora-
tion the giving of a bonus to employees. Alaska and the rerap ining states
provide that a bonus may be given to employees on the basis of wages or
services rendered, after dividends have been paid and other sunounts set
aside for special funds
. (2 )
Frequency of Distribution
Alaska and eighteen states (Illinois, Iowa, Massachusetts, Michi-
gan, Minnesota, ilissouri, Montana, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina,
North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Virginia, and Wis-
consin) make some specifications regarding the distribution of earnings
in their statutes.
Oregon provides that the bylaws shall specify the frequency witih
which dividends shall be paid. Pennsylvania provides for quarterly dis-
tribution of dividends. Alaska and the other sixteen states require? that
0 ) Ibid. 4,32,53, 50 , 74, 89. 122 , 1 ^ 2 , 138 , 145 , 166 , 174, 179, 184 , 199.
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dividends be distributed at least annually
, (i )
General Welfare Fund
Y/isconsin statutes state; ”The directors may then employ a pprt
or all of the remaining net proceeds for tne general v/elfare of the mem-
bers of the association.** (2)
This means that dividends, other special funds, and bonus have
been paid before any amount is set aside for a general welfare fund.
Allocation to Reserve Funds
Alaska and twenty-two states (Connecticut, Iov;a, Kentucky, Itiss-
achusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nev/ Jersey,
New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
South Carolina, South Dakota, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, and Wiscon-
sin) set up specifications relative to reserve funds.
Oregon and V/isconsin provide that deductions for reserves shall
be made before any dividends are declared
.
Pennsylvania states that
per cent of the earnings shall be set aside for the reserve fund. Ne-
braska, Montana, New Jersey, and Virginia have this same regulation as
Pennsylvania but further state that, in the case of Nebraska the reserve
fund shall not be more than 23 per cent of the paid-up capital ; Montana,
New Jersey, and Virginia permit the reserve fund to become as much ps
30 per cent of the paid-up capital,
Alaska states that not less than ip per cent of the earnin;:s
shall go into a reserve fund. Connecticut states that 1 p per cent of
the earninf.s is to go into a reserve fund, Kentucljy and Washington
stipulate that not less than lo per cent nor more than 2 5 per cent of
the earnin,.s shall be put into the reserve fund.
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North Dakota allov/s tO ^er cent of the earnings to ^o into the
reserve fund until that fund is equal to the paid-up capital . Minnesota,
Missouri, Oklahoma, South Dakota, and Vermont allow i q per cent of the
earninfc,-3 to go to reserve funds until the fund is 50 per cent of the naicL
up Capital
.
Iowa, Massachusetts, Michigan, New York, North Carolina, and
South Carolina allow 1 p per cent of the earnings to go to the reserve fund
until that fund equals 30 per cent of the paid-up capital , (t
)
Investment of Funds
In the t'w-elve states (Arkansas, Illinois, Massachusetts, Llichigon,
New York, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, Soutn Carolina, South Dakota, Vir-
ginia, //ashingi;on, and Wisconsin) which deal with the investment of e"rn_
in^iS
,
there is great variation.
New York simply states that it shall he as provided in the bylaws.
Pennsylvania states that it shall he cared for as determined hy the stocfc-
holders
.
Arkansas and Washington specify that the reserve fund or ^ny
part of it may he invested in the capital stock of any other cooper ative
association
.
Arkansas further adds that the limit shall he 5 per cent of
this capital stock of the organization in v/nich the investment is taking
place. Massachusetts indicates that the reserve fund may he invest ed in
the building where it is doing business, or in first mortgage real ertate
owned and occupied as a dwelling hy any of its stockholders. Illinois,
North Dakota, South Carolina, South Dakota, Virginia, and 'Wisconsin prou.
vide that investment not to exceed 25 per cent of its paid-up capital mny
he nipde in the stock of other corporations. Michigan has a similar rul-
ing hut sets the upper limit at 20 per cent, ( 2 )
( 1 )
Ibid. pp. 4,U,52,53.47,49,50.52,54.57,65.73.82,89,92 ,Yo6,nO,l22~iy2
,
145,155, 1 65, 174, 179 , 1 82, 154, 186,1?$.
(2) Ibid. pp. 7 , 22 , 50 , 54 , 110 , 136 , 163 , 174 , 178 , 183 , 188 , 198 .
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i/ho Shall Apportion
ii/iissouri laws state that the shareholders shall have the pov/er
to apportion earnings. V/o-shington gives this pov/er to the trustees
.
Alaska and the other sixteen si:ate3 (Illinois, Iowa, I«lf.ssachusetts
,
Mich-
igan, Minnesota, Montana, hew York, horth Carolina, North Dakota, Okla-
homa, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Virginia, P.nd
i/'isconsin) whion have statutes concerning the apportionment of earnings,
give this power to their directors
. (| )
Existing Corporations May Come Under Statute
In twenty-three states (Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Illinois,
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, Idontana, New
Jersey, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Penn-
sylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Virginia, Washington, and Wis-
consin) existing corporations may come under the statutes of the act deal-
ing with cooperative associations hy conforming with the ree,ulations of
the statute ana paying the necessary fees. ( 2 )
Federations
Seven states (Arkansas, Iowa, Minnesota, Nevada, New York, Oregcn,
and Wisconsin) permit the federation of cooperative associations. It is
generally specified tha-c the purpose shall he for the more economical car-
rying on of business. Nevada' allows such federation provided the a^^ree-
ment is signed by two-thirds of the members; the consent of the majority




Twenty-two states (Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Ill-
inois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucl»y, Iilassachujsetts
,
Minnesota, Missouri, Ifon-
(O Ibid. pp. 4 , 2^, 51 ,52 , 50 , 57, 73. 74 , 82 , 89, 122, 152 , 1J.,U5,156, 165,174,179.
184, 180,199, 200.
(2) Ibid. pp. 6 , 11 , 16 , 23 . 35 . 42 ,44 ,47 , 51 , 71 ,76 , 78 , 85 , 84 , 89 , 106 , 126 , 127 , 130 ,
139,142,157,168,175,179,164,189,202.
( 3 ) Ibid. pp. 7,29,64,69,100,1 12,1 15,124,149,198.
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tana, Nelsraska, Nevada, North C^irolina, North Dakota, Oregon, Pennsyl-
vania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Washington, and V/isconsin) ai'^ke
provisions in their statutes for the payment of fees in connection v/ith
consumers » cooperatives.
Nine states (Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Kansas, Kentuclcy, Miss-
ouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Carolina) simply indicate th^t
the fees to be paid shall be the same as under the general corporation
law. Connecticut provides that a franchise tax shall be paid to the sec-
retary of state. It does not indicate the size of that tax. For f il ing
the articles of incorporation Arkansas provides that a fee shall be ns id
to the secretary of state; Massachusetts states that the fee shail be '*’ 1 ;
Minnesota, Montana, and Nevada place the fee at $5; North Carolina, South
Dakota, and Wisconsin exact a fee of Washington demands a fee of $25,
Iowa states that this fee for filing the articles of incorporation
shall be if there is no capital stock or if the authorized capital
stock is not above $25,000 and $t additional for every $1,000 or fraction
thereof of auth4>rized capital stock above $25,000.
North Dakota exacts a fee of $2.50 for filing the annual report .
To file amendments in Iowa one must pay $10 for authorized capi-
tal stock up to $25,000 s.nd $| additional for every $ 1,000 or fraccion
thereof beyond this $25,000 of authorized capital stock. North Carolina,
Oregon, and Wisconsin set the fee to file airendments at $5. Washington
requires a payment of $10.
For filing renewals, or amendments, a recording fee of 20 cents
per hundred words, with a minimum^ chargeoof ~50''3ehts
,
' is 'set ? InTlow^.
50 cents in North Carolina; 20 cents per hundred words in Oregon; 15
cents per hundred words in Washington,
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Iowa charge 3 an annual license fee of $t, Oregon has the fol-
lovdn^ sliding scale for the =omual license fee:
Authorized Capital Stock not in excess of $5,000 $ 5.00
Authorized Capital Stock hetween $5,000 smd $10,000 7,50
Authorized Capital Stock "between $10,000 and $25 ,000 tO.OO
Authorized Capital Stock between $25,000 and $50,000 >5.00
Authorized Capital Stock between $50,000 and $100,000 25.00
Authorized Capital Stock between $100,000 and $250,000 35.00
Authorized Capital Stock betv/een $250,000 and $500,000 50.00
Authorized Capital Stock between $500,000 and $1,000,000 62.50
Authorized Capital Stock betv/een $1 ,000,000 and $2,000,000 87.50
Authorized Capital Stock greater than $2,000,000 tOO.OO- (l )
j'oreign Car oorat ions
Four states (Iowa, Minnesota, New York, and Wisconsin) permit
foreign corporations to do business within their states provided thev
amend their laws to comply with the general laws relating to foreign
corporations as set up by these states, and fxirther, upon payment of
the req.uired fees, ( 2 )
Members and Stockholders
Admission
Alaska and twenty states (Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Connect-
icut, Florida, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Micxiigan, Mnnesota, .Montana, Nev-
ada, New Jersey, New York, North Ci».rolina, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsyl-
vania, Virginia, and Wisconsin) have some statement relative to the ad-
mission of members in their statutes.
Alabama per.mits membership to sucn individuals as the corporot bon
considers to be fit for membership.
(1) Ibid. pp. 5. 11 .
>













150,151 ,161 ,172,173 .181 , 186 , 192 , 193 , 203 .
(2) Ibid. pp. 27,38,76,124,191 ,197 ,204.
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Provision in the "bylaws is the ruling for admission of memherg
in Alaska, Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Idaho, Kansas, Nev/ York, Forth
Carolina, and Virginia, New York fiorther states that all suhscrihers
shall he of full age and at least cwo-thirds of them must he citizens
of the United States and at least one mus-c he a resident of the State
of Ne’w York.
Connecticut and Ivlinnesota allow membership upon consent of the
managers « Oklahoma rules that consent of the directors is necessary be-
fore membership m
.y he extended to individuals desiring it, Michigan
and Montana vest power in the shareholders for the admission of members,
Iowa, Nevada, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin leave this
as an item to he included in the articles of incorporation .
Oregon limits membership to those who comply with the rule?, reg-
ulations, and purposes of the association, and put their signatures on
the articles of association, the bylaws, ana the membership agreement.
0 )
Expulsion
V/isconsin leaves the expulsion of members as a matter to be cov-
ered by the articles of incorporation
.
Idaho, Nevada, New York, and
Oregon fix the bylaws as the means of covering the expulsion of members,
Iowa and Minnesota provide that the directors shall have the pov/er to ex-




Thirteen states (Arkansas, Illinois, Iowa, KentucK;y, Missouri,
(t) Ibid. pp. 1,4,6,10,13,15,17.53,51.35,44,55,60,62,88,96,97.98,103,107,










149,151 ,161 ,162,183 , 192 , 197 .
( 2 ) Ibid. pp. 17.51,55,70,98.114,116.154,192.
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li/tontana. New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Oregon, Penn-
sylvania, and Washington) have statutes which deal with the personal li_
ability of menibers.
Arkansas, Illinois, Montana, New Jersey, Oklahoma, Oregon, Penn-
sylvania, and Washington rule that members or stockholders shall be lis-
ble for the debts of the corporation only to the extent of the amount re-
maining unpaid on their subscriptions to the capital stock.
Iowa and Missouri stipulate that the private property of members
and stockholders shall be exempt from execution for the debts of the cor-
poration. North Carolina specifies that no stockholders shall be person-
ally liable for any debt of the corporation. Kentucky and New York leave
the matter of personal liability to be included in the articles of incor-
poration. (i)
Meetings
Eleven states (Connecticut, Iowa, Minnesota, Montana, Nevada, New
Jersey, Nev/ York, North Carolina, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Wiscon<=iin ) have
SOUK statement relative to meetings of stockholders and members.
The first meetin^^ may be called by two persons in Connecticnt. A
majority of the shareholders may call the first meeting in New Jersey.
Upon demand of a majority of the directors the first meeting may be called
30 days after incorporation in the State of New York. Connecticut and
New Jersey provide thac the call for a first meeting shall be published
in the newspaper. In Iowa the time of the first meeting is to be spec-
ified in the articles of incorporation.
Kegular meetings are to be held annually in Iowa, Minnesota, and
Oregon. Pennsylvania rules that r6;^ular meetings shall be held quarter-
ly.
( 1 ) Ibid. pp. 7,24,355) ,46, 85 , 38, 136, 116 , 117, 129 , t44, 154 , 160, 165 , 190 .
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Iowa, ivlinnesota, Montana, and Oregon provide for a 1 0 days
t
notice for any meetings to "be held.
Special meetings may he held on the demand of 20 P©r cent of the
members in Iowa and Wisconsin. Wisconsin further specifies that notice
of such a special meeting shall be not less than 7 days nor more than
20 days. Mnnesota provides for special meetings on the demand of a
majority of the stockholders.
Nevada requires that the articles of incorporation set the times
of meetings. Nortn Carolina makes provision for meetings in the byla-vs
of the various associations, (l)
Quorum
Missouri, New York, North Carolina, and South Dakota provide "Chat
the number which shall constitute a quorum shall be stated in the byl aws
.
New Jersey and North Dakota indicate that a majority of the stoclcholders
shall constitute a quorum. Oklahoma states that one-half of ail the stock-
holders or subscribers are necessary to have a quorum.
Minnesota a.id Wisconsin require 2 0 per cent of the member-a for a
quorum. Minnesota further adds that if the number of stockholders is
larger than 200» then 50 members are necessary for a quorum. Michigan
vests this power in the shareholders to decide. (2)
'Withdrawal
Iowa provides for the articles of incorporation to specify the
details for the withdrawal of members. The o-cher five states (Idaho,
Nevada, New Jersey, New York, and North Carolina) wnich mention the with-
drawal of members all leave this to be cared for in the bylaws. (3)
(1) Ibid. pp. 12,32,63,71,86,97,104,116,129,153,161,164,194.
(2) Ibid. pp. 53,72,83,104,118,121,129,135,145,181,199.
(3) Ibid. pp. 17,31.98,104,116,130.
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Of the seven states (Idano, Iowa, Nevada, Hew York, Oregon, ?tnn_
sylvania, and Wisconsin) which provide for membership certificates, four
(Idaho, Nevada, New York, and Pennsylvania) sta^e definitely that member-
ship certificates may not be assigned ,
Oregon and Wisconsin provide that certificates of membershi-' are
to be issued when membership fees in a nons-cock association are paid
.
lov/a permits the issuance of either membership certificates or
stock, but stipulates that either must state the limitations or restric-
tions ofiits membership. (l )
Membersrxip Fees or Dues
Idaho, Nevada, and New York provide that the bylaws siiall state
any fees or dues which are to be paid. Iowa inaicates that if tne by-
laws do not Suate fees or other charges, the directors may prescribe the
necessaryxfees, (2 )
Dealing with Nonmembers
kignt states (Alabama, Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, Nevada, New
York, North Carolina, and Oregon) make some statement relative to the
dealing with nonmembers.
Alabama states that associations may admit such other persons to
participate in its benefits as it may see fit. Iowa, Nevada, New York,
and Oregon permit dealing wi'ch noamembers, bui: limit it to an amount not
greater than tne amount of business done with their own members. Minne-
sota says Tjhat associations may buy, sell or deal in tne products of its
members or patrons. Nebraska ana North Carolina specify that the bylav/s
may limit the amount or percentage of trie total business which may oe done
(1) Ibid. pp. 17,30.96,116,154,171,158.
( 2 ) Ibid. pp. 17,32,93,116,119.
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. ( t )
Nonstock Cooperatives
Eight states (Alabama, Idaho, Iowa, Minnesota, Nevada, New York,
Oregon, and Wisconsin) permit, under the general corporation law, es?o-
ciations not for pecuniary profit in the sense of ps^ying interest or




New Jersey provides that the bylaws shall set up .the bonds required
of the treasurer and other fiduciary officers or agents. South Carolina
states that the directors shall require bonds of a proper amount in tlte
case of the treasurer or secretary-treasurer. Pennsylvania and New York
provide for an adequate bond for any individual or employee who handles the
funds or securities of the association. New York further states th«^t this




Missouri, Nev/ York, and Oregon state that the bylaws shall make pro-
vision for suitable compensation for the officers of the association. A-
laska and four other states (Alabama, Colorado, Florida, and Oklahoma
J
which mention the compensation of officers leave this as a power of the
cooperative association. (4)
Election
Alaska and tv/enty-one states (Alabama, Arkansas, Connecticut, Ill-
inois, Iowa, Kj^sas, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, I4issouri, Montana., New
(Y) IMd. pp. 1,27,31, 65 , 93 , 96, no, 115 , 120 , 00 , 149 , 158 .
(2) Il)id. pp. 1,17,30,67,96,107,148,149,191 ,t98.
(5) Ibid. pp. 104,112,119,166,173.
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Jersey, Nev/ York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Orej;,on, Pennsylvania,
South Carolina, South Dakota, Washington, and’ 'Wisconsin ) mention the
election of officers in their statutes.
Alabama and Alaska leave the election of officers as a power of the
corporation, Connecticut, Montana, New Jersey, eud New York state that
the election of officers shall he as the bylaws prescribe. The other six-
teen states (Arkansas, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, iJlichigan, Minne-
sota, Misso’uri, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South
Carolina, South Dakota, Washington, and Wisconsin) provide for the annuel
election of the officers by the directors. Pennsylvania provides furth-
er that half of the officers shall be elected every six months.
)
Number and C^ualif ications
Alaska and twenty-four states (Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Conn-
ecticut, Florida, Illinois, lov/a, Kansa,s, ^ntucky, Michigan, Minnesota,
lilissouri, Montana, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Noi'th D'-.kota, Ok-
lahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Washington,
and Wiscons in
)
rastke specifications regarding the niunber and qualifica-
tions of officers.
In Alabama, Alaska, Colorado, Florida, and Oklahoma the number of
officers may be as many as are deemed necessary . This is left as a cow-
er of the corporation. The number and qualifications of officers is to
be stated in the bylaws of Connecticut, Montana, Nev; Jersey, and Pennsyl-
vania. Montana further states that this number shall not be less than
three
.
A president, one or more vice presidents, a secretary, and a
treasurer (with power to combine the last two offices into one) are the
officers required in the remaining sixteen states (Arkansas, Illinois,
(t) Ibid. pp. 1,4,6,12,22,34,43,47,56,59,61,72,81,63,87,134,116,119,121,
126,131 ,154, 153, > 64, 165 , 175, 177 , 187 , 194.
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Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Llichigan, i»Iinnesota, Ilissouri, New York, North
Carolina, North Dakota, Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota, Washington,
and Wisconsin), These sane sixteen states require that the officers "be
directors of the association. New York further states that the secretary
and treasurer may "jbe non-members. () )
Removal and Filling Vacancies
New York and Pennsylvania leave it to the bylaws to state the nseans
of removing officers and filling vacancies. The other nine states (Illi_
nois, Iowa, Minnesota, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South C;irolina, South Da-
kota, V/ashington, and Wisconsin) which mention the removal of officers
and the filling of vacancies in their statutes, vest such power in the
members of the association
. ( 2 )
Commencement of Operations
Five states (Arkansas, Kansas, Minnesota, Oklahoma, and South Caro-
lina) require that 20 3©^ cent of the capital stock shall be paid in aostu-
al cash before an association may start business, Washington requires the
payment of one-fourth of the capital stock in actual cash before the com-
mencement of business. Illinois requires that a statement of the rmroose
of the business must be duly acknov/ledged before an officer authorized to
take acknowledgentents before h ’business shall start, Kentilcky provides
that the time of commencing business shall be stated in the articles of
incorporation, Montana and Pennsylvania require that a certified copy of
the articles of incorporation stamped by the secretary of state shall be
filed with the county clerk or recorder of deeds before a business shall
start. (3)










, 153 . 164 , 165 , 173 , 176 , 177 , 187 , 191 , 192,1 94 .
(2 ) Ibid. pp. 21,34,72.116,118,119,121,126,134,145,165.173.176,137,194.
(3) Ibia. pp. 6,19,43,46,61.62,69,87,143,161,173,190.
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Organ! zers-^^-I^iamber and Qualifications
Alaska and twenty-eight states (Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Conn-
ecticut, Florida, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, IiSassachusetts
,
Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, New York,
North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Car-
olina, South Dakota, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin) have statements
in their statutes dealing, v/ith the questions of number and qualifications
of organizers.
Not less than 3 organizers are required in ICentucky, Nevad®,
and Nev; York.
Not less than 3, nor more than 7, orgjanizers are required in
NIontana.
Not less than s organizers are required in Alaska and eleven
states (Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, North Carolina, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South
Carolina, South Dakota, Virginia, Washington, and 'Wisconsin ),
Not less than n organizers are required in Connecticut, Mass-
achusetts, Minnesota, and New Jersey.
Not less than l 3 organizers ape required in Alabama, Colorado,
Florida, and Oklahoma,
Not less than 12 organizers are required in IMssouri.
Not less than 15 organizers are required in North Dakota
.
Not less than 20 Organizers are required in Arkansas, Kansas,
and ilebraska.
Residence in the state is required of the organizers of Arkan-
sas, Connecticut, Kansas, Kentucky, liassachusetts
,
Minnesota, New Jersey,
South Carolina, and 'Wisconsin^ Residence for a majority of the organiz-
ers is required in Nevada.
Organizers must be of laytful age in Connecticut, Minnesota,
and V/i scons in.
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Iowa requires that the organizers he engaged in producing:
agricultural products « ( t )
Patronage Dividends or hefunds
To Ifemhers
Alaska and liwenty-seven states (Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Ill-
inois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Iua,sss-chusetts
,
Michigan, I^Iinnesota, Miss-
otiri, Montana, Nebraska, Nev/ Jersey, Nev/ York, North C rolina. North Da-
kota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota,
Vermont, Virginia, '.Vashington, and V/isconsin) have statements in their
statutes relative to patronage dividends or refunds to members.
New Jersey provides that patronage dividends or refunds shall be
£,ranted as set up in the certificates of association. Colorado, Florida,
North Dakota, and South Dakota, stipulate that the bylav/s shall contain
the necessary information for the distribution of earnings. Iowa per-
mits patronage dividends, but states that they are to be applied tov/ard
the payment of stock, if it is not fully paid.
Alaska and the other twenty-one states (Arkansas, Illinois, Kansas,
Kentuc::ty, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska,
Nev; York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South C«<r-
olina, Vermont, Virginia, V/ashington, and V/isconsin) provide for the dis-
tribution of earnings on the basis of purchases or sales, after the regu-
lar dividends and s oecial funds have been set aside. South Carolina spec-
ifies that one-half of such remaining, earnin^^s shall be for the sharehold-
ers on fne basis of purchases. (2)
(1) Ibia. pp. 1,3,5,10,12, 15, 17, 19, 20,40,41 ,45,49. 50,59,61, 64, 67, 80, 84. 92,
1 03, 1 08, 114 ,120, 125, 12 8, 133,142,148, 160 , 172 , 176,163 66,1 9t ,1 92 .
(2) Ibid. pp. 4
, 5 , 10 , 15 .24 , 27 . 33 .41 ,45 , 50 , 52 , 55 , 57 . 65 , 74 , 82 , 89 , 92 , 106 , 120 ,
122,132,133.138,141 ,145,155,166,174,179,182,184,188,191 ,199.
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To Nonmembers
Alaska and twenty-two states (Colorado, Florida, Illinoia, Kentucky,
Massachusetts, Michigan, idinnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nev; Jer-
sey, Nev; York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsyl-
vania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Virginia, 'Washington, and Wisconsin)
mention this phase of the apportionment of earnings in their statutes.
Alaska and seven states (Illinois, liientucky, Minnesota, Missouri,
Montana, Nebraska, and New Jersej'-) provide that patronst^e dividends or
refunds m^ be given to nonmembers after the regular dividends have been
paid and the special funds set aside.
In six states (Colorado, Florida, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon,
and South Dakota) this item is left as a provision for the bylaws.
In seven states (iviassf^husetts
,
Michigan, New York, North Caro-
lina, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and ’Washington) nonmerabers are permitted
to share in patronage dividends but at a rate eciual to one-half the rpte
of dividenus for shareholders.
South Carolina provides tliat one-half of the net earnings after
the payment of the regular dividends and the setting aside of special
funds shall be used for patronage dividends to nonmembers.
Wisconsin permits patronage dividends to nonmembers at fne dis-
cretion of the directors and further provides tnat tne rate shall be the
same or less than the rate of patronage dividends paid to members, (i)
Penalties
Embezzlement
Pennsylvania is the only state which has a statute dealing vrith
embezzlement. Upon conviction for embezzlement of any person employed
by an association, he ’’shall ne punished as the lav/ directs.” ( 2 )
(1) Ibid. ?p. 4, 10, 15 , 24,45 , 50 . 52 , 55 . 57, 65,74,82, 35, 92, 106, 120, 122, 132 ,
153.158,145,1 55.166,174,179,1 84,168,1 91
,
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Inducifia Breach of Contract
New York provides that any person, fitm or corporation that in-
duces aiv memher of a cooperative corporation to "breach his marketing
contract with the corporation, is liable in the penal sum of $t00 for
each contract to the cooperative corporation aggrieved; the cooperative
corporation is entitled to an injunction against the person, firm or
corporation to prevent further "breaches.
In Oregon the fine is not less than $130 nor more than $t,000
for each offense,
Wisconsin provides that the person so inducing "breach of contract
is liable to the aggrieved party for damages on account of interference
with contracts, ana also subject to an injunction to prevent further in-
terference, (1)
Spreading False Reports
A person who maliciously spreads false reports in New York is
guilty of a misdemeanor and subject to a fine of not less than $too nor
more than $i ,000 for each offense. This same provision is made in the
statutes of Oregon,
Pennsylvania punishes the spreading of false reports by a fine cof
not more than $1,000 or imprisonment in the State prison for not more




Pennsylvania is tne only state which provides in its statutes for
a penalty for the violation of bylaws. The fine for any breach or non-
observance of its bylaws, or any of its business rules and regulations.
(1 ) Ibid, pp. Ill ,155,196.
(2) Iljid. pp. Ill ,155,162,164.
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is to "be a reasonable sum, not more than $5 for each offense, as the di-
rectors may determine
. and order. If the fine is not paid, the amount m®.y
be deducted from any mone 5'’ accruing to the party who offended. (1 )
Powers and Purposes of Cooperatives
General
Alaska and thirty states (Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Connecti-
cut, Florida, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, -^ntucky, Idas sachusett s
,
ilichignn, Minnesota, I<lisso-uri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, Nev/ Jersey,
Nev/ York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsyl-
vania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Virginia, V/ashington, and V/isconsin)
have some statement in their statutes relative to the general powers °nd
purposes of cooperatives,
Alabama specifies that the purpose may be for routual benefit
.
Idaho, Nevada, and New York indicate tiiat the cooperatives may be or-
ganized for any purpose v/here pecuniary profit is not their object
.
Most
commonly the states allov/ cooperatives to be formed bj’’ any type of busi-
ness. This is true for Alaska ana twenty-six states (Alabama, Colorado,
Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, iCansas, Kentuclcy, Massachusetts,
Micuigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey, North Caro-
lina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina,
South Dakota, Virginia, V/ashington, and Wisconsin), Iowa and Wisconsin
do not permit banking, insurance and building associations to come under
cooperative organization.
The general powers granted to cooperative associations are ns
follows •-
(I ) Ibid. p. 166.
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1. To have succession to its corporate name; Alaska and six
states (Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Montana, Nebraska, and Oklahoma.
2. To sue and he sued; to complain and defend in court of
lav/ and demnd equity: Alaska ana six states (Coloraao, Florida, Illi_
nois, Montana, Nebraska, and Oklahoma),
j,
,
To make and use a common seal and alter the same at plens-
ure; Alaska and six states (Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Montana, Nebraska,
and Oklahoma),
4, To hold personal estate and all such estate as may be nec-
essary for the legitimate business of the corporation; Alaska and ten
states (Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Montana, Jj*ebraska, Nevada, Nev/
York, Ohio, and Oklahoma),
5 , To regulate and limit rights of stockholders to transfer
their stock; Alaska and four states (Colorado, Florida, Nebraska, and New
York),
6, To appoint such subordinate officers and agents as the busi-
ness may require and allow them suitable compensation; Alaska and five
states (Colorado, Florida, Nebraska, Nevada, and Oklahoma),
7, To make bylaws for the management of its affairs; Alaska,
and four states (Colorado, Florida, Nebraska, and Oklahoma),
8, To have powers as conferred on other cooperative cor •^or-
ations; Three states (Kansas, Montana, and Nebraska)
.
9, To borrow any amounts of money and give stny form of obli-
gation or security therefor; Tnree states (Iowa, Montana, and New York),
10.
To make advances to patrons or members, and take any form
of obligation or security therefor; Four states (Iowa, Nebraska, Nevada,
ana New York^,
(1) Ibid. pp. 1,3.5,10,12,15,17,19,21 ,26,41 ,42,45,49,52,55 .56,58.61.63,64,
80,86,87,92,93,96,99,103,108,110,113,119.120,124,126,128,131 ,133,141 ;U2,
143,148,160,162 ,1 63 ,172,174,176,178,183,185,186,191 ,192,195.
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Hold ilemHershio in Nonstoclc Association
9 cu •
V/isconsin provides that"an association may, with the assent of
a majority of its members expressed by vote at any regular meeting or
special one, legally called, become a member of any corporation or asso-
ciation organized without capital stock,** (t )
Purchase Other Business
Eleven states (Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, New York, North Carolina,
North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin)
permit consumer cooperatives to purchase other businesses and provide
that they may pay for another business in whole or in part by issuing to
the selling association or person shares of its capital stock to an a_
mount which at par would eq.ual the fair market value of the business ?o
purchased. (2)
Purchase Own Stock
Alaska and thirteen states (Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Mnnesota,
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, North Caro-
lina, Washing1;on, and Wisconsin) make provision for cooperatives to pur-
chase their own stock.
Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Neoraska, Nevada, New Jersey, North Caro-
lina, and Washington vest the power of redeeming stock at its option
in the directors of the cooperative.
Illinois, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, anu Wisconsin permit the
redemption of stock and its transfer, but provide further that the cor-
poration shall have first option when a member wisiies to transfer his
stock.










(1 ) Ibid. p. 198.
(2) Ibid. pp. 22,31,54,110,122,126,131,136,155,178,185,188,198.
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eliiii'bility to membership, (t )
Purchase Stock of Other Organizations
Nineteen states (Arkansas, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Micnigan, Minn-
esota, Missouri, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Oklahom-^,
Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Virginia, W°shington,
and Wisconsin) permit the purchase of stock of other organizations.
Missouri, Nebraska, Nev/ York, Oklahoma,, Oregon, Pennsylvania, «md
V/ashington do not specify any limit to such ownership of stock of other
organizations
.
Minnesota permits the purchase oi all or any part of the capital
stock of another corporation.
New Jersey permits investment of reserve funds in the capital stock
of other organizations not in excess of one-third of its own paid-up cap-
ital.
Illinois, North Dakota, South Carolina, South Dakota, Virginia, and
Wisconsin permit investment not in excess of 25 per cent of their own
paid-up common stock. Michigan has a similar ruling, but sets the limit
at 20 per cent of its paio-up capital.
Iowa permits investment up to $25 ,000 in the stock of other opgvan-
izations
.
Arkansas and Kansas permit investment of the reserve fund or part
of it to such an extent that the investment shall not exceed 50 per cent
of the capital stock of the orgsinization in which the investment is be-
ing made, A majority vote of the shareholders present is necessary for
such an investment of the reserve fund, (2)
(1) Ibid. pp. 3,17,20,21,31.56,70,83,88.94,98,1.04,106,122.125,151,167,1 97.
(2) Ibia. ?p. 7 , 22, 24 ,31 .42 . 54 . 58,62 , 64 . 69 ,79,85 . 95 . 104 , 105,11 0 , 126 . 136,143 ,
154,163,174,178,183,167,198.
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Oregon permits any association, by tv/o-thirds vote of the total
membership, to transfer the business as a whole. The secretary of the
association is required to file with the coiamissioner certified copies
of the minutes of the meeting at which the transfer v/as authorized, and





Iowa provides that any action taken by the directors shall, on
the demand of one-third of the directors, be submitted to the members. (2)
Annual he ports
Nebraska rules that reports from consumers » cooperatives shall be
required as for other corporations. No further specifications are made.
Pennsylvania specifies that reports shall be made quarterly rather
than annually.
Fifteen other states (Arkansas, Connecticut, Illinois, Iowa, Kan-
sas, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Okla-
homa, Oregon, South Carolina, V/ashington, and Wisconsin) require annual
reports to be submitted to the state, Connecticut states further that
this annual report shall be as of March t ; Illinois demands it as of De-
cember 31 . Minnesota and Oklahoma specify that it shall be for the fiscal
year of the association. (3)
Restraint of Trade
Iowa and Oregon statutes state that no association which complies
with the law as stated for consumer cooperatives shall be deemed a con-
spiracy or combination in restraint of trade or an illegal monopoly, or
( 1 )
ioia. p. t 58.
(2 ) Ibid. p. 34,
(3) Ibid. pp. 6,15,23.57,44,61,62,75.94.105,113,132,158,147,156,164,174,
189,201 .
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an attempt to lessen ljusiness or fix prices arbitrarily, or to accom-
plish any improper or illegal purpose, (t )
Securities Act
lov/a and iiinnesota i-ule that cooperatives which come within the
provisions of the act shall not be subject to the action or approval of
the State Securities Commission with reference to the sale of their capu
ital stock Oi' securities. In Iowa exemptions shall not apply when the
total amount exceeds $25,000. (2)
Separability Clause
Five states (Arkansas, Illinois, Iowa, Oregon, and Washington)
provide that the invalidity of any portion of the act relative to consum-
er cooperatives shall in no way affect the validity of any other por-
tion of it, which can be given effect without the invalid part, (3)
Taxation
V/isconsin provides that cooperative associations shall not be o_
bliged to file a State income-tax return, (4)
Uniform Stock Transfer Act
L'iinnesota states that ’’the provision of the uniform stock trajis-
fer law of this State shall not be held to apply to the share or stock
of such cooperative corporations in any raaiiner or to any extent incon-
sistent with this act.” (5)
Unincorporated Associations
Pennsylvania statutes say. '”For the purpose of encouraging la’W-
ful cooperative activity among agricultural ana industrial workers, through
the organization of unincorporated associations for mutual benefit insur-
(1) Ibid. pp. 29,15a. ’
(2 ) Ibid. pp. 39,68.
(3) Ibid. pp. 7 , 25 , 59 ,40 , 159 , 190 .
( 4 ) Ibid, p.205.
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ance, saving;, or other lawful object wherein the persons so organizing
derive benefit from the preservation and continuance of the raerabership
and interest among persons engaged in the common calling, labor, or en-
terprise, it shall be lawful for any such unincorporated association to
provide, by rule, regulation, or bylav/, duly adopted, that membership
in such association or interest in its funds or property shall be non-
transferable v/ithout the consent of the association. (|)
Voting
By Delegates and Districts
The power to provide for voting by delegates or districts is
left to be stated in the bylaws in lov/a and Oregon. It may be stated
in the bylaws or articles of incorporation in Minnesota and V/isconsin.
Nevada and Kev/ York leave this as a matter to be stated in the articles
of incorporation. North Dakota provides that this shall be left to the
discretion of the directors. (2)
By Mail
Fourteen states (Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Missonri,
Montana, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, South
Dakota, Washington, and Y/isconsin) permit votint, by mail. Iowa, Miss-
ouri, Nev/ York, and Oklahoma qualify this by sayin-,, if it is provided
for in the bylaws. Michigan permits it as a power of the corporation.
New Jersey and Pennsylvania do not permit voting by mail. (^
)
By Patronage
Oregon permits that this may be stated in the bylaws. (4)
By Patronage and Ifembershio Combined
Minnesota provides that "each affiliated member cooperative shall
( 1 ) Ibid. p. 171
.
( 2 ) IDid. pp. 52, 69, 97 , 109, 112 , 12^, 157 , 152 , 198 .






(4) Ibid. p. 152.
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have an additional vote for a certain stipulated voltime of husinessi doije
hy it v/ith its central organization and/or a certain stipulated number of
members in such association, to be determined in either or both cases by
the articles and/ or bylaws o^" the central association,” (l )
By Proxy
Eight states (Illinois, lov/a, Michigan, Missouri, North Carolina,
North Dakota, Oklahoma, and Oregon) permit voting by proxy. Iowa, Miss-
ouri, and Oklahoma permit it if stated in the bylaws. Michigan permits
it if the shareholders so vote.
Five states (Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvanip
,
and
Wisconsin) do not permit voting by proxy, (2)
By Shares
Missouri permits the casting of as many votes, in the aggregate as
tiie number of shares held by the individual member of the association, (3)
One Vote per Member
Alaska and twenty-seven states (Arkansas, Connecticut, Florida,
Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Miss-
otiri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, Ne’w Jersey, New York, North Carolin:-,
North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Da-
kota, Vermont, Virginia, W-ishington, and Wisconsin) all permit limita-
tion of voting power to one vote for each member,
Florida states that it is optional with the stockholders,
Nebraska specifies that it may be left as a power of the corpor-
ation,
Oregon rules that one or more votes as mentioned in the bylav/s
may be given to each member. (4)
(1 ) Ibid." p. 69.
(2) Ibid. pp. 24,32, 53 , 57. 69, 82, 83. 105, 114 , 121,125, 151, t35. 144,152,162,198.
(3 ) Ibid. p. 81
.
(4) Ibid. pp. 4,6,13.17.27,32,41,43,47,49.50,53,57,60,62,65,69,82,88,93,96,
105
,
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Case Studies——.ConsxcTiers t Cooperatives
Cooperative gonstuners of Nev/ Haven, Incorporated-
New Haven, Connecticut
This association v/as started early in 19;^ 5 as a consumers* dis-
tributing buying club, operating contracts with various merchants in
town. The group started a store with a woman manager. Last year in Ju-
ly, the store started to sell groceries, purchasing them through the East-
ern Cooperative V^holesale, Since December of
^93!, the store hes been a
paying proposition.
The volume has g-rown to about $500 a- week in groceries, with a
membership of apporxirnately 250 persons, not all of whom have paid in
their full share of stock.
The reason for success has been an intelligent and informed group
drawn largely from the various schools of the university, both faculty
and student body. There has been no success in breakine, into the labor
movement for membership or support. Newspaper publicity is nil, pre-
vented by tv/o papers which are owned by an unsympathetic conservative.
The contracts made with local merchants have carried the society through
a period of unprofitable store operation, and have supplied the group
with a working capital, (t
)
0 ) . Cooperative Consumers of Hew Haven , Incorporated, pp. ]-\ 2 .
«
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Farmers t Cooiperative Association of V/oodstock, Incorporated
•tfoodstock, Connecticut
The Farmers* Cooperative Association of V/oodstock, Connecticut
v/as organized in I 9 I 6 to purchase grain, seeds, and farm supplies for
its memhers. Working funds were raised hy members paying not less than
$10» or more than $100. Receipts were given on purcnases and dividends
not in excess of 6 per cent per year have been paid. Each member has
but one vote,
**We have a loyal cooperative group who look to their association
as a dependable source of supplies. V/e have always stressed the value
in usage rather than unit cost, per ton or bag,'*
"In many cases we have loyal members so far as using cooperative
supplies, but v/ho do not feel their obligation to participate in the man-
agement of their organization by attending annual meetings and aid in
selecting directors who directly make the policies which are so vital to
the life and usefulness of any cooperative,"
,(]
)
(l) Letter from Henry F, Joy relative to the Farmers* Cooperative Associa-
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Hartford Consumers t Cooperative Association, Incorporated
Hartford, Connecticut
Aljout two and one half years aigo a group of eight persons, most-
ly socialists, met informally to discuss the formation of a cooperative
buying club. The idea met v/ith such interest that the club was formed
then anci there ana was named the Hartford Consumers* Club. Ilonthly
meetings -were arranged for and dues of 25 cents were charged with an in-
itiation fee of 25 cents. The members met ar first for the purposes
of self education and to discuss the best manner of going about setting
up a cooperative store.
The membership grev/ steadily and a depot was set up in the b?.se-
meatj of the home of one of the members where purchases could be made of
staples, soaps, and cosmetics which had been obtained from the Eastern
Cooperative ViHiolesale in Nev/ York, Several enterprising members obtained
contracts v/ith dealers in milk, fuel, laundry, and cleaning services, p.
book dealer, a furrier, etc. There was a grov/ing opposition to the very
idea of contracts on the part of the more theoretical members. To this
day, some of the early members are opposed to the continuation of con-
trocts. This opposition grew when it became difficult, and in one case
impossible, to collect the rebates which belonged to the club from the
d^saler. For this reason, one dairyman had to be abandoned.
The depot was open only on Monday evenings for two hours. The
business done there grew steadily. Up to this time there v/as no paid
help. The social affairs were a, great success and many people commented
on the fact that the members on the whole v/ere friendlier than most
chuxcu groups.
In March, I937, it was decided to incorporate under the laws of
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tail store. There v/ere 250 diaes -paying- members at this time.
The first president was a labor organizer; the second and pres-
ent one is a Baptist minister. Labor unions up to the present time have
shown no interest.
The store operated very satisfactorily and a regular store clerk
was employed at a salary of $22.50 per v/eek. As much as $585 worth of
business has been done in one week. Another store, next to the present
one, is being taken over so that tv/ice the present floor space will be
available
.
Success in this cooperative is ascribed to the fact that a large
proportion of the membership is drawn into active service. The educa-
tional program has been very thorough so that nov/ in the membership
there is a clear cross-section of the community. Full membership rights
are secured by the purchase of one share of stock at $5 per share. (1 )
i
(I) Robert G. l\Iack»s letter relative to the Hartford Consumers* Coopera-
tive Association, Incorporated, pp. I-5 ,
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Mansfield g our Corners Association Storrs, Connecticut
The Iwansfield Four Corners Association is a small cooperative
service with six members. It was organized to mov/ the lav/ns of mem-
bers and so far has performed no other services, except to raa’xe a few
minor purchases of supplies. It has just completed its third season.
Money loaned for the purchase of a lav/n mov/er (pov;er machine)
amounts to $175 rate of 5 per cent interest. A man is hired
to do the mov/ing and is responsible for the care of the machine.
Members are very well satisfied and expect to continue next
season, (t
)
(1) Letter from g.A.Perregaux, Secretary-Treasui'er , relative to the Mans-
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A fev/ cans of milk purchased by a small ^roup of housewives re-
fusing to accept the dictates of milk dealers proved to be the stepping
stones leading to the organization of the Cooperative Trading Company
of //aukegau, Illinois. This v/as in tne fall of 1910 . Milk dealers had
raised the price of milk from 6 to 8 cents per quart. Protests to the
dealers v/ere futile. A small buying club v/as formed by housewives of
the South Side for the purchase of milk directly from the farmers.
Inspired by the success of the women* s vent^ore, the men formed a
cooperative organization. On May 5 , 19111 » sixty-two persons incorporat-
ed as the Co-operative Dairy with a capitalization of $2,000.
Two years later, business increased to the point where it was
necessary to expana. In 1916 # ^ grocery and meat department were ad-
ded. The name was changed to the Cooperative Tracing Company.
Difficulties arose which at times threatened the very existence
of the organization. One or the most serious handicaps was the lack of
business experience. Improper boolckeeping methods added to the confus-
ion. Frequent changes in the management failed to bring any improve-
ment. After an auditor examined the records ana set up a more adequate
system of bookkeeping, a general improvement in the financial condition
was immediately noted. There was also a gradual increase in patronage,
which pulled the cooperative to safer shores.
Making' every effort to reach the people in different sections of
the community, expansion by branches and the extending of milk routes
was consistently carried on. From the very beginning the cooperator?
were determined to make the society a community institution. The mem-
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bership of the society includes every nationality and race in the coru
tiiunity. In the society had 2,066 members. The net profits for
the year 1935 were $19,545.28. These profits go to the people who trede
with the company and who have thus made the profits possible.
The educational work of the Cooperative Trading Company is con-
cerned with the education of the membership and in imparting the message
of cooperation to the general public. Study classes, arranged during
the winter months, take up such subjects as the organization and admin-
istration of cooperatives, cooperative principles, £\na parliamentary
procedure
.
Cooperative literature plays an important part. A library in
the society contains a number of books on conoumers» cooperation and re-
lated sucjects. Pamphlets, leaflets, and other literature are distrib-
uted.
The value of cooperative education can be measured largely in
terms of growing" membership, increased patronage, and a cooperative
Spirit. (1 )
(1 ) . Twenty-five years of Cooperative Tradia; , pp. I-51 .
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Evangton Consumers* ^ Cooperative
Evanston, Illinoig
In April of 19}^ a dozen of adventurous spirits organised a co-
operative 'buying- ciub. Meetings were held at frequent intervals, deliv-
eries of staples were made at a central depot, and membership increased.
In July, formal organization of the Evanston Consumers* Cooperative v/ss
effected. At this time t-;ere were 33 members, with a paid-in share of
capital amounting to $490. In November, 1937, the membership had in-
creased to 450 » with a paid-in share of capital amounting to $5300. Mem-
bership is drawn not only from Evanston but from seven North Shore sub-
urbs
.
It is not assumed that the permanence of the Evanston Consumer?*
Cooperative is assured. But a measure of success has been achieved and
the rapidity of growth of the organization has caused widespread com-
ment. The following reasons are given as the most significant of the








3 . Effective organization
4. Sound business policy
5 . Social orientation of the community
6
.
Persistent promotion and education
Certain evident present deficiencies to be mentioned are;-
1 , Low buying average
2 , Limited economic advantage
3 , Inadequate quality tests
4, Assurance of quality insufficient. ’’Coop** brand on
any product should guarantee the purity and excel-
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Evanston Consuners* Cooperative is by no means satisfied with
its progress. It faces some unsolved problems among which are;-
1 . The educational program.
2. The price policy,
3. A satisfactory v/age scale.
4. A cross-section membership, (t)
(1) "Cooperatioa» Advances in a Mid-west Community.** Consumers* Coopera-
tion
,
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South Shore Consumers t Society, Incorporated
Chicaf-;o, Ilxinoia
In Iiiay, t935» ^ group of nineteen people organized the South
Shore Consumers' Cooperative. For two jears they acted as a buying club
in cooperation with the Consumers* Cooperative Services at Hyde Park. On
April, to, 1937f their own store v/as opened, v/here members and neighbors
could obtain high-grade groceries, fruits, vegetables, milk, baking
goods, government grades of meats, as well as books and pamphlets on
consumers' problems.
On December 3t,t9j6» the balance sheet of the cooperative shows;
Total Assets $ 693.87
Total Liabilities 178.08
Wet Worth 515.79
Gross Surplus on Sales 453.71 (1)
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In Gary, Indiana in t932» a group of 20 families and several
school teachers met to discuss ways of combating the ravages of the
depression and make a study of its effect on employment in the com-
munity
.
The group was convinced that not only would a cooperative lift
a race out of poverty, hut in it lay the future hope of mankind to
build a better world. About $24 were collected at the first few meet-
ings to start a club. The buying club activities v/ere kept alive by
having one of the members visit each family weekly to collect orders.
Arrangements were made with local Negro merchants to fill and deliver
these orders. No savings were made by this method of operation.
A store for the club was opened in 19^2. With the antiquated
fixtures and no stock the organization was laughed at by all the mer-
chants of the neighborhood. The organization struggled along through
1933 with a turnover of about $200 per week.
An educational program was started. This is believed to be the
most important single factor in the progress made at Gary. In the fall
of 1933 classes in cooperative economics were started in the evening
schools. The creation of this class proved to be a tremendous stimu-
lus to the success of tne organization.
The organization has now reached the stage of rapid and healthy
growth. There are over 400 members and employment is given regularly
to seven persons. The turnover in I935 was over $35,000.
'What can the consumers* Cooperative contribute toward a solu-
tion of the problems of the Negro in America? Self-help, inter-racial
good-will, moral and spiritual values. ( 1 )
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The Indiana Farm Bureau Coopera-faive Association, Incorporated
Indianapolis, Indiana
This bureau came into being on I.larch 25, 1919» known as the
Indiana Federation of Farmers' Associations, which name, in 1922# was
changed to the Indiana Farm Bureau Federai;ion. Its primary function
was the cooperative buying of fertilizer, althou^ to some extent, it
had ventured into the buying of feed and coal.
The organization went througii a period of trial and error stages.
The chain store idea had developed so rapidly and apparently had proven
so successful in the field of competitive business, that some of the
leaders conceived the idea of applying it to cooperative business. Ten
stores were esCablished over the state, at what were thought to be stra-
tegic points, to handle a general line of farm supplies. Inefficiency,
hov/ever, caused failure, and, in the fall of 1926# aji indebtedness of
$12,000 h-ad piled up.
Reorganization became necessary. It was set up along the lines
of the Rochdale Plan in Feuruary, 1927. Credit vfas established throiigh
a group of farmers in a good ohJiy counties whose limited liability bonds
were accepted by the banks because of the financial stability of the
signers
.
90,000 farmer patrons purchased lo million dollars \torth from
their farmers cooperatively during 19^5. The business structure has a
combined net worth of over 2 million dollars. In addition to this,
there was returned to the member patrons more than i million dollars
in cash.
That all this has been achieved in eight years (1927-1955) most-
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the farmers and that this was done during the most depressing years of
American agriculture, is proof of the sound economic principles of the
cooperative method of doing husiness. (^)
(1) The Story of the Cooperative Movement in Indiana
, pp. i_3.
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Cooperatives In and Aro-und
Camden, Maine
A retail »»Grocery Cooperative’’ was organized, to supply a few
of the townspeople. It quickly closed up, hov/ever, with very little,
if any loss, except the labor of the organizer. The difficulty was
’’too small capital,”
Later the State Department of Agriculture helped to organize
a Farmers* Union. The capital was small, hut the moral support and
hookkeeping- advice of the state department carried the organization
througii nLiny perils. Some of these perils -were lack of money, care-
less buying, favoritism to members by the manager, and lack of infor-
mation concerning- the business among the members.
The late peril which crept in after the organization became
fairly prosperous was ’’the habit of piling up account receivable^
This was done to hold old accounts and to attract new ones. This is
folly of an extreme nature and should be avoided at all costs. It
would be much better to sell for cash.”
By the credit system, farmers were helped a great deal, but
they are apt to forget sucii favors when money is asked for. An an-
nual dinner at the yearly meeting of the stockholders helped to keep
the members interested. More social activities blended with the busi-
ness life of aiiy cooperative are strongly advised.
Another trouble that nearly ruined tiie company was when the
m^inager had to make many contacts and enlarged his account v/ith his
otm fcimily. Cooperatives should not allow financial benefits to be
passed around to officers* relatives. Officers should be selected to
include men or women of various minds, but always the first consideration
sho-uld be that of loyalty to the idea of cooperation. Like all life.
i/rp<?i> liu ill
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cooperatives are never safe and stable, but must be continuously on
guard for trouble and looking for better raethods
. (] )
(l ) Letter from Leon 0. Crockett concerning Cooperatives In and Around
Camden, Maine, pp, t-J.
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History of Distrioutive Cooperatives in
Maine Before the War
The distributive and consumer services cooperative movement in
Llaine has a history rich in failures dating hack before the Civil War.
These failures and resulting drawbacks to cooperative progress in the
State may all be said to have come from the common sin of omission,
Hone of the cooperatives ever carried on a consistent and continuous
educational program on the subject of cooperation for members and non-
members
.
It is significant that the latest and most ambitious attempt to
carry out a program of consumer ana agricultural supply cooperation
that of the Farmers* Union in their federation the Llaine Farmers* j]x_
Change———was undertaken in the exact reverse of what experience hf>s
demonstrated should be the procedure. In recalling that attempt, sev-
eral leaders in that movement have recently told how the central or-
ganization was formed as a result of a gatheriUt, Augu. ta which de_
ciaed to raise $27,0''0 and buy a plant to process grain and feeds. This
business federation was liquidated at toO cents on the dollar because
of the dissatisfaction with its mill and the uncertainty during the per-
iod of the 1921 grain crash.
The Farmers* Union period was a case of relearning past mistakes.
The Fargiers* Union was the second wave of cooperative effort in the
Maine rural areas. Like the second wave among urban v/orkers the
Sovereigns of Ind\xstry effort it resulted in a mixed lot of or-
ganizations, some joint-stock companies in character and some Rochdple,
Some indeed were not even cooperative in any commonly recognized sense.
All the periods of the cooperative movement have demonstrated
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5, Limited interest in shares and the remaining "profits"
distributed on the basis of patronage
4, Cash busines
5, Open or unlimited membership-—-Llost Ite.ine cooperatives,
even today, discourage new permanent -patrons by faiiiijg
to obtain new .members
,
6, Standard account and thorough audits
The Protective Union and most of the grange stores shov/ the mer-
its of:-
1 , Selling at the prevailing market prices
2, The need for sufficient capital and ample reserves com-
bined with £in adequate potential volume of business before
starting.
The Knights of Labor made evident the need of political neutral-
ity.
Scattered isolatddtgroups have shovm the need for federation to
collaborate in matters of common interest, starting first with cooper-
ative education.
The time seems to be ripe for the establishment in Maine or some
sort of federation or league of the existing distributive and consumer
service cooperatives. With this in mind, a group of two committees met
in Augusta in September, t9}6» with delegates from seven cooperatives,
to consider the state of cooperatives in Maine and to make recommenda-
tions concerning them, (t)
(1 ) Wm.C.Lor'irus', Jr., Editor. History of distributive Cooperatives in
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Harvard Cooperative Society 121 .
Cam'bridfe'e, Massachusetts
Students at Harvard fifty years ago v/ere forced to pay more for
the things thej?- ho-ught than the people of Boston and Cambridge paid, end
the Cambridge merchants were makin^j uni'easonable profits. In the early
part of |88l» Ivir, ICip conceived the idea of establishing a society or cor-
poration to help less fortunate students bi;^ their necessities. Notices
were sent out to forty-two men v/ho were regarded as likely to be inter-
ested in a philanthropic organization of this kind.
I^Ir. Kip, acting as secretary, opened the first meeting at which
it was decided that foxir hundred men would have to join for the success
of the enaeavor. The required fo\ir hundred were obtained.
The society opened for active business in part of a store inCCol-
lege House, with a limited stock of students* supplies. An important
feature was the Affiliated Tradesmen. These were a g-roup of represent-
atives from every trade including art dealers, music dealers, shoe stores,
clothing- stores
,
and hatters with whom the society had an agreement thr^t
the presentation of a membership card would insure a discount (from i CK)
to ) on cash pxirchases made from these merchants.
The Cooperative Society has been for many years one of the most
important business enterprises in Cambridge. Its sales for the current
year
( 1933 ) will amoTint to $1 ,000,000. It has 9,100 members at the Her-
vard Square shop and 2,600 at Massachusetts Institute of Technology; in
addition, many who are not members of the society, are frequent purchas-
ers of the goods it offers for sale, (l)
( 1 ) , Origin of the Harvard Cooperative Society , pp, 1-12.
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The Stoneham Cooperative Society was organized with 18 members
in September, From that time to January, 1938 "tlie members pur-
chased $169.34 worth of goods, with a saving of $50.11 1. A patron-
age dividend was declared in January, I938. The chief reasons for such
slov; grov/th are attributed to;-
t
.
The members are not poor enough to actually need the
savings
2 . They are so scattered geographically that they cannot
conveniently buy together except when they attend study
club meetings at the home of one of the members
5, A full stock of groceries cannot be carried from one
place to another.
About 20 study meetings have been held since September, 1956. (1)
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The Farm Bureau in Ma-ssachusetts
Waltham, Massachusetts
In its pamphlet no history of the lilassachusetts Farm Bureau
was ^iven. However, there v/as given the putpose, work, etc,, of a Farm
Bureau in general according to the Rochdale plan. It emphasizes the
aims of the Purchasing Department as follows •-
The Purchasing Department of the Farm Biireau operates with
four ends in view:
t. To buy for members supplies and materials that are
of high quality and that will furnish the utmost
in value;
2. to buy these supplies at the lowest prices possible;
5, to give the best possible services through effic-
ient methods of distribution;
4. to keep abreast of the developments in scientific
research so as to provide Massachusetts farmers
with every invention and every new product that
seems likely to increase their profits. (i )
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United Cooperative Society of
Ma:-nard, Llassachusetts
In t 906 » s- committee was appointed for the purpose of seeking
pledges for membership in a cooperative society. As a result of the
canvass, about 200 people (Finns) pledged to buy, at least one $5 share.
With this money they purchased the bankrupt stock of a private merchant
and rented quarters in January, I907.
The depression, v/hich started in 1 507 continued through 1908
and 1909* caused a stumbling block to progress . The board of directors
v/ere faced with a grave problem of trying’ to keep the society solvent.
The manager resigned and returned to Finland,
A new manager was found, but the society’s funds v/ere so lov,'
that he was unable to get credit from any of the wholesalers in Boston.
Steps were taken to collect all accounts owed to the society,
i.Ioney was paid in and the business continued. It was found that cred-
it business was a great stumbling block to progress. This method of
procedure was banned, Grovrth and expansion has gone on so that in
1936» the sales volume was $475,931. The society has at present 1,024
members
, ( j )
(
\
) , Thirtieth Anniversary Year Book of United Cooperative So-
ciety of Llaynard, Llassachusetts
, pp, 1 - 52 .
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Farm Bureau in Michigan
The Farm Biireau in Michigan was organized 'by a group of inde-
pendent County Farm Bureaus FehruEry 4, 1919 » s-t the Michigan Agricul-
tural College at Fast Lansing. In I937 the State Farm Bui’eau was com-
posed of 42 County Farm Bureaus and had affiliated with it 7 commodity
marketing exchanges and 127 cooperative associations. The object
of the Michigan State Farm Bureau was stated February 4^ 191:9 "'to pro-ude
means and v/ays for concerted action on a^icultural problems.” (1 )
It was founded as a business organizat ion, but dedicated also to a soc-
ial program. The organization was instructed to develop Farm Bureau
programs on the cooperative marketing of live stock, grain, beans, wool,
fruit, dairy products and other commodities.
In the years that have passed, the Farm Bureau Services has
branched into other fields, each time endeavoring, to work out an im-
provement in q.uality service or merchandising economy for the farmer
patron. In 1957 the principal farm supplies handled by the Farm Burepma
Services and the year introduced were:
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1954 Sprays and Insecticides
\ 934——Harness
t9;55 Barn and Poultry Equipment
19^5 Paint
1 9j 5 Tractors
19J5 Steel Hoofing
19^5^ -Electrical Goods
Por its distribution system, Fa.rm Bureau Services has about 375
outlets in lov;er Michigan, principally farmers* cooperative elevator?,
snipping associations, creameries, and iTierchandise associations. In-
dividually msmy of the local cooperatives are large enterprises and ore
strong f inanci?illy. (1 )
( I ) Ibid, pp, t-8.
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The <Vixom Coo.jerat ive 127*
Vixom, LlichiBStn
The V/ixora Cooperative was organized about twenty years ago ,/ith
a capital of 4^2,500 s-nd tv;enty-five members, as a consamer cooperative.
This group bought over the local elevator and planned the operation of
this elevator as a local enterprise. For a number of years it was on_
erated in q.uite a successful manner, gradually retiring the debt of
$18,000. But the size of the business did not grow very rapidly. Then
the first enthusiasm of the original members began to wane and it became
difficult to gather a q.uorum for a business meeting. It got so that
the business v/as being operated practically as a stock company. Pat-
ronage dividends ceased anu there was no educational program. The ex-
cellent manager contrived to hold the outfit together, and finally pay
off the debt. The cooperative did not contribute much to the social
and economic life of the community.
As late as five years ago, the only commodities hanaled were coal,
stock feeds, and a fev/ farm supplies, such as fencing, posts, cement,
and lime. A month in which $5,000 worth of business was done was con-
sidered remarkable.
llev/ nembers v/ere taken into the cooperative by selling them one
or more shares. Patronage dividends were paid to 400 people v/ho bought
shares at $lo per share. lAany improvements were made. Business im-
proved so that last year the gross sales amounted to $179,000. The book
value of the cooperative is nov/ $60,000 with capital stock outstanding
$55,000. It is the unanimous opinion of the members that the coon-
erative is Just beginning to grow.
This outstanding recent success is almost entirely due to ed\i-
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128.
education, it would probaljly have gotten into fewer hands (the process
haa already started) and would have become a private business built with
the patronage of the people of the coraaninity, but not ovmed by them,
Education is the key to the successful development of the cooperatives. It
is necessary for the consumer to be cognizant of the fact that he hag
built and paid for every store, building, and factory in the coranunity
and that it is high time he began to build for himself, (t)
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Northern States Cooperative Lear^yie
lilinaeapo 1 i s , I'Ulnne 3 ota
The reasons for t^e success of cooperatives in this particular
locality are stated as follows
1. A definite understanding of cooperative principles and
philosophy
2, Loyalty to the same
j,
,
A constant education of cooperative merahers
4, Sticking very close to cooperative principles of cash
trade, efficient management, careful auditing of hooks,
and training of employees.
The reasons for any set-hacks or failures among,' cooperatives in
this locality are attributed to the following;-
t. Disregarding cooperative principles
2. Lis-ck of education
5, Credit business
4, Poor management
5, Area political disputes . Intthis instance, it hap_
pened to he communist groups who wished to use the coot)-
eratives to aid the communist cause, creating a split in
the ranks, whicn weakened some societies and caused a few
failures, (t)
(l) Letter from Cecil E. Crews relative to Northern States Cooperative
Leag^ue, pp. i and 2.
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Consumers T Cooperative Association
North Kansas City, Missouri
In 1929 a- sjroup of pioneers in cooperation met and formed the
wholesale that later was to become the Consu;ners» Cooperative Associa-
tion CCA is it familiarly called. Only petroleum products were
handled at the start.
Immediately after its organization the usefulness of the wholesple
was established. The business ^rew steadily, the first office and plpnt
bein^i enlarged four times. Other products were added- -tires, auto pc-
cessories, paint, building materials, and groceries. Each year addition-
al groups have joined CCA and each year savings have been made, surolu?
increased,rand patronage dividends declared.
Along with 7 other American wholesale cooperatives, CCA is a
member of the National Cooperatives, Incorporated, with offices in Chi-
cago, whose sole purpose is to serve as a giant purchasing organization
for its member wholesalers.
Also CCA is a member of the Cooperative League of the U.S.A.
v/hich is educational headquarters for the cooperative movement in the
United States.
Through these national organizations CCA is affiliated with In-
ternational Cooperative Alliance v/ith headquarters in IJanchester
,
Eng-
land, the largest economic organization in the v/orld, representing more
than 10^,000,000 members of cooperatives in 39 countries.
Starting with only 29 retail member cooperatives, CCA his, by
faithful service, attracted other Co-ops to its membership of 542.
The amount of CCA common stock has gone steadily upv/ards from
$495.56 in 1929 to $ 92 , 952.43 in 1936
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The growth of CCA from its beginning has been nothing snort of
phenomenal. Because true progress in the cooperative movement comes
only from definite ©Ians and goals to be achieved from year to year,
the CCA at its annual meeting in February, I555, adopted a five year
plan. Its purpose was two-fold| First, to stress cooperative education;
and second, to increase cooperative trading. The results of two years
have been gratifying and mucn progress has been made in the direction
of cooperative education.
Sales for totaled $ 2 , 994 , 510 . 27 » or fully 48 per cent great-
er than the preceding year. And for the year 1936* the sales graph
jumped 25 per cent above 1935, the total sales being $ 3 , 756 ,295 . 46 . (l )
( 1 ) Your Co-op . pp. 1-16
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Nev/ Jersey Consumers* Cooperative, Incorporated
New Jersey Consumers* Cooperative, Incorporated, was granted a
charter hy the State of New Jersey in the fall of 1935 as a merger of
liiadison and Summit cooperatives, each a year older. It is comprided
of over
1 ,000 shareholding member faunilies in the New Jersey suburbs
of greater New York and operates stores in iiadison, Saat Orange, Cald-
well, Nut ley, and Fairlawn,
Its present business consists chiefly of food and fuel sales
coal, fuel oil, groceries, meats, fruits, vegetables, with inci-
dental lines, some of them seasonal. All business is done on a caah
basis
.
membership is acquired by the purchase of one share of Nev/ Jer-
sey Consumers* Cooperative stock which costs $5 and pays 6 per cent in-
terest
. ( 1 )
(O ~ . New Jersey Consumers* Cooperative, Incorporated , pp. 1-4.
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Consumers* Cooperative Services, Incorporated
Mew York City
Consumers* Cooperative Services, Incorporated, v/as organized in
1920 . In 1956 its memDership was 4499. This is an organization of con-
sumers, the aim of which is to provide raerahers with food and various
services on a non-profit "basis. They "believe that business and industry
could be made to promote social welfare more effectively and more direct-
ly than they do at present.
Consatiers* Cooperation is an experiment in that direction. It
differs quite radically in structure ana method from ordinary business
in that it places ownership and responsibility on the consu;ner, and or»-
erates without private profit.
Capital comes from tv/o sotirces:
t. The sale of shares to consumers ($10,00 for two shares
plus a fee of 25 cents for membership)
2, From the permanent fund which is built up for the safe
ty and extension of the business.
In March, t9J7» the total income amounted to $4^4, 8t 5 , The net
earnings amounted to $4,tl2; v/ith a membership of 4
,
978 . (l )
(1)
pp. 1 -4 .
.
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Cooperative Distributors was founded in I/lay, 1935 on a shoestring
like most cooperatives and has grov/n continuously, having reached a
monthly mail order and over-the-counter volune of approximately $10,000.
It has accumulated assets in the form of eq.uipment , mailing lists, and
above all, good-v/ill.
Iviore than 300 products are being distributed by Cooperative Dis-
tributors. These cover a wide variety of consumers* needs, including
man^r items of wearing apparel for men and women and children, household
supplies and furnishings, personal items sucxi as cosmetics, shaving sup-
plies, etc.
Any consumer may join Cooperative Distributors by the ptirchase of
one $5 share of stock. Only fully paid members have voting rights,
iiany msmbers buy extra shares and help the cooperative by furnishing
much needed working capital.
Although membership has grown and volume of business has increased.
Cooperative Distributors has not as yet been able to operate at a prof-
it in any year. This is partly due to the fact tliat in the early years
its promotional and educational expenses were expectionally high.
The net sales for the year ending Itorch 31, 1937 amount to $ 130
,
652 . 99 .
The number of shareholders were 3,464, showing a grand increase from
the number of 33 in March of 1933. (l)
(1) Harry Howe: Cooperative Distributors, Incorporated , pp. I-4,
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The V/orld War temporarily stopped the £p:owth of cooperatives in
this country, and the post war years found but a sprinkling of them in
the Sast. By t925» "the raove;:ient had gained enough headv/ay to warrant
the formation of the Eastern Cooperative League, a federation of six-
teen local cooperatives in New England, New York, and New Jersey. Penn-
sylvania, Maryland, and Delaware have since been included in the terri-
tory served.
Initially, the Eastern Cooperative League was housed v/ith the Na-
tional Cooperative League and it received the part-time service of the
National League Secretary. In t933» after the establishment of the East-
ern Cooperative V/holesale, its functions were taken over by the man^iger
of the Wholesale. A strong wholesale society, as demonstrated by world
cooperative experience, is essential to the expansion of cooperative en-
terprise. V/ithout a strong wnolesale, under present conditions, indiv-
idual societies cannot tnrive. With a strong wholesale, the risk of
failure in any part of the cooperative economic structure is minimized.
^955» some of the small resources of the wholesale were set aside
for educational purposes. With limited funds and staff, the Eastern
Cooperative League has covered a number of important fields.
Incorporated under the cooperative laws of New York, the East-
ern Cooperative Wholesale conforms to all principles of a cooperative
wholesale. The control is in the hands of member societies. It is fl_
nanced from these sources and has a total capital (t9J7) of $24,500.
V/ith this amount of capital, the wholesale is undertaking to finance
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used to "buy raerciiandise, wliicii is largely labeled CO-OP.
In size, the groups represented in the wholesales »s support rpnge
from the small groups of t5 to 20» which are just heiginning to practice
cooperative buj.^ing, up to large old societies such as the Consunerst Co-
operative Services operating ten cafeterias and tv/o stores, and the Ilay-
nard and Fitchburg t>ocieties which have several large scores each.
The increase in volume of business of 1936 and I937 over 1955 is
largely an increase over the brokerage ousiness of the earlier year and
represents subs oant ially what the wholesale undertook to handle through
its own warehouse and under its own label to as large extent possi-
ble. V/ith 1937 promising to double the t935 volume, the ntunber of em-
ployees and the amount of v/orking capitax required to -warehouse goods
is several times that needed in 1935. Eut the usefulness of the whole-
sale as an agency for strengthening and extending the cooperative move-
ment in the East has increased in even greater proportions. An active
cooperative v/holesale is a grov;ing concern. It is supported by a gro^w-
intj number of local societies who are stockholding members and by an
even larger number who are bu^j^ing from the wholesale during the ’’peri-
od of grace” which is permitted to nev/ societies while they are getting
their start. The application for membership and subscriptions to stock
by these new groups come in steadily, (t
)
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The New Co-operative Company
Dillonvale, Ohio
In 1908 the Nev; Co-operative Company emerged from a buying club
to a small store operating on the Rochdale plan, v/ith some modifications
to comply v/ith community ideals.
Thirty-five miners started the society with three major object-
ives. The first objective v/as to correct a v/rong. They believed that
the profit system is vn:ong and the middleman’s gain excessive. They
planned their store to save the middleman’s gain, thereby making mater-
ial savings to themselves. The second objective was the abolition of
the profit system in business, while the third v/as to bring a more just
and equitable economy through peaceful evolutionary cooperative ideals.
The membership has gro’wn from 55 members to 911, with a share
capital of $38,558.10 snd a surplus of $111,301.71 (t )
’’Step by step, thrill by thrill, the dream of the pioneers has
been realized.” (2)
(1)
, The Hev/ Co-operative Company , pp, t-15.
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The Ohio Farm Bureau
Col-umbus, Ohio
Following a successful State Fair in l880» the Farmers* Insti-
tute movement took on new life. Supported "by the farmers themselves,
these institutes guided the agricultural schools in their extension -nro-
gram hy acquainting them with the needs and the problems of the farmer.
County Improvement Associations v;ere formed throughout the state during
tne period I 9 II-I 919 , to obtain this help.
On February 28
,
1919» representatives of 76 County Farm Bureaus
and Improvement Associations assembled at the Ohio State University nnd
formed the Ohio F..rra Bureau Federation. In I 92 O the Ohio Farm Bureau
began to distribute commodities to its members. Three years later, the
Ohio Farm Bureau Service Company was formed to take over these functions.
In order to conform more truly with the cooperative pattern, this organ-
ization was changed in 1934 to the Farm Bureau Cooperative Association.
The present 100,000 patrons of the Ohio Farm Bureau are united
around the purposes, personalities, and program of the organization.
This fund of comraon interest does much to strengthen old loyalties end
enlist new friends. Through press and radio, the members and general
public are informed of new developments in cooperative and legislative
work. In this way, the various agencies of the organization, including
insTirance, rural electrification, legislation, marketing, purchasing,
finance, organization, and education are able to communicate with each
other and with the general public. (l )
(
1
) . Buildin^ Through Cooperative Action: The Story of the Ohio
Farm Bureau
, pp. t-32 .
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Pennsylvania Farm Biareau Federation
Harrisburg-,, Pennsylvania
The Pennsylvania Farm Bureau Federation was organized two and
one half years ago. It operates in ten counties, enjoying' a volume of
$500,000f and expects to do well over one million dollars this year.
Pennsylvania has an advantage in its very youth for it can avail it-
self of the experience of sister cooperatives. (] )
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In July, 1917 , an organization meeting was held in Superior, V/is-
consin. Nineteen local cooperative stores from ivlinnesota, Y/isconsin, Ill-
inois, and Michigan were represented. The delegates decided to incor^^or-
ate a joint-huying organization under the statutes of V/isconsin 'md. they
adopted the name Co-operative Central Exchange,
They had an authorized capitalization of $75 ,030» sharesuof $T'00
each, and a hoard of nine directors. Sales of the Co-operative Central
Exchange for the first four-month period amounted to $25,573.62. At the
end of the first full year of operation. Co-operative Central Exchange
had 2t fiilly paid affiliated cooperatives.
During the abnormal conditions following the war, three of these
groups went under, in the next two or three years largely because they
did not turn in time to the Co-operative Central Exchange for help. Dur-
ing the depression, sales dropped, but no operating loss was shown.
In 1936 the Co-operative Central Exchange, now known as the CCTiV
(Central Cooperative V/holesale) increased the number of member societies
to 107 . It served over 160 cooperatives, member and nonmember. Ten of
these societies have since gone out of existence and eleven others had
no trading relations with the Central Cooperative Y/holesale in 1936 .
Thus, the number of "active” or patronizing member societies totalled
66. The total purchases of these 36 societies from the Central Coop-
erative V/holesale in 1936 amounted to $2 ,755 ,708.
The four most important divisions of the Central Cooperative
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1. V/holesale or distrilDutive division
2. Productive division
3. Education division
4. Accounting, division (t )
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Llinneapoliar^ Llirmesota and Mlwatdcee , V/isconsin
Midland Cooperative Wholesale is an organization of retail co-
operative oil -associations and other consumer co-ops in Minnesota and
’Wisconsin. It has "been operating for ten years, having begun wholesale
operations in 1927 . In 1927 the business volume v/as a little more than
a quarter of a million dollars. In 1956 it was over three million dol-
lars
.
Continuous expansion is one of the cardinal principles of con-
sumer cooperation. This principle has been followed by the cooperative
oil association in so far as territorial growth is concerned. Their sta_
tions may be found in nearly every county in idinnesota and V/isconsin.
They have also expanded in the number of services rendered and commodi-
ties sold. However, they have not advanced beyond the pioneer stage of
serving themselves at retail and v/holesale. Only in a fev/ instances have
they reached back into the field of production. This they must do in or-
der to be most efficient. This is the challenge of the futxire.
In 1921 there was only one cooperative oil association in Minne-
sota. The next year another one was organized. Five years after when
Midland was started, there were 52 in Minnesota. In 1929 their number
had grown to 72. By January, 1937, there was a total of 176 oil associa-
tions in Llinnesota alone, and 150 in Y/isconsin.
In 1927 the net gains were $3 ,47^. 07 ; in I936, $ 7 ^, 574 .36 .
Midland has the distinction of being the only cooperative whole-
sale built entirely from the savings made by its own operations. Each
member association is required to have five $100 shares of common stock.
nltacpt U' .»oii>b<rifa In* » ^ elioffy^fuJK
-xo llJt^b'x :c noitfaxira^iio a® ei ^Ua^loOW ©Yi^^ i^sooC ^^laXblM
ia« >^^o«©naL. ni cco-co lacvOTnoo biw epoiCilooreu iio >yii’.«*T^qc
•XflBOioavr rxr^sd o^Xy^xi .a'l^oy. roj *rol j>aiJ^‘i®qo n«©d 9M/i it .clBccoelW
n . 1 eKMU •idJXI • wxxXov eeuniai/d 9dt VS^t BnolJjpieqo
«Xo© ooXiXifli -toYo cw f al .i-xalXoi) i.oiXXis « lo i©?*Ji>x;p «
.e*x«X
^oo lo uoi<2 Xwnl'jTiiO od« *o ©ao ti aoisxi^axo BiroaniaaoO
#v I ty'iwjooo 0iii -ie?iOiIo'* nc®d ©‘>d ©XcIw-Xai' slaT ,;3oi icutwi
«'?? tierfl ,l)©n*i 60ucc. it :.7xot:. X'-iioJl* «» &• aX iiolJ*lD088 «« iio
.xrXenoaeii Jbca uX y^axroo x:19T8 :Xi*©n ai bmrol ed x-«® cnoiJ
-iJbcwKOo bfy» C8oi\'i©a *to ’xodri/a €*ritf -rfi b^X^a^oxt- obXjs 9V4x1 y©dT
aC 0'vpJ8 Toofici(j 90 ^ £>nvy9if JjfeoaflYXw* ion STCii X-a3 ,*i6yt'woa ,i>Xo 8 boX 3
evBri BBor^ceai '.veX a ai yXxtO .©XaeoXoriw bru. Xi^i©*: ?a 3CTXe 8
.' eni jidvt^e
ai ob jBx.'m yed# BirT aicl^oj/Jboiq lo i>X«it oial do*rf oadcasi xed3^
.©tii'Jal ®a3 1o e^jnt'XX^^ito ©d3 ©i nXdT ,3n©lDiH8 3soci ©d o4 loi
_®aaiS aX noi3«*iooaaA lio ©vilr.’xeqoco ©no yino saw eiad^ rs^f
n.^;v» :bi%c. 8-xaey ovX'i .bssina-^ia aev ©no lonJoroe oaey 3xan ©d'*' ,*.ivC
X
tadfcaa Ti©rf3 al .aJoaoaax— ni £5 ©‘^avv ©lodi ,X»83ta3c ijoaxaiin
-flJoo«ea Xxo Dl'f Xa^o;^ a uaw e::9xi3 .-rr^iarub yt: ,sr of e\*CTa
.flienooex'd aX 0^1 i>C2 ,onoi-* iiloa^anX:; ni 'noX3
1-oIcriw uvX?i^i8<iooo yXi ‘0 ©d3 .,ci©c' lo noXioai^sli/ iw'xl ijnalbiXi
rio*d .tcoX^^i^qo rwc 83i yd ©jWis tj>nxvx>a od3 motl xlbildae ^llao eXat
>:»ct8 aOLicoo "io trsTide oor© 8i noIiaioo88£ lodcec
plus one adaitional share for each 50 memhers of the local cooperative.
Thus, a cooperative with 25O memhers is required to have ten shares. (1
0 ) Ten Years of Progress , pp, 1-20.
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Cooperative Purchasin^^ of Farm Supplies
Farm Credit Administration, tfashirif.-ton, P.C,
It is difficult to indicate a definite Taeginnin^,’ for the agricul-
tural cooperative purchasing movement in the United States. According
to Nourse, about I85O numerous farmers* clubs were organised in Illi-
nois, and in I858 a convention of Illinois farmers recommended the for-
mation of farmers* clubs wherever practicable, and the formation of whole-
saxe purchasing and selling agencies in the great centers of commerce.
The Farmers Educational and Cooperative Union of America, known
popularly as the "Farmers* Union", originated in 1902 as an outgrovrth
of the old Farmers Alliance movement. The most significant cooperati'-e
purchasing developments tuader Farmers* Union auspices have occurred ‘n
the States of Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, Iowa, the Dakotas, and I£inne-
sota. (t)
(1 ) Joseph G.ICnapp and John H. Lister; Cooperative Purchasing of Farm
Supplies
. pp. 1-92.
;jnlftixi3B(f •^iuilab « *;fi»cii>ci ot tin>illi6 ei
: iM
JPT
•^11)10 ©aAf?- ,«9ix}2 bctlaU suii til fa^mtroa ^iMiio’wq el^«^•qooo Uw»
-IIXI at J>9tlo4gto »rt0w tdsflo iz-soanal wyo'/ecanxr 0?3l JXfotf* ,99-txroH oJ
I
" ^
•tol ®ri^ i>»l)fl#»ae£0«>d'x e‘t6«*rj»l atcclXlX *io aol^€^noo « 8^61 nl ba^ ,ftion
A, t’M -
jbXoiIw lo notiMTto^ adi bm ,oXc.»o1^ojii<; ttvoiedw atfoXo »9*ie«:a*l lo aottm
,./j - o
,ooi«wroo eiet^noo ot a«loivr^ ^XX»t im* i^^Xsaxioosq 9*«t
flwtui ,«olioffiA Ic nolcU «nrl^«i9^oow baa ianoi^Aavbie. ntmta^ •<fl
i.hvoTis^JJO «B «-8 2f>?( nI ."rroloU «rf? ';lT"XJiq«q:
:i£U9ltlasl 9 l iooa .iittaierom ooiviXXA. bio
Au n!f b&mro9c Ofod Bwlqwrra nolflU ioakut aiaam^Xmab ^ay^dciaq
^tttUML boM ,m^oc£«iL ‘idJ ,«woX ^mojUtdO «mkxuhJ. ,«l«4TcfeK lo i«74i$2 edt
(I) .atoe
H=5 se Studies Producers t Cooperatives
Farmers Union Central axchariji^e
Saint Paul, liinnesota
The first organization v/hich v/as knov/n as the Farmers Union Ex-
change v/as incorporated hy the Board of Directors of the Far;ners Union
Terminal Association in \ ^21 t principally for the purpose of raarketing
hinder tv/ine in North Dakota. The Farmers Union Exchange which v/as the
forerunner of the present wholesale association, functioned as a suh_
sidiary of the Farmers Union Terminal Association and v/as always ov/ned
100 per cent hy that cooperative marketing association.
In 1531, the Farmers Union Central Exchange began doing business.
It had no capital, no assets, no liabilities. But it had so.methint, thot
was worth more than assets and capital. It had the consolidated business
volume of about 50 local affiliated oil cooperatives which had set up
the wholesale, owned it, and could be depended upon to purchase 1 OO "^er
cent of their requirements through their own wholesale organization.
In 1956 there were 233 affiliated companies dealing in oil, with
v/holesale earnings of $ 66 , 698 . 64 . The fundamental sou/adness of the F'-rm-
ers Union program is very evident. The business activities have returned
to the patrons hiindreds of thousands of dollars. And their success h®s
proved the value of tne organization. This success should be the final
proof to those who have not yet seen the need for a militant, class con-
scioxLS organization to lift the farmer to his rightful place in our eco-
nomic life.
As its capital grows, it stands ready to expand; expand with new
affiliated companies so it can reach new consumers, expand also into new
lines and products on v/hich consumers are still at the mercy of the prof-
it seeker. (|)
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Farmers Union Live Stock Commission
South. Saint Paul, Minnesota
The Farmers Union Live Stock Commission was organized in 1922
and was controlled hy the Iowa Farmers Union. From 1922 "until 1926 *
the Farmers Union Live Stock Commission struggled along- under unfav-
orable conditions, doing enoxagh business to pay operating expenses,
and sometimes have a little over which was paid back to the patrons
on a basis of patronage dividends.
By 1925» as the Equity receivership (business which was bought
out to organize the cooperative) v/as being closed up, a serious prob-
lem faced the Board of Directors. V/hen the Equity pioneered in the
field, they were met by a vicious boycott, which made it impossible
for Equity to rent office space in the Exchange building, controlled
by the privately owned Stockyards Company and commission firms. As
a result, the Equity had to buy a site and build an office building.
It was decided to take the profits from the livestock business to make
a dovm payment on the building, and send to the patrons of that year
(1935) certificates of interest in the buildin^^, equal to what their
dividends would have been.
The fanners didn’t like these certificates and they stopped do-
ing business with the Farmers Union Live Stock Commission. So a re-
organization took place, resulting in the present magnificent organ-
ization.
The present Union is owned by three state organizations affil-
iated with the Farmers Educational and Cooperative Union of America;
Montana, North Dakota, ".Visconsin, also by the Minnesota Farmers Union,
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stock Commission depends upon the amount of business furnisned to it
by each State,
Since the volume of business handled by this organization
has been declining due to the unusually severe drouth conditions. The
hundreds of thousands of cattle and sheep bought by the Federal Govern-
ment were not handled by the commission firms, (|
)
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The organization of the Montana Farmers Union can he said to
have heen huilt out of the hopes, dreams, and lives of its members.
Since 1932» there has heen very little outside help in building the
Farmers Union in Montana. All progress has depended upon the steady
grov/th in membership. In "the dues-paying members nu.nhered 3,070;
in the number reached 4,725. This is not an outstainding growth,
but it occurred during a period in which much of Montana had been with-
out a crop. These figures represent, too, actual cash paid in,
no notes, post-dated checks or orders were accepted for dues.
A balance of about $3,000 is maintained at all times. The total
receipts for the year 1:936 v/ere over $20,000. The dues for membershi-*
is $3.50 yearly.
There are four cooperative enterprises which are state-wide in
scope. Three of these, the Farmers Union Live Stock Commission, the
Farmers Union Central Exchange, and tne Farmers Union Terminal Exchange,
are organizations that operate in North Dakota, Minnesota, and Wiscon-
sin, as well as in Montana. A fourth cooperative enterprise is the
Farmers Union Mutual Fire Insurance Company whose activities are con-
fined to Montana.
The Farmers Union promotes their organization, watches over their
welfare, spreads the philosophy of cooperation among their customers,
secures favoraole legislation, the cooperatives* means of advertising,
and is their best salesman. In return, most of these cooperatives con-
tribute 5 per cent of their net income to the Farmers Union ana many
check off the dues of their customers who are eligible to become mem-
bers of the union, (t
)
( 1 ) . Twenty-one Years of Grovrth and Achievement , pp. t-76 .
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Merrimack Farmers » axchanfee of Concord
Concord, Hew Hampshire
The only pamphlet sent hy this exchan^-e is entitled ’’Merrimack
Stores.” It contains a series of pictures which show v/here their stores
are located: Derry, Epping, Exeter, Goffstown, Henniker, Laconia, Man-
chester, Milford, Nev/ Boston, Peterborough, Pittsfield, Warner, Concord,
Nashua, and Epsom,
On the last page of this pamphlet is a list of the items in which
the I&rrimack Stores are interested: Asphalt Shingles
,
Barn Equipment,
Cod Liver Oil, Cream Separator?, Disinfectants, Dusters, Farm Machinery,
Farm Scales, Feeds, Fertilizers, Field Seed, Flour, Garden Seed, Garden
Tools, Grains, Grease, Hay, Lubricating Oil, Milking Machines, Molasses,
Nails, Paint, Peat Moss, Portland, Cement, Poultry Equipment, Roofing
Paper, Rope, Spray Material, Sprayers, Steel Roofing, Straw, Tires, W«ter
Systems, and 'Wire Fencing,
No further information is contained in the pamphlet, (t)
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North Dakota Farmers Union
North Dakota Farmers Union is built upon the same plan as that
of the Montana Farmers Union, The following item concerning the oil
cooperatives is, however, interesting;
The Farmers Union of North Dakota set up their cooperative oil
•wholesale in St. Paul in 1928 . In six years this organization spread
a net work of cooperative filling stations across western Minnesota,
through North Dakota and eastern Montana, In rural North Dakota, it
is the leading distributor of oil and gasoline. In eighty-eight North
Dakota towns there was sold during I 934 # a total of 55,000,000 gallons
of gas, tractor fuel and kerosene. Of this, the cooperatives sold





0 ) . Ten Years of Achievement, pp. l-80.
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Windsor Co-gn-fey Paraers* Exchange
Y/hite Hiver Junction, Vermont
The Windsor County Farmers* Exchange of Wnite River Jtinction,
Vermont, v/as organized in t9t7 as a stock cooperative. There v;ere on''.y
a few members and they pooled their orders. By so doing, they were
ble to save the extra charges placed on their purchases by retail mer-
chants
.
From this small group, the association grew, until in I 933 , it
was doing about $21^,000 total sales and had $7,610 in capital stock.
At this time it was voted that all stock should be redeemed at par plus
to P6r cent and the articles of the association were cnsnged so that any
fij-rmer purchasing $100 worth of goods during the fiscal year becomes n
member and is issued a membership certificate which entitles him to one
vote.
Since changing from a stock corporation to a non-stock coopera-
tive, the Farmers* Exchange has greatly increased business facilities
and commodities handled. The items now handled include: fertilizer,
seeds, insecticides, gasoline, oil, farm machinery and implements, and
general farm supplies. There are about 700 members with whom business
is done and the majority seem to be ’’the better class of farmers”.
Operating Stai;ement for 1936
Purchases and Iviarketing for Members $429 , 504.49
Cost of Merchandise 405.3 69.65
Gross Earnings from Purchases 20
,
934.64
Administrative Expenses 14 . 185.71
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Dividends for 1935, Paid in $1,008.74
Ann\ial Dinner 152,60
Financial Expenses 470.07 1 . 631. 41
Net Savings to Working Capital $5,117.72
Out of this. Net Savings of \ ,\jfo of the to-cal purchases,
or approximately $4 , 29} t is Iseing returned in Patronage Dividends. (i )
0 ) • Brief History of the V/indsor County Farmers * Exchange , pp.i_4.
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Cooperative I-iarket in^ of Agricultural Products
Farm Credit Administration, V/ashington, D.C,
A^rioxiltural production in tne United Staoes involves some
6,800,000 individual farm units, Mosp of tiiese farms produce one or
more commodities which, enter into the channels of trade. Cooperative
handling of farm pi'oduce in the United States had its beginning a cen-
tury ago. American farmers in many sections of the country had formed
agricultural societies of various kinds previous to their attempts to
organize for marketing purposes.
So far as available records show, dairy farmers were the first to
attempt collective action in marketing. A cooperative cheese factory
was established as early as l 6 l 0 » and this v/as followed by otaer simi-
lar establishments
,
Toward the middle of the century, cooperative gr?in
elevators began to appear, and from 1870 on, the development of cooper-
ative marketing associations became widespread.
The Cooperative Division of the Fai-m Credit Administration has
record of the organization dates of 16,178 cooperative marketing associa-
tions prior to 190O. The ten year period of greatest organization ac-
tivity was 1914 to 1923 » during which more than 50 per cent of all re-
corded marketing associations were formed.
There were in 1935 nearly 50 active federations of local mark-
eting associations, and 50 cooperative terminal-market sales agencies.
There are now (19^5) operating more than loo large centralized cooper-
ative associations with a total membership of about 450,000 agricul-
tural producers
.
The Cooperative Division attempts to keep in contact with all
cooperative raarketiue, associations in tne United States, In 1955, the
division had record of 8,794 of these associations, about 70 per cent
of whicn were locaced in the Morth Caentral Stages, Mnnesota, V/isconsin,
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and Iowa leading in nirriber of associations.
The total value of products sold hy the farmers’ cooperative
marketing associations for the 1934-1935 season is estimated at
1,343,000,000. (T)
(l) V/ard V/, Fetrow; Cooperative i^iarketing of A&ricultural Products ,
1 - 106
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g)q.uit.y Farmers * Produce Cooperative Association
Ashland, V/isconsin
The xJq.uifcy Farmers* Produce Cooperative Association was orgnni^ed
in t928» primarily hecause many farmers objected to the middleman, who had
never seen nor laid hand on a sack of feed, getting- a profit of $8.00
per ton for simply giving the farmer a slip to get it at the wholesale.
Much opposition was aroused to the organization, even the local wholesale
trying to break the organization.
A joint meeting of this association witu representatives of the
local merchants led to the setting of a definite price for feed and flour.
This price v/as not maintained by the local merchants. Consequently, this
association closed its doors and sent its patrons to buy out the lot from
the local merchants. The wholesale had agreed to sta.nd any loss incurred.
As a result of this experience, another agreement meeting v/as held, but
again the price v/as not maintained by the local dealers and consequent-
ly the Fquity Cooperative Association decided to make its ovm prices in
the future.
At the present time ( 1958 ) the membership is nearly 200. E°ch
year since 1928 a patronage dividend in the form of stock has been npid.
The Equity Produce Cooperative Association v/as capitalized in 1928 at
$8,000 of which $2,500 was raised and the balance subscribed for. At
this year»s meeting in March, the capital stock will be raised to $20,000.
All but the first $2,500 of this capital stock was earned in patronage
dividends. As this association is organized as a producer cooperative,
it is exempt from the federal income tax.
The loyalty of its members, efficient management, and adequate
bookkeeping methods have been vital factors in the success of this or-
ganization. (t)
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Case Against the Cooperatives
The followirie, observations as made by Y/yand (i) inaicate some
of the weaknesses of cooperatives;-
Llost cooperatives favor continued competition, not only be-
tween coopera,tives but bet'ween cooperatives and private business as v/ell
in order to prevent a slump into mediocrity. It would seem therefore
that in preserving" the traditions of individualism the cooperative has
not altogether eradicated the evils of the system which it wishes to sun-
plant, Competing groups can and do experience the same impulsions to pnti
social acts as competing individuals.
The consumer may profit from transition to cooperative enter-
prise, but in the strictest sense he v/ill have no more of a share in de-
termining economic policy then than he has nov/. For the most part, any im
provements the representatives of cooperating consumers will be able to ef
feet v/ill be physical or financial in nature. From the standpoint of de-
sires, the biayer»s existing wants are bein_, satisfied today about as ef-
fectively as they would be under cooperation. To serve its purpose the
cooperative v;ould have to create new wants for its constitixtents
,
but it
is to be noted that the process of creating’ new desires and of operating
the cooperative enterprise would involve an economic oligarchy as abso-
lute as is the present individualistic system.
Since honest ana efficient :nanagers can be founa to operate
such large cooperatives as the English Coopera-uive Wholesale, why csn»t
the scale of operations be expanded a little furt*.er to make possible
the creation of a cooperative state? The answer generally given by the
proponents of cooperatives stresses the advantages of voluntary coor>era-
tion as contrasted v/ith political coercion, statine, that cooperatives
seek the welfare of their members, whereas the political state seeks the
(l) Chprles S. Wyand; The Economics of Consumption, pp. 4)2-‘1-23.
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interest of the state. This argxument leads to a distinction hetween 'po-
litical democracy and economic democracy, and further forces one to con-
clude that the present form of government in the United States is unsuit-
ed to serve the consumers' interest. ^ Might it not he possible that if a
democratic state v/orks for the welfare of the state, democratic coo-iera-
tives might also work for the 'welfare of the cooperative, Moreover, if
men will cooperate voluntarily on a snail scale, what is to prevent equsl
voluntary cooperation on a larger plane?
One weakness of cooperatives is the weakness of individuals.
More specif ically, the strength of a cooperative is determined in uart by
the strength or v/eakness of it9 management. Of greater significance than
indifference or dishonesty is the inefficiency with which many cooperatives
are operated bjtpersons v/ho lack both a knowledge of their economic function
and training in the performance of their duties. The intelligent and eco-
nomical wholesale selection of modern products requires a degree of train-
in,^ and skill few men possess. iJo cooperative can hope to compensate for
the ignorance of its officials 'with an abtindance of enthusiasm. On the oth-
er hand, when a competent manager is hired, the organization lets itself
open to all of the evils characteristic of the operation of the modern cor-
poration whosesrnanj'' stockholders so frequently find their own interests sub-
ordinated to those of management. Cooperation will have to turn tov/^rd the
attainment of better men at the same time that it aims to build a better
society.
iVnother disadvantage of consumer cooperation, as it is nov/ prac-
ticed, lies in the weakness of democracy. Control by a large group elways
makes for an unwieldly ana cumbersome procedure. It is patent l.y iaoossible
to practice pure democracy and, at the same time, procu^'e quick and effect-
ive action on xinant icipated but vital issues, V/hen cooperative hopes to ex-
pand-its clientele through competition with private enterprise, the democrat-
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the democratic procedure persists as an ideal rather than as a working
Pf5,rt Ox the organization’s actus-i policy.
ihe greateso obstacle to effective consumer cooneration todn-5>-
IS to be found in the attempts to compete with the orofit system under the
rules of a self-help economy. Attempts at competition can lead only to
tne destruction of the cooperative as an agency seeking the honest satis-
faction of the consumers! wants. The cooperative errs in distributing
many of the goods that are widely exploited by private enterprise, such as
patent medicines. If the cooperative actually sought the consumer’s eco-
nomic ana physical v/ell-being it could not offer him a good half of the
products n&u made and sold for profit. It thus becomes apparent that the
cooperative cannot serve its clients honestly and yet compete in this sense
with private enterprise.
I, ,
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There were tnree questions which I sought to ansv/er in ray thes-
is. The first of these, namely , "Where are the Cooperatives located in
the United States?" has not been fully answered. As I worked into this
phase of the subject, I realized the amount of time v/hich would be con-
sumed and the inability for any one person to get a complete set of da.
ta. On the basis of my,'- experience, I v/ould recommend that, if the gov-
ernment does not soon publish a list of the approximately n,OCO coop-
eratives which 'Warbasse (t) claims there are in this country, it would
be well for one individual in each state to be responsible fori collec-
tion of this data relative to his state. Alaska should not be forgotten
in this list as cooperatives are apparently flourishing,' there. Case
studies of each should be made and then these could all be brought to-
gether and weeded out so that there v/ouAd be no duplications in the cos-
es ’Where state lines have not been the boundaries for various coopera-
tives
.
To do a thorough piece of work, a yearts time could well be spent
by each of these individuals and would be a service to all inhabitants
of the United States as it would bring very forcibly to their minds the
extent to which cooperation does function in this country in spite of
the individualistic attitude of most citizens here.
This infor.nation should then be kept up-to-date in each state
and additional information shoula be immediately passed on to The Co-
operative League so that it can properly function as an educational force
for the Cooperative liovement. A new cooperative should feel it to be one
of its first duties to notify The Cooperative League and become an affil-
(l) James P, V/arbasse* Cooperative Democracy (1936)1 P. 57 *
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The lack of a corapiete list of cooperatives is probably due tO;_
1. Hapid 5’rowth of cooperatives of a small nature in riir_
al communities
2. Lack of feeliUt, of need of affiliating v;itli larger
groups, es -ecially The Cooperative League, v/hich really
is the educational source and should be one of the irst
points of contact for any cooperative, here v/e should
be able to find a complete list.
On tne basis of Fetrow»s statement (i) that the Cooperative Divis-
ion of the Farm Credit Administration in Y/ashington had a record in 1955
of 8,794 producers* cooperatives, I am inclined to believe that .Varbasse»s
figure quooed on the previous page (t 1
,
000 ) is only for consumers* coop-
eratives and that there are about 2 0,000 cooperatives of both types througli-
ouc the country.
In 19^5, about 70 per cent of the producers* cooperatives were
located in the central states. Producers* cooperatives are organized
lar^^ely amon^ the farmers rather than among industrial y;orkers. From
these latter I received no response.
As for the second q^uesjion; 'b’/liat lav/s govern these cooperatives
in the various states^** I feel that this question has been quite fully
answered up to January 1937 * This period is later than the data which
I have been able to gather in most instances for the case studies, so it
is up-to-the-minute as far as the thesis content is able to be.
Fourteen states, mainly along the Atlantic seaboard, have no stat-
utes on their books up to January 1937 » relative to cooperatives,
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In Alaska and thirty-four states v/hich do have such statutes,
the folloY/ing ten have been found to he the most comraon;-
t . General Powers and Purposes of Cooperatives
2, Number and i^ualificat ions of Organizers
,
Voting One Vote per Ifember
4. Patronage Dividends or Refunds to I&mbers
5. Contents of Bylaws
6. Registration and Piling of Articles; Recording Amend-
ments
7. Contents of Articles
8. Number and ^4ualif ications of Officers
9. Limitation of Amount of Dividends on Stock
to. Existing Corporations Ilay Come Under Statute
Numbers j and 4, and 5 and g v/ere tied in frequency mentioned in these
states.
There is room for further stuc^'- here. In each of the states e
check-up should be made of the statutes passed between January
1
, 1937
and the period covered by the survey suggested under the first section.
The third question; »»Virhat factors make for the successful word-
ing of cooperatives?” has been quite fully answered in the case of some
of the cooperatives which replied, but has just been taken for granted
in the case of others, I found that in most instances when a pamphlet
was sent, the information was written up in glowing terms, but often
when I received a personal letter, I got reactions which showed that,
even in the Cooperative Movement, leaders do not always have a feeling
of buoyancy, but know periods of discoura^jement too. They have some-
times been very frank in their comments relative to the things which
have been helpful and those which have been stumbling blocks.
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Chief amon^ the features which, according' to replies, h?ve often




3. Lack of sufficient study before organization takes place
4. Poor management
5. Non-recognition that the experience of others should fur_
nish a fund of information that others may not fall into
the same pitfalls
(i, Relatives of officers too much in the limelight in any
one cooperative
The factors v/hich the replies indicate have been mosi: vital to
the successful operation of a cooperative are;-
1 , Constant education of members
2, A definite understanding of cooperative principles and
loyalty to them
3 , Efficient management
4, Sound business policy
5 , Sacrificial leadership
6, Democratic organization——There is the danger of control
by a fey/ if
a. authority is delegated to the directors in too
large measiire
b. voting other than one vote per member (not common)
c. voting may be done by proxy, ?<s this makes for
poorly: attended meetings, especially the annual
meeting.
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Althou^li most of the cooperatives seem to emphasize education,
they do not indicate always whether this is only for inemhers or for non-
nemhers as well. From the response I received to my form letter (4t
replies out of a possible J72» or about a lo per cent reply) I am in-
clined to think that education for nonmembers does not have much place
in the or^^anizat ion of most cooperatives. This, if properly applied,
could make most cooperatives reach a condition of stability sooner th^n
they do now. liany persons simply need to be acq.uainted with the facts to
become convinced cooperato?s.
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